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With an ever-growing human population and apparent environmental impacts due to climate 
change, producers and researchers need to investigate more ecologically conscious alternatives to 
increase agricultural production. One method to consider is using a group of beneficial microbes 
called arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) that form associations with over 80% of all terrestrial 
plant species and assist plants by increasing nutrient uptake, drought tolerance, and resilience 
against pathogens and pests. However, the level of benefit may be variable and be host-genotype 
dependent. Genotype variation to AMF colonization and degree of benefit has been identified in 
crops, including soybean; however, very few soybean genotypes have been evaluated and no 
information is known about the genetics controlling AMF colonization in soybean. The overall 
goal of this project was to evaluate larger panels of soybean genotypes to gain a better 
understanding how host genotype influences AMF colonization and how AMF may affect above-
ground biomass and plant protection.  
The goal of the second chapter was to to identify genomic regions associated with 
mycorrhizal colonization in soybean. A genome-wide association analysis was deployed using a 
diverse panel of 350 exotic soybean accessions inoculated with Rhizophagus intraradices. Roots 
of all accessions were microscopically evaluated for colonization by R. intraradices using a 
modified gridline intersect method. Root colonization differed significantly (P < 0.001) among 
genotypes ranging from 11-70%. A whole-genome resequencing-derived SNP dataset identified 
six quantitative trait loci (QTL) significantly associated with R. intraradices colonization that 
explained 24% of the phenotypic variance. Candidate genes identified in these QTL regions 
included homologs to known nodulin protein families and other symbiosis-specific genes.  
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 The third chapter focused on if soybean genotypes differ in AMF-mediated growth and if 
breeding impacted this relationship. A panel of 49 soybean genotypes were grown in a 
greenhouse for six weeks with or without R. intraradices. Mycorrhizal responsiveness was 
measured by taking the percent difference in above ground dry weights of plants inoculated with 
R. intraradices compared to non-inoculated control plants. There was a significant genotype 
effect on mycorrhizal responsiveness ranging from -7% to 115% increase in above ground dry 
weights compared to the non-inoculated control.  The level of AMF-mediated above ground dry 
weights was significantly correlated (r = 0.45; P < 0.0001) with release year of the soybean 
cultivar. The results of this study indicate breeding may have indirectly selected for increased 
mycorrhizal responsiveness and shows the large effect soybean genotype has on AMF-mediated 
growth stimulation.  
The fourth chapter focused on the interaction between soybean genotype, R. intraradices, 
and Fusarium virguliforme, a necrotrophic soilborne pathogen that causes sudden death 
syndrome of soybean. Six soybean genotypes were inoculated with F. virguliforme and with or 
without R. intraradices in a greenhouse experiment. There was a significant (P < 0.05) reduction 
of 45% and 28% in area under the disease progress curve values and in relative F. virguliforme 
quantities, respectively, in soybean roots of R. intraradices-colonized plants compared to plants 
not colonized by R. intraradices averaged over the six soybean genotypes. Root weight of R. 
intraradices-colonized plants increased (P < 0.05) by 58% compared to plants not colonized by 
R. intraradices. A nutrient analysis of root tissues showed increases (P < 0.05) in nutrient 
concentrations in plants colonized by R. intraradices for phosphorus, potassium sulfur, boron, 
and sodium compared to roots not colonized by R. intraradices. This study showed that R. 
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intraradices considerably reduced SDS severity and F. virguliforme colonization while 
simultaneously increasing growth and nutrient uptake.  
The fifth chapter focused on different AMF species and their ability to suppress soybean cyst 
nematode (SCN; Heterodera glycines). SCN is a widely occurring pathogen and the leading 
cause of soybean yield losses in the USA. There is a need to find additional SCN management 
strategies as sources of SCN resistance have become less effective in keeping SCN populations 
in check. In one experiment, all five AMF species tested (Claroideoglomus claroideum, 
Diversispora eburnean, Dentiscutata heterogama, Funneliformis mosseae, and R. intraradices) 
reduced (P < 0.05) the number of cysts on soybean roots by 59% to 81% compared to soybean 
roots without AMF. In two other experiments, F. mosseae reduced the counts of SCN juveniles 
(J2-J3 stages) in soybean roots by 60% and was able to suppress egg hatching by as much as 
30%. These experiments showed that AMF were able to suppress SCN cyst counts and at least 
with F. mosseae, reduce SCN juveniles in roots and suppress egg-hatching.  
The results of this project provide substantial insights into the relationship between soybean, 
AMF, and pathogen. I found a considerable amount of genetic variation in level of AMF 
colonization and mycorrhizal responsiveness. This shows a major component of the success of 
AMF inoculants may be attributed to host genotypes. More research should be done to gain a 
better understanding of the genetics behind mycorrhizal responsiveness. This information could 
be applied to breeding programs to create more responsive cultivars to alleviate the need for 
fertilizers.  I also found a significant reduction in disease severity for both SDS and SCN. The 
mechanisms behind AMF-mediated plant protection against SDS and SCN seems to be multi-
faceted, however a direct suppression of SCN was found. Further research is needed to exploit 
the potential usefulness of these AMF in field conditions and to determine the usefulness of 
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AMF as a viable management tool to help alleviate yield loss due to disease as well as the need 
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.) is one of the most important crops worldwide with a total 
of 121 million ha produced in 2016 (FAO, 2018). Soybean yields are limited by abiotic stresses 
including nutrient (deficiencies and toxicities) and water constraints (flooding and drought), and 
by biotic stresses including pathogens and pests. With an ever-growing human population and 
increasing impacts due to climate change, these limitations are putting a major stress on food 
security (Lobell et al. 2008). Proactive measures are needed to alleviate these abiotic and biotic 
constraints by introducing more ecologically friendly farming practices and reducing potentially 
harmful practices, such as the overuse of fertilizers and pesticides.  
Microbial communities, such as arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF), are known to provide a 
broad range of benefits to plants (Berendsen et al. 2012). AMF form associations with over 80% 
of all terrestrial plant species, including soybean, and plants associated with AMF often have 
better nutrient and water uptake and are more resilient against pathogens and pests (Richardson 
et al. 2011). With over 200 species, AMF are ubiquitous and survive in a broad range of 
environments. The benefits provided by this group of fungi have made them an appealing tool 
for management, but to increase their usefulness, more information is needed before they 
become more widely implemented into agricultural practices. This literature review will give a 
brief overview of the history and biology of AMF, methodology developed to research AMF, 
and what is known about their role in agriculture with focus on how host genotype influences 




History of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi. Although it was not known at the time, AMF 
may have been discovered as early as 1842 through some illustrations (Nägeli 1842) with more 
accurate descriptions of anatomical structures provided in 1889 (Schlicht 1889). In 1896, 
Dangeard was the first to name a species of AMF on poplar roots, Rhizophagus populinus, 
however he mistook them for a pathogen and placed the species in the Chytridiales (Dangeard 
1896, 1900). Intramatrical spores were defined as vesicles (Janse 1897), and arbuscules were 
defined and determined to form in the inner cortex surrounded by host membrane (Gallaud 
1905). In 1922, the Endogonaceae were revised to include Glomus spp. (Thaxter 1922). 
Eventually, all AMF were reclassified to be members of the Endogonaceae (Butler 1939). In the 
next few decades, multiple species of AMF were identified based on spore morphology (Koide 
and Mosse 2004). In 1974, the genus, Endogone, was revised and split into seven genera, 
including nonmycorrhizal genera Endogone, Modicella, and Glaziella, and mycorrhizal genera, 
Glomus, Sclerocystis, Gigaspora, and Acaulospora (Gerdemann and Trappe 1974). Researchers 
continued to discover new species of AMF, and by 2001, five families (Acaulosporaceae, 
Archaeosporaceae, Gigasporaceae, Glomaceae, and Paraglomaceae) were reported (Morton and 
Redecker 2001). Using molecular data, Schüßler established more accurate relationships among 
AMF and between non-AMF, and AMF were placed in their own phylum, the Glomeromycota 
(Schüßler et al. 2001).  
Biology of mycorrhizal symbiosis. AMF are obligate biotrophs and require forming a 
symbiotic relationship with a host to survive. Presymbiotic signaling between the host plant and 
the fungus is required for spore germination (Schmitz and Harrison 2014). Strigolactones are 
released through root exudates and stimulate AMF spores to germinate mostly under low 
orthophosphate conditions (Gutjahr and Parniske 2013; Malbreil et al. 2014; Schmitz and 
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Harrison 2014). Recognition of strigolactones and other potential host signals activates AMF 
spores to produce germ tubes, extra radical hyphae, and diffusible signals that the plant host 
recognizes to produce a counter response (Genre et al. 2013; Maillet et al. 2011). These fungal 
counter-response signals stimulate the expression of the early nodulation gene, ENOD11, as well 
as activate the common symbiosis signaling pathway (Gutjahr and Parniske 2013; Schmitz and 
Harrison 2014). Formation of lateral roots, a common entry location, is also stimulated by 
diffusible signals, although most likely by a separate pathway.  
Once AMF extraradical mycelia contact the root surface, the plant epidermal cells prepare for 
colonization by reorganizing microtubules and actin bundles in the cytoplasm. The fungus 
penetrates the cell directly and branches out into the apoplast and colonizes the plant cortex 
where arbuscules form. Arbuscules are surrounded by a periarbuscular membrane that is lined 
with transporters to transfer nutrients to the host in return for carbon. To form this association, 
the transcriptome of the inhabited cortical cell is reprogrammed. Over 500 protein-coding genes 
are upregulated in mycorrhizal plant cells. To accommodate an arbuscule, the plant cell changes 
by increasing the size of the endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi apparatus, plastids and the 
enlargement of the nucleus (Bonfante and Genre 2010). Individual arbuscules live up to five 
days and are continuously being renewed providing a plethora of benefits to the plant including 
increased phosphorus uptake (Harrison 1995). Additionally, arbuscules have been associated 
with increased uptake of calcium, copper, magnesium, nitrogen, potassium, and zinc, especially 
in nutrient limited soils (Berruti et al. 2016). AMF are known to improve water uptake in 
drought-stricken areas and protect plants from toxins in the soil (Tamayo et al. 2014).  
To form a symbiotic relationship with plants, AMF attach to the root epidermis by forming 
hyphopodia before colonizing the root cortex. Plants respond with an innate defense response, 
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but AMF have evolved to manipulate these defense pathways to maintain a mutualistic 
relationship within plants. The jasmonic acid and ethylene pathways are upregulated in well-
established symbiotic relationships and have a negative impact on colonization of necrotrophic 
pathogens, microbes that feed off dead tissue, and chewing herbivores. Evidence suggests that 
colonization of AMF suppresses infection by fungal pathogens and certain pathogenic nematodes 
(Jung et al. 2012).   
Some members of the Amaranthaceae, Brassicaceae, and Chenopodiaceae plant families are 
considered non-hosts because they lack the ability to form successful mycorrhizal associations 
(Dąbrowska et al. 2014). This incompatibility has not been fully understood, but certain 
anatomical root structures, lack of diffusible growth stimuli, or the production of root exudates 
that inhibits spore germination and plant defenses may all play a role (Dąbrowska et al. 2014; 
Glenn et al. 1988). Non-hosts still interact with AMF, though this interaction is rather complex. 
For example, the presence of AMF stimulated plant growth of Brassica napa, a non-host, in the 
absence of other microbes; however, plant growth of B. napa was inhibited when AMF were 
accompanied by other autochthonous microbes (Dąbrowska et al. 2014).  
Methods to evaluate host plant and arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi interaction. Methods 
to measure benefits from AMF colonization include quantifying root colonization, nutrient 
uptake, or plant growth. Mycorrhizal colonization can be quantified by root staining (Phillips and 
Hayman 1970), quantifying DNA (Thonar et al. 2012; Thonar et al. 2014), or quantifying 
expression of arbuscule-specific host genes (Harrison et al. 2002). There are many ways to 
estimate colonization including epifluorescence microscopy, phosphatase assays, and clearing 
roots and staining with a chitin-specific dye (Vierheilig et al. 2005). The most common method 
is root staining and quantifying mycorrhizal colonization by estimating overall root colonization 
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(Mosse 1973) using the root segment ± method (Nicolson 1955) or the gridline intersect method 
(Sparling and Tinker 1978). The gridline intersect is based off a method to measure root length 
(Newman 1966). It is considered the more reliable method to evaluate root colonization of the 
three listed above (Sun and Tang 2012). Root colonization historically has been a main method 
to evaluate plant interactions with AMF, but more recent studies have used other variables, such 
a AMF-mediated plant growth, also known as mycorrhizal responsiveness. Mycorrhizal 
responsiveness is the percent difference in above ground plant biomass in the presence of 
mycorrhizae (AM) relative to nonmycorrhizal plants (NM): [(AM-NM)*100]/NM (Hetrick et al. 
1992). This measurement has been modified to relative mycorrhizal responsiveness where R’ = 
((AM - NM)/NM) (Baon et al. 1993) and absolute mycorrhizal responsiveness (R = AM - NM) 
(Janos 2007). It is suggested that mycorrhizal responsiveness and root colonization by 
themselves may not be great indicators of cost-benefit of this relationship (Hohmann and 
Messmer 2017). They propose a new measurement referred to as mycorrhiza use efficiency that 
divides a benefit variable by root colonization. However, there is no indication that the level of 
mycorrhizal colonization is related to the amount of benefit provided to the plant and this needs 
further testing to determine the reliability of this variable (Hetrick et al. 1996). My study used 
several variables, including root colonization and mycorrhizal responsiveness, to evaluate the 
relationship of AMF and plants.   
Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi in agriculture. Even though AMF were discovered before 
the 1900s, it was not until 1943 when the first experiment was conducted showing that they 
enhanced plant growth (Asai 1944). In the following decades, more reports corroborated that 
AMF could increase plant growth (Clark 1963; Mosse 1957; Peuss 1958). This led to the 
discovery of more benefits produced by AMF including increased P uptake (Baylis 1959), Zn 
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uptake (Gilmore 1971), Cu uptake (Ross and Harper 1970), and protection against pathogens 
(Zambolim and Schenck 1983). 
These benefits along with an interest to start incorporating low-impact agricultural practices 
have sparked interest in the private sector to produce AMF inoculants for commercial application 
(Berruti et al. 2016). Commercial inoculants are frequently composed of multiple AMF species, 
including R. intraradices (N.C. Schenck & G.S. Sm.) C. Walker & A. Schüßler 2010 and other 
species in the Glomeraceae family. R. intraradices (syn. Glomus intraradices) is a fast-growing 
fungus that produces abundant spores and is commonly found worldwide (Berruti et al. 2016). 
These properties have also made R. intraradices and closely related species, R. irregularis, the 
focus in AMF research.  
However, the benefits observed from AMF are at times inconsistent, and there are many 
unanswered questions that may be relevant when applying AMF for agricultural benefits. 
Variability of success may be attributed to the specific genotype of the host plant, the AMF 
species and strain, and their specific interaction including colonization, transfer of nutrients, and 
protection against diseases and drought (Facelli et al. 2014; Fernandez et al. 2014; Jie et al. 2013; 
Klironomos 2003). The interaction is also influenced by other microbes in the soil, which makes 
mycorrhizal symbiosis a complex of interactions among soil nutrients, host genotypes, and 
species of AMF.  
Genotypic influence on mycorrhizal colonization. Understanding the influence of host 
genotype on mycorrhizal responsiveness is pivotal for more effective implementation of 
mycorrhizal inoculants as an agricultural management method. If soybean genotypes associated 
with increased mycorrhizal responsiveness were identified, these sources could be used to study 
the inheritance of these traits and be used to develop elite breeding lines that benefit from AMF 
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colonization. Plant genotype variation to AMF colonization and their benefits was identified in 
maize (An et al. 2010), onion (Taylor et al. 2015), and wheat (Hetrick et al. 1996). Quantitative 
trait loci (QTL) have been found associated with mycorrhizal colonization or mycorrhizal 
responsiveness in multiple crop species, including Allium spp. (Galván et al. 2011), maize 
(Kaeppler et al. 2000), winter wheat (Lehnert et al. 2017), and durum wheat (De Vita et al. 
2018). However, in Medicago truncatula, transcript levels of RiTubulin (R. irregularis β-
tubulin), and MtPT4 (arbuscule specific phosphate transporter in M. truncatula), did not differ in 
32 lines (Dreher et al. 2017).  
Very few studies have been performed to characterize genotypic variation in soybean to 
colonization by AMF. A greenhouse study evaluated ten promiscuous soybean breeding lines 
using Glomus mosseae (now Funneliformis mosseae) or a mixture of local AMF and found large 
variation, -11 to 51%, in mycorrhizal dependency between breeding lines in terms of shoot dry 
weight (Nwoko and Sanginga 1999). Khalil (1994) conducted a greenhouse study to determine if 
mycorrhizal dependency differed in colonization of G. mosseae and R. intraradices for improved 
lines, Richland, BSR 201, and Swift, compared to an unimproved line, Mandarin, and a G. soja 
accession. The study observed a large amount of variability in biomass and phosphatase activity 
measurements, but ultimately concluded soybean breeding decreased mycorrhizal dependency 
(Khalil et al. 1994); however, the study only used a few soybean genotypes and would have to be 
repeated with more genotypes to conclude breeding has a negative impact on mycorrhizal 
responsiveness.  
Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi in disease management. There are multiple mechanisms 
AMF use to protect host plants from invading pathogens and pests including direct competition 
for root surfaces and photosynthates, aid in overall plant health primarily through nutrition and 
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water, and by stimulating host defense pathways (Pozo et al. 2010; Wehner et al. 2010). AMF 
have a very intricate interaction with host defense processes to maintain a symbiotic relationship. 
Similar to most biotrophs, initial infection by AMF stimulate systemic acquired resistance (SAR) 
by the salicylic acid (SA)-dependent defense pathway and activate defense compound 
production, such as reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Jung et al. 2012). SA-induced defense is a 
negative regulator of symbiosis and is quickly repressed by Myc factors and effectors produced 
by the fungus. A superoxide dismutase has been characterized in R. irregularis and Gigaspora 
margarita to reduce the amount of ROS thus allowing symbiosis in Lotus japonicas and M. 
truncatula (Lanfranco et al. 2005; Malbreil et al. 2014). In R. intraradices, the SP7 effector has 
shown defense-suppressive activity and interacts with the ethylene-responsive factor ERF19 in 
M. truncatula (Zamioudis and Pieterse 2012). Once AMF are established in the root system, they 
will then activate the jasmonic acid (JA) defense pathway, which is generally responsible for 
protection against necrotrophic and hemibiotrophic pathogens.  
AMF are known to have positive effects on plant protection against soil-borne pathogens, 
such as Fusarium spp., Macrophomina phaseolina, Phytophthora spp., and Rhizoctonia solani 
(Pozo et al. 2010; Whipps 2004) as well as certain plant parasitic nematodes (Hol and Cook 
2005). There are fewer studies on above ground pathogens, but AMF can protect plants against 
hemibiotrophic and necrotrophic foliar pathogens such as Colletotrichum orbiculare on 
cucumber and Botrytis cinerea on tobacco (Whipps et al 2004; Chandanie et al. 2006). AMF 
colonization protects plants from generalist chewing herbivores and mesophyll feeding insects 
(Vannette and Hunter 2009). This has been observed for both above- and belowground 
herbivores, such as Tupiocoris notatus on tobacco (Wooley and Paine 2007) and root feeding 
Otiorhynchus sulcatus larvae on strawberry (Gange 2001). These findings led to the general rule 
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that AMF can protect plants against necrotrophic pathogens and generalist chewing herbivores, 
but not biotrophic pathogens or specialists and phloem feeding herbivores. Even when AMF do 
not reduce disease severity, mycorrhizal-infected plants are able to compensate for this in terms 
of an increase in biomass and yield compared to nonmycorrhizal controls (Gernns et al. 2001; 
Meyer and Dehne 1986).  
There are very few studies on how AMF protect soybean from pathogens and pests. 
Mycorrhizae increased yield in soybean when infected by F. virguliforme, M. phaseolina, and R. 
solani compared to plants without AMF colonization (Zambolim and Schenck 1983) and reduced 
the number of galls caused by root knot nematode feeding (Kellam and Schenck 1980). Several 
studies found mycorrhizae increased yield in soybean infested with soybean cyst nematode 
(SCN) even though the nematode had an antagonistic effect on mycorrhizal colonization (Price 
et al. 1995; Todd et al. 2001; Tylka et al. 1991). These prior studies, along with evidence shown 
in other crops, indicate that AMF can be valuable not only for protection against diseases and 
pests but the overall added benefits of mycorrhizae to soil quality in soybean production.  
To some extent, the degree of bio-protection provided by AMF may be host-genotype 
dependent. For example, a study of common bean and tomato genotypes showed that only some 
genotypes benefitted from the protection of AMF colonization against white mold (Sclerotinia 
sclerotiorum) and bacterial spot (Xanthamonas campestris pv. vesicatoria), respectively (Mora-
Romero et al. 2015). Understanding how the soybean genotype-AMF relationship impacts 
pathogens and pests of different soybean pathogens will be usefule to predict benefits from 
mycorrhizal inoculations.  
Sudden death syndrome (SDS) of soybean, caused by the soil-borne fungus, F. virguliforme, 
is considered one of the most important diseases in the United States with a potential to cause 
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100% yield loss in conducive conditions (Hartman et al. 2015a). Host resistance is considered 
the most effective method; however, complete resistance has not been identified for SDS 
(Hartman et al. 2015a; Hartman et al. 2015b). Very little is known about the relationship between 
mycorrhizal fungi and F. virguliforme. A greenhouse study reported AMF species F. mosseae 
increased plant height and seed weight in soils infested with F. virguliforme (Zambolim and 
Schenck 1983). An in vitro study found AMF species R. irregularis decreased root colonization 
of F. virguliforme (Giachero et al. 2017). However, both of these studies used only one soybean 
genotype, while a previous study showed colonization of AMF (R. intraradices) in soybean was 
gentoype specific (Khalil et al. 1994). There is a need then to evaluate different soybean 
genotypes for AMF-mediated protection against F. virguliforme foliar symptoms and root 
colonization. 
Soybean cyst nematode (SCN; Heterodera glycines) is a widely occurring pathogen and was 
cited as causing an estimated loss of 3.5 million tons of soybean collectively in 28 states and 
Ontario, Canada (Allen et al. 2017). A number of sources of resistance to SCN have been 
discovered in the USDA Soybean Germplasm Collection, but only one of those sources, PI 
88788, has been used in breeding programs making up 95% of SCN-resistant cultivars on the 
market (Mitchum 2016). This degradation of PI 88788-type resistance and the serious impact 
SCN can have on soybean production promote a need to find other ways to combat this 
pathogen. There are a few studies on AMF-mediated protection against SCN. Overall, most 
studies show promise in using AMF as a biological control strategy either by reducing the 
number of SCN or by a positive effect on plant growth due to mycorrhizal colonization even in 
the presence of SCN (Price et al. 1995; Todd et al. 2001; Tylka et al. 1991). A study found G. 
margarita, G. fasiculatum, and R. intraradices to be more effective than F. mosseae and G. 
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versiforme at protecting soybean against SCN race 4 (Li et al. 2002). Several studies show a 
more direct relationship between AMF and SCN as AMF can colonize cysts and parasitize SCN 
eggs (Francl and Dropkin 1985; Hu et al. 2018).  The reasons and mechanisms behind this 
interaction of AMF and SCN are unknown but understanding these mechanisms may allow for 
better protection of soybean against SCN. 
Overall project goals. The overall goal of my research project was to characterize the AMF-
soybean relationship and its impact on plant disease protection. To achieve this, the research first 
evaluated 350 soybean accessions for AMF colonization and performed a genome-wide 
association study to identify genes associated with AMF colonization. Subpanels of genotypes 
were then selected to determine if different soybean genotypes varied in mycorrhizal 
responsiveness in regards to above ground growth as well as protection against F. virguliforme. 
The last component of my research evaluated the efficacy of different AMF species on their 
ability to reduce disease severity caused by soybean cyst nematode and to determine what 
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CHAPTER 2: WHOLE-GENOME RESEQUENCING IDENTIFIES QUANTITATIVE 
TRAIT LOCI ASSOCIATED WITH MYCORRHIZAL COLONIZATION OF SOYBEAN  
 
ABSTRACT 
Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) form associations with over 80% of all terrestrial plant 
species and assist them by increasing their nutrient uptake, drought tolerance, and resilience 
against pathogens and pests. Genotypic variation of crop plants to AMF colonization has been 
identified in crops, including soybean; however, the genetics controlling levels of AMF 
colonization in soybean are unknown. The overall goal was to identify genomic regions 
associated with mycorrhizal colonization in soybean using genome-wide association analysis. A 
diverse panel of 350 exotic soybean accessions inoculated with Rhizophagus intraradices were 
microscopically evaluated for root colonization using a modified gridline intersect method. Root 
colonization differed significantly (P < 0.001) among genotypes and ranged from 11-70%. A 
whole-genome resequencing-derived SNP dataset identified six quantitative trait loci (QTL) 
significantly associated with R. intraradices colonization that explained 24% of the phenotypic 
variance. Candidate genes identified in these QTL regions included homologs to known nodulin 
protein families and other symbiosis-specific genes. There was a significant genetic component 
in soybean to the level of colonization by R. intraradices. This information could be applied to 
develop AMF-sensitive soybean cultivars.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
With an ever-growing human population and increasing impacts of climate change, abiotic 
and biotic limitations are putting a major stress on food security (Lobell et al. 2008). Proactive 
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measures are necessary to alleviate these factors by introducing more ecologically friendly 
production practices. Microbial communities, such as arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF), are 
known to provide a plethora of benefits to plants (Berendsen et al. 2012). AMF form associations 
with over 80% of all terrestrial plant species and assist them by increasing their nutrient uptake, 
drought tolerance, and resilience against pathogens and pests (Richardson et al. 2011). These 
benefits have sparked interest in the private sector to produce AMF inoculants for commercial 
application (Berruti et al. 2016). Commercial inoculants are frequently composed of multiple 
AMF species, including Rhizophagus intraradices (N.C. Schenck & G.S. Sm.) C. Walker & A. 
Schüßler 2010 and other species in the Glomeraceae family. Rhizophagus intraradices (syn. 
Glomus intraradices) is a fast-growing fungus that produces abundant spores, which is ideal for 
large scale production. This species is commonly found worldwide and is common in AMF 
inoculants because of its benefits to a wide range of plant species (Berruti et al. 2016). In a recent 
report, R. intraradices was used in 61% of AMF inoculant studies either by itself or as a mixture 
of AMF species (Berruti et al. 2016).  
There have been numerous studies showing the benefits of AMF to soybean [Glycine max 
(L.) Merr.]. Soybean plants colonized by AMF have shown increased uptake of all 
macronutrients (Khalil et al. 1994) and several micronutrients, including Mn, Zn, Cu, and Cd 
(Pacovsky 1986; Heggo et al. 1990). Also, studies have shown the transfer of nutrients from 
soybean to maize by AMF (Hamel et al. 1991; Meng et al. 2015). Inoculation with AMF has 
shown promise as a method for phytoremediation by protecting soybean against heavy metal 
contaminated soils (Heggo et al. 1990) and by increasing tolerance to drought (Porcel & Ruiz-
Lozano 2004). Soybean plants inoculated with AMF have shown reduced disease severity to 
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soil-borne pathogens, including Fusarium spp., Macrophomina phaseolina, and Rhizoctonia 
solani (Zambolim and Schenck, 1983), and root knot nematode (Kellam and Schenck, 1980).  
The extent of mycorrhizal colonization and potential benefits to crop plants may rely on the 
host genotypes. Plant genotype variation to AMF colonization was identified in maize (An et al. 
2010), onion (Taylor et al. 2015), and wheat (Hetrick et al. 1996). Quantitative trait loci (QTL) 
have been found associated with mycorrhizal colonization or mycorrhizal responsiveness in 
multiple crop species. A study using several Allium species, including offspring of 96 tri-hybrid 
genotypes of A. cepa x (A. fistulosum x A. roylei), found three significant QTL associated with 
mycorrhizal responsiveness in the tri-hybrid population (Galván et al. 2011). In maize, one QTL 
associated with mycorrhizal responsiveness was found in a population of 197 recombinant inbred 
lines (Kaeppler et al. 2000). In addition, 12 maize genotypes, measured for both mycorrhizal 
responsiveness and mycorrhizal colonization, showed a positive correlation between colonization 
and root response but no significant correlation between colonization and shoot response 
(Kaeppler et al. 2000). In winter wheat, six significant QTL were found associated with 
mycorrhizal colonization in a diversity panel of 94 winter wheat genotypes (Lehnert et al. 2017). 
Seven QTL were identified to be associated with susceptibility to colonization by both R. 
intraradices and Funneliformis mosseae in a diversity panel of 108 durum varieties (De Vita et 
al. 2018).  
Although these studies identified genomic regions associated with mycorrhizal colonization, 
very few were able to describe candidate genes within these regions that may play a role in the 
level of colonization. In both durum and winter wheat, the majority of genes identified were 
defense related (Lehnert et al. 2017; De Vita et al. 2018). There are many transcriptomic studies 
on mycorrhizal colonization showing a broader picture of host genes necessary for mycorrhizal 
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colonization. It is known that hundreds of genes are differentially expressed during mycorrhizal 
symbiosis, and multiple ‘core sets’ of genes important for mycorrhizal symbiosis have been 
compiled using phylogenetic and transcriptomic studies. Through a phylogenetic study, a core 
set of 88 genes in M. truncatula was identified to be conserved in plant species able to form 
mycorrhizal symbiosis (Bravo et al. 2016).  A comparative transcriptomic study found a 
conserved set of 156 genes in Poncirus trifoliata that were also differentially expressed other 
hosts, which included Clonorchis sinensis, Lotus japonicus, M. truncatula, Solanum 
lycopersicum, and Oryza sativa (An et al. 2018). Another comparative transcriptomic study 
compared differential expression in Casuarina glauca, M. truncatula, and O. sativa and revealed 
a set of 84 genes that were differentially expressed in all three species (Tromas et al. 2012).  
The USDA Soybean Germplasm Collection consists of 18,480 cultivated soybean (Glycine 
max) accessions and 1,168 accessions of a wild relative (Glycine soja) (https://www.ars-
grin.gov/). The entire collection has been genotyped using the SoySNP50K iSelect BeadChip, 
which contains over 50,000 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (Song et al. 2015). Recent 
advances in next generation sequencing and new comprehensive statistical models and multiple 
tests have made genome-wide analysis more effective and efficient in evaluating genomic 
diversity and trait discovery (Zhou et al. 2015; Valliyodan et al. 2016), in identifying significant 
QTL associated with the traits of interest (Patil et al. 2016) and in predicting candidate genes 
(Cao et al. 2016; Yano et al. 2016). 
A more extensive 3.7M SNP dataset was created at the Soybean Genetics and Genomics 
Laboratory at the University of Missouri from a whole genome resequencing (WGRS) project 
using a subset of 350 soybean lines, representing a broad range of soybean genotypes, including 
wild, landraces, and elite populations (http://www.soybase.org). This extensive 3.7M SNP 
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dataset and the diverse set of 350 soybean lines were first used in genome-wide association study 
(GWAS) of soybean salt tolerance, Do et al. (2019) confirmed a known salt tolerance locus on 
chromosome (Chr) 3 and also successfully detected new QTL on Chrs 1, 8, and 18 with several 
candidate genes harbored in these genomic regions.  Along with the 3.7 M SNP dataset, there is 
extensive genomic annotation and expression data accumulated which gives us better insight 
when conducting GWAS and identifying potential candidate genes (Grant et al. 2010).  
The economic importance of soybean and wealth of genomic information make it an ideal 
organism to research genetic components involved in AMF symbiosis. Thus, the objectives of 
the present study were to determine if i) soybean genotypes differ in levels of colonization by R. 
intraradices and ii) genomic regions involved in mycorrhizal symbiosis can be identified in 
soybean. A genetically diverse panel of 350 soybean accessions were inoculated with R. 
intraradices and root colonization was used in a GWAS to identify potential QTL associated 
with mycorrhizal colonization.  
  
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Plant materials and genotypic datasets. All plant materials were provided by the USDA 
ARS Soybean Germplasm Collection (Urbana, IL) (Table A.1). A panel of 350 soybean plant 
introductions (PIs) was selected as a core set that represented a broad genetic diversity derived 
from the SoySNP50K iSelect BeadChip analysis (Drs. Cregan and Song, pers. comm.) and 
included a wide range of maturity, from maturity groups (MG) 000 to X, originating from 28 
different countries (Table A.1) (https://www.ars-grin.gov/npgs). The sequenced reference 
genome, soybean cultivar Williams 82, (Schmutz et al. 2010), was also included.   
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A marker dataset contained over 4.7 M SNPs generated from the WGRS project in the 
Nguyen Lab at the University of Missouri, and was accessed from the soybean database 
(http://www.soybase.org). For association analysis, the SNP dataset was further filtered based on 
the exclusion of the missing data (>5%) and minor allele frequency (<5%) to obtain approximate 
3.7M qualified SNPs, which were hereafter referred as the WGRS-derived 3.7M SNP dataset. 
Mycorrhizal inoculum preparation. Rhizophagus intraradices (INVAM.wvu.edu) was 
used to assess variability of fungal colonization in soybean genotypes. To increase R. 
intraradices, a modified sheared root inoculum method was used (Sylvia and Jarstfer, 1992). 
Cone-tainers (SC10 -158 ml, Stuewe and Sons, Inc., Tangent, OR) were filled with 100 ml of 
sterilized torpedo sand. A 2.5 cm (15 ml) layer of inoculum, original stock from INVAM, was 
spread evenly over the top and covered with another 2.5 cm of sand. Surface disinfected soybean 
seeds (Williams 82) were sown 2 cm deep into the sand. Plants were watered regularly and 
grown for six weeks in a greenhouse held at 25ᵒC with a 16-hour photoperiod. Six weeks after 
planting, plants were dried down and above ground material was discarded. Roots and sand were 
removed from cone-tainers and collected in 1-gallon plastic bags for inoculum. Roots infested 
with AMF were cut into 1 cm fragments with scissors before being mixed back into sand. 
Inoculum was stored for 1 week prior to planting in a cold room set at 4ᵒC.  
Experimental design and procedures. The experiment was set up as a randomized block 
experiment with two replicated blocks completed over time with different genotype 
randomizations for each block. Two soybean seeds of each genotype were sown in sand 2.5 cm 
above a 2.5 cm layer of inoculum, consisting of approximately 60 spores, in cone-tainers. Plants 
were thinned to one plant per cone-tainer after emergence. Six weeks after planting, above 
ground plant material was removed and roots were excised from the sand and washed several 
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times in water to remove all sand particles. Roots were then placed in 50 ml centrifuge tubes 
filled with 70% ethanol and stored at 4ᵒC prior to evaluation. This experiment was conducted in 
a greenhouse at the University of Illinois held at 25ᵒC with a 16-hour photoperiod. The plants 
were watered regularly and fertilized twice a week using a low-P fertilizer (150 ppm Peters 
Excel 15-5-15 Cal-Mag, ICL-SF, Dublin, OH). 
Root colonization measurements. Excised roots were cleared with 20% bleach solution at 
room temperature for 16 hours, rinsed three times with water, soaked in a 2% HCl solution for 
30 minutes, and rinsed three times with water prior to being soaked in 0.05% Chlorazol black e 
(Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in 1:1:1 lactic acid, glycerol, and water solution for 48 hours 
(Vierheilig et al. 2005). Roots were then soaked in water for 2-3 days to de-stain. To quantify 
root colonization, roughly one hundred 1 cm root segments were selected and placed in water in 
a 10 cm diameter petri dish that was marked with gridlines to create 1 cm2 boxes. The petri dish 
was then placed under a stereoscope at 20x magnification. A modified gridline intersect method 
was used to quantify root colonization by dividing the number of root segments colonization by 
the total number of roots multiplied by 100 (Fig. 2.1) (Giovannetti & Mosse, 1980). This was 
repeated twice for each sample and averaged prior to analysis.  
Phenotypic data analysis. Statistical analysis of root colonization percentages was 
completed using JMP version 12 (SAS institute, Cary, NC, USA). A standard analysis of 
variance was performed, and means were separated using the JMP LSmeans Student’s t-
procedure at α = 0.05. To determine if there were any associations with other traits, mycorrhizal 
colonization means were compared using either Pearson’s correlation for numerical values or fit 
y by x for categorical values to previous observations, including physiological and disease and 
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pest resistance records that were obtained from the National Plant Germplasm System 
(http://www.npgsweb.ars-grin.gov). 
Genome-wide association study. The WGRS-derived 3.7M SNP dataset was employed to 
perform GWAS using the SNP Variation & Suites program (Golden Helix Inc., Bozeman, MT 
59718, USA). Briefly, principal component analysis (PCA) was done for all filtered SNPs using 
a minor allele frequency > 0.05 and a call rate > 0.95 to determine the correct number of 
principle components (PCs) were selected. BLUP genomic kinship matrix was calculated for 
population structure and relatedness in mixed linear models. Genome-wide associations between 
SNPs and root colonization percentage were identified using the efficient mixed-model 
association expedited and multi-locus mixed model (MLMM). False positives were controlled by 
multiple test correction with false discovery rate ≤ 0.05 and the threshold of -log10 (p-value) was 
used to identify significant associations calculated at a false discovery rate = 0.05. Manhattan 
plots for associated SNPs were visualized in GenomeBrowse v1.0 (Golden Helix, Inc, Bozeman, 
MT 59718, USA). 
Linkage disequilibrium (LD) and candidate gene identification. Flanking SNPs located 
within ± 3 Mbp were used to assess LD decay in TASSEL5 (Bradbury et al. 2007). A sliding 
window size of 500 bp was used and heterozygous alleles were treated as missing data. LD 
region cutoff was determined using a squared allele-frequency correlation (r2) of 0.2. Genes 
within LD region were noted using the G. max genome assembly version Gmax2.0 
(http://www.soybase.org).  Several genes within each LD region were selected as candidate 
genes involved in level of colonization. These putative AMF symbiosis-related genes were 
determined by these criteria: 1) they were annotated in the most updated assembly version, 2) 
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they were shown to be expressed in roots and/or nodules (Severin et al. 2010), and 3) they have 
been identified in previous studies as being involved in or expressed during AMF colonization. 
 
RESULTS 
Evaluation of 350 diverse soybean accessions. There were significant (P < 0.0001) 
difference among soybean genotypes for root colonization by R. intraradices. Colonization 
percentages ranged from 12 to 69% with an average of 37% (Fig. 2.2). The top ten percent of 
genotypes had average colonization percentages > 48.5%, while the bottom ten percent of 
genotypes had an average colonization of < 23.5% or less. Colonization on cultivar Williams 82 
averaged 33%. The two replicates were significantly (P < 0.001) correlated at r = 0.53. There 
were no correlations found with any known physiological traits or disease resistance to root 
colonization by R. intraradices for these genotypes.  
Phylogeny, population stratification, and kinship. Phylogenetic relationships showed 
soybean accessions with close relationship were clearly clustered in several divergent subgroups 
(Fig. 2.3). The PCA showed dispersed genotypes among different components (Fig. A1). The 
PCA also showed variation explained by eigenvalues of each PC rapidly reduced after the first 
four PCs (data not shown). The accumulative eigenvalues of the first four PCs were 39.4% of 
variance.          
The cryptic relatedness among 350 soybean accessions in this study was evaluated by 
genomic kinship analysis, from which a kinship matrix calculated using the WGRS-derived 3.7 
M SNP dataset. The relatedness among soybean accessions was visualized in a heat map (Fig. 
2.4), showing a similar clustering pattern of the accessions studied. 
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Genome-wide association study. There were six significant peaks identified on Chrs 6, 8, 9, 
10, 14, and 16 (Table 2.1 and Table A.2).  These markers individually explained between 4.54% 
and 7.09% of the phenotypic variation and all six makers together explained 24% of the 
phenotypic variation. Using BLUPs as phenotypic data for association analysis, the WGRS-
derived SNP dataset detected significant peaks at the exact same regions as the arithmetic mean 
phenotypic data along with one more significant peak on Chr 7 (Table A.3).  
Identification of candidate genes. For all significant markers, 21 genes known to have 
important roles in mycorrhizal symbiosis were identified within the LD regions (Table 2.1 and 
Table A.4). LD regions for the markers identified with the WGRS-derived dataset spanned 620 
kb on Chr 6, 820 kb on Chr 8, 340 kb on Chr 9, 750 kb on Chr 10, 520 kb on Chr 14, and 190 kb 
on Chr 16. The LD region on Chr 16 included genes encoding for a GH3 auxin responsive 
promoter, a nodulin protein, and a serine threonine protein kinase (Table 2.1). Candidate genes 
found on Chr 6 include genes encoding for a cysteine protease, a chaperone dnaj, and a 
nucleotide-binding site-leucine-rich repeat (NBS-LRR) protein. Candidate genes on Chr. 9 
included genes encoding for a cytochrome P450, a WRKY DNA binding domain, and a UDP-
glucosyl transferase, and the LD region on Chr 10 included three germin-like proteins. Candidate 
genes identified on Chr 14 include a valine-glutamine (VQ) motif containing protein and an 
aquaporin transporter, and the Chr 8 LD region included a VQ motif containing protein, two 
ethylene response factors, an aquaporin, and a kelch repeat-containing family protein (Table 2.1).  
 
DISCUSSION 
We identified six significant GWAS loci within the soybean genome that are associated with 
the level of colonization by R. intraradices. These six regions explained 24% of the phenotypic 
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variance with each peak SNP explaining from 4.5% to 7.1% of this variation. Similar studies 
have shown mycorrhizal associations in other crops with greater, durum wheat where individual 
QTL explained 7-16% of the phenotypic variance (De Vita et al. 2018) and less, winter wheat 
where individual markers only explained 0.82% - 1.14% (Lehnert et al. 2017) of the phenotypic 
variation. Our study identified candidate genes involved in all aspects of mycorrhizal symbiosis 
ranging from pre-infection signaling to arbuscule senescence, but most candidate genes were 
related to host-microbe recognition and signaling pathways.  
In our study, the 190 kb region located on Chr 16 explained 7.1% of the phenotypic variance. 
Within this region, a gene encoding for a GH3 (Gretchen Hagen) protein was found and is part of 
the GH3 protein family, a group of auxin responsive proteins first identified in soybean (Hagen 
et al. 1991). GH3 proteins conjugate free auxins and influence plant hormone signaling in 
Arabidopsis thaliana (Westfall et al. 2012). Recently, three GH3 genes were identified to be 
activated during mycorrhizal symbiosis in tomato (Liao et al. 2014).  The expression GH3.25, 
one of the genes located on soybean Chr 16, was found highly upregulated in nodules showing it 
has a function in symbiosis (Severin et al. 2010; Singh et al. 2015). Other genes on Chr 16 within 
this LD region, included a gene encoding for a serine/threonine protein kinase (Ser/Thr), which 
activate during pre-infection signaling, and when phosphorylated, become fully activated as the 
symbiosis receptor kinase (Yoshida and Parniske, 2005). A gene found in the casein family, a 
subgroup of Ser/Thr, was also identified through a GWAS to be significantly associated with 
mycorrhizal colonization in winter wheat (Lehnert et al. 2017).  
Several candidate genes were identified within the 620 kb region on Chr 6 including a large 
group of cysteine proteases, which upregulate mycorrhizal symbiosis in many species, including 
M. truncatula, Lotus japonicus, and Solanum lycopersicum (Liu et al. 2003; Nair & Bhargava, 
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2012; Handa et al. 2015). Cysteine proteases are specifically expressed in cells containing 
arbuscules and may be involved in degradation of arbuscules or in remodeling intracellular 
structures (Deguchi et al. 2007). Other candidate genes include those encoding for two 60S 
ribosomal proteins and a NBS-LRR resistance-like protein as they were found to be highly 
expressed in nodules and may have a role in overall symbiosis (Severin et al. 2010). Ribosomal 
60S proteins were found to be upregulated in mycorrhizal L. japonicus and M. truncatula (Gaude 
et al. 2011; Handa et al. 2015) indicating their potential role in overall symbiosis. 
Many genes involved in symbiosis are also involved in plant defense against pathogens. It is 
not surprising our study identified an overlapping region between the 340 kb LD region on Chr. 
9 and a QTL associated with SCN resistance (Zhang et al. 2017). Within this overlap is a gene 
encoding for cytochrome P450, which is known to be involved in both plant disease pathways 
and strigolactones biosynthesis, making it a potential candidate for both SCN resistance and 
mycorrhizal colonization (Nakamura and Asami, 2014). Strigolactones are found in root-
exudates and are associated with pre-infection signaling between AMF spores and plant roots 
(Lanfranco et al. 2017). A gene encoding for a UDP-glycosyltransferase (UGT) was also found 
within this LD region on Chr 9. UGTs are known to interact with phytohormones and 
metabolites during biotic and abiotic stress responses (Rehman et al. 2018). UGTs are 
overexpressed in mycorrhizal rice, sunflower and L. japonicus (Gutjahr et al. 2008; Handa et al. 
2015; Vangelisti et al. 2018). The UGTs may play a role in the early stages of mycorrhizal 
infection (Vangelisti et al. 2018).   
Two genes encoding for germin-like proteins (GLP) were found within the 750 kb region on 
Chr. 10. These genes are not expressed during abiotic stress and highly expressed in nodules, 
which means they could be involved in symbiosis-specific processes (Severin et al. 2010; Li et 
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al. 2016). Germins are well known in biotic stress responses by their oxalate activity (Yamahara 
et al. 1999). Therefore, it has been assumed GLPs have some form of oxidative activity as well 
(Carter and Thornburg, 2000). It is suggested mycorrhizal-specific GLPs may play a role in cell 
wall reorganization, but their function in mycorrhizal symbiosis remains unknown (Doll et al. 
2003).  
We found one gene encoding for an aquaporin nodulin26 intrinsic protein (NIP) within the 
520 kb LD region on Chr 14. Genes that encode nodulin proteins were identified as nodule-
specific, but studies have shown some nodulins proteins are also expressed during mycorrhizal 
symbiosis (Wyss et al. 1990).  In L. japonicus, an aquaporin gene, JtNIP1, was found to be 
expressed in cells containing arbuscules (Giovannetti et al. 2012). Along with a gene encoding 
for a NIP, a gene encoding for a valine-glutamine (VQ) motif containing protein was identified 
as a possible candidate. VQ motif containing proteins are a class of plant-specific proteins that 
regulate several plant developmental processes, including responses to abiotic and biotic stresses 
(Jing and Lin, 2015). This gene was also considered the candidate gene within a locus identified 
to be associated with resistance to Sclerotinia sclerotiorum (Moellers et al. 2017). There are no 
previous studies on the function of VQ motif containing proteins in mycorrhizal symbiosis, but 
their role in defense signaling make them a viable candidate for mycorrhizal symbiosis.   
Another gene encoding for a NIP (explained above) occurred within the 820 kb LD region on 
Chr 8 along with several genes encoding for ethylene response factors (ERF) as well as another 
locus associated with resistance to S. sclerotiorum (Moellers et al. 2017). ERFs are a part of the 
ethylene response pathway, and well known for their role in disease resistance to necrotrophic 
pathogens (Müller and Munné-Bosch, 2015). Mycorrhizal symbiosis is known to manipulate 
host defense pathways and upregulate the ethylene pathway (Pozo et al. 2010). ERFs are highly 
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expressed in mycorrhizal plants compared to control plants (Pozo et al. 2015). One gene, 
Glyma.08g216600, is shown to be highly expressed in nodules and may function in other 
symbiotic processes such as AMF symbiosis (Severin et al. 2010).  
The results of our study show there is a significant genetic component in soybean that 
dictates the level of colonization by R. intraradices. Potential candidate genes that influence the 
level of colonization are involved in other microbial signalling, including defense related genes 
and genes involved in nodulation.  A better understanding of the function of these genes could 
provide the basis to develop enhanced AMF-sensitive soybean cultivars. This environmentally 
friendly approach to improve soybean production may help reduce the overuse of fertilizers and 





TABLE AND FIGURES 
Table 2.1. Candidate genes associated with root colonization. Significant peak markers and corresponding candidate genes in soybean 
associated with root colonization by an arbuscular mycorrhizal fungus, Rhizophagus intraradices 
Marker Chr Position LOD r2 
LD interval 
(Mbp) 
Candidate genes Gene description 
S16_2603450 16 2603450 5.77 7.09 2.47 - 2.66 
Glyma.16g026400  WRKY60 Transcription 
factor       
      Glyma.16g026900 GH3 family protein      
      Glyma.16g027200 Nodulin 25 family protein     
           
Glyma.16g027300 Serine-Threonine protein 
kinase 
      Glyma.06g272500, 274200 60S ribosomal protein L11 
S6_46533686 6 46533686 5.29 4.47 46.14 - 46.76 
Glyma.06g272600-274100, 
275100-275300 Cysteine proteinase 
      Glyma.06g275400 Chaperone protein dnaJ      
      Glyma.06g276400 NBS-LRR  
S9_49539462 9 49539462 4.67 5.11 49.22 - 49.56 Glyma.09g279100 Cytochrome P450       
       Glyma.09g280400,280500 UDP-glucosyl transferase      
S10_37487605 10 37487605 4.53 5.92 37.12 - 37.87 Glyma.10g139700 Germin-like protein 16      
      Glyma.10g139800 Germin-like protein 17      
           Glyma.10g141700 Germin-like protein 1      
S14_43114203 14 43114203 4.44 4.54 42.66 - 43.18 Glyma.14g172200 VQ motif-containing protein     
      Glyma.14g174300 Aquaporin NIP1-1       
S8_17743016 8 17743016 4.36 5.98 17.24 - 18.06 Glyma.08g214100 VQ motif-containing protein      
      Glyma.08g215700 Ethylene responsive factor      
      Glyma.08g216600 Ethylene response factor      
      Glyma.08g217400 Aquaporin NIP3        
      Glyma.08g220800 AP2 transcription factor     
            
Glyma.08g221200 Kelch repeat-containing 







Fig. 2.1. Arbuscules of Rhizophagus intraradices in soybean roots stained with Chlorazol black e 










Fig. 2.2. Distribution of genotype means for root colonization by the mycorrhizal fungus, 
Rhizophagus intraradices, for 350 soybean genotypes. Means were averaged between two 
replicates and colonization percentages for each were based on arbuscule counts on 100 root 




































Fig. 2.3. Phylogenetic relatedness of a diverse panel of 350 soybean accessions in the WGRS-





Fig. 2.4. A heat map showing the relatedness among 350 soybean accessions in this study using 
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CHAPTER 3: RESPONSIVENESS OF GLYCINE MAX GENOTYPES TO 
RHIZOPHAGUS INTRARADICES AND THE INFLUENCE OF BREEDING  
 
ABSTRACT 
With an ever-growing human population and apparent environmental impacts due to climate 
change, producers and researchers need to investigate more ecologically alternatives to increase 
agricultural production. One method to consider is the use of beneficial microbes, specifically 
arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF). AMF associate with 80% of terrestrial plants and provide a 
plethora of benefits including nutrient uptake and growth stimulation. However, the degree of 
benefit is variable and has been shown to be host-genotype dependent in crops such as green 
onion and maize. The overall goal of this study was to determine if soybean genotypes differ in 
AMF-mediated growth and if breeding impacted this relationship. A panel of 49 soybean 
genotypes were grown in a greenhouse for six weeks with or without AMF species, Rhizophagus 
intraradices. Mycorrhizal responsiveness of was measured by taking the percent difference in 
above ground dry weights of plants inoculated with R. intraradices compared to non-inoculated 
control plants. There was a significant genotype effect on mycorrhizal responsiveness ranging 
from -7% to 115% increase in above ground dry weights compared to the non-inoculated control.  
The level of AMF-mediated above ground dry weights was significantly correlated (r = 0.45; P < 
0.0001) with release year of the soybean cultivar. The results of this study indicate breeding may 
have indirectly selected for increased mycorrhizal responsiveness and shows the large effect 
soybean genotype has on AMF-mediated growth stimulation. Further research should focus on 
the genetics behind mycorrhizal responsiveness in order to apply this to breeding programs. 
Selecting for increasing mycorrhizal responsiveness may increase benefits such as nutrient 
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uptake, growth stimulation, and protection against disease while reducing the need for inputs 
such as fertilizers and pesticides.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
Soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.) is one of the most important crops worldwide with 
production occurring on 121 million ha in 2016 (FAO, 2018). Soybean yields are limited by 
abiotic stresses including nutrient (deficiencies and toxicities) and water constraints (flooding 
and drought), and by biotic stresses including pathogens and pests. With an ever-growing human 
population and increasing impacts due to climate change, these limitations are putting a major 
stress on food security (Lobell et al. 2008). Proactive measures are needed to alleviate these 
abiotic and biotic constraints by introducing more ecologically friendly farming practices and 
reducing potentially harmful practices, such as the overuse of fertilizers and pesticides.  
Microbial communities, such as arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF), are known to provide a 
broad range of benefits to plants (Berendsen et al. 2012). AMF form associations with over 80% 
of all terrestrial plant species and plants associated with AMF often have better nutrient and 
water uptake and are more resilient against pathogens and pests (Richardson et al. 2011). There 
is increasing interest in the private sector to incorporate AMF into current agricultural practices 
despite that they are not easy to mass produce because they are obligate biotrophs. This has 
caused commercial inoculants to be costly and has reduced diversity of these inoculants to a 
small number of AMF species (Berruti et al., 2016). Rhizophagus intraradices (N.C. Schenck & 
G.S. Sm.) C. Walker & A. Schüßler is the most common species found in AMF inoculants due to 
its fast-growing nature and ubiquitous worldwide occurrence. In a recent report, R. intraradices 
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was used in 61% of AMF inoculant studies either by itself or as a mixture of AMF species 
(Berruti et al. 2016).  
Although there are many benefits to the AMF-plant interaction, the benefits observed from 
these microbes are inconsistent, and there are many unanswered questions that may be relevant 
when applying AMF to agricultural systems. Variability of success may be attributed to the 
specific genotype of the host plant, the AMF species and strain, and their specific interaction 
including colonization, transfer of nutrients, and protection against diseases and drought (Facelli 
et al. 2014; Fernandez et al. 2014; Jie et al. 2013; Klironomos 2003).  
There is a plethora of studies on AMF-soybean interactions that spans a broad range of topics 
including nutrition, soil quality, drought tolerance, and plant protection (Khalil et al. 1994; 
Porcel and Ruiz-Lozano 2004; Zambolim and Schenck 1983).  However, most reports have 
evaluated one or two genotypes in their studies, and few evaluated genotypic variation to AMF. 
A greenhouse study evaluated ten promiscuous soybean breeding lines using Glomus mosseae or 
a mixture of local AMF (Nwoko and Sanginga 1999). This study found large variation, -11 to 
51%, in shoot dry weight among breeding lines compared to nonmycorrhizal controls. Khalil 
(1994) conducted a greenhouse study to determine if mycorrhizal colonization differed using G. 
mosseae and R. intraradices in three improved lines, Richland, BSR 201, and Swift, compared to 
an unimproved line, Mandarin, and a Glycine soja accession. The improved lines had 2.6 times 
more biomass due to AMF inoculation, while the unimproved line and the G. soja accession had 
3 times and 19 times more biomass, respectively. The study observed a large amount of 
variability in biomass and phosphatase activity measurements, but ultimately concluded soybean 
breeding decreased mycorrhizal dependency (Khalil et al. 1994). However, this study only used a 
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small set of soybean genotypes and would have to be repeated with a larger, broader set of 
cultivars to conclude breeding has a negative impact on mycorrhizal responsiveness.  
Understanding the influence of host genotype on mycorrhizal responsiveness is pivotal for 
more effective implementation of mycorrhizal inoculants as an agricultural management method. 
If soybean genotypes associated with increased mycorrhizal responsiveness were identified, 
these sources could be used to study the inheritance of mycorrhizal responsiveness and be used 
to develop elite breeding lines that benefit from AMF.  Quantitative trait loci associated with 
mycorrhizal responsiveness have already been identified in Allium spp. and corn (Galván et al. 
2011; Kaeppler et al. 2000). The overall goal of this study was to evaluate how different soybean 
genotypes respond to AMF colonization to further understand the influence of soybean genotype 
on benefits provided by AMF. To do so, the objectives of this study are i) determine if level of 
colonization by R. intraradices had a major influence on mycorrhizal responsiveness, ii) if 
breeding had an influence on AMF responsiveness, and iii) determine if nutrient uptake was 
affected in responsive and nonresponsive soybean genotypes.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Plant and fungal material. For experiment one, plant material was provided by the USDA 
ARS Soybean Germplasm Collection (Urbana, IL). The 26 lines were selected from a panel of 
350 soybean lines based on colonization in a prior study (Chapter 2). Plant material for the 
second and third experiments was provided by Dr. Brian Diers (University of Illinois).  This 
consisted of public soybean cultivars and soybean breeding lines selected based on release date 
between 1926-2013.  For all experiments, R. intraradices (INVAM.wvu.edu) was used to assess 
variability in soybean genotypes.  
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Mycorrhizal inoculum preparation. To increase R. intraradices, a modified sheared root 
inoculum method was used (Sylvia and Jarstfer 1992). Cone-tainers (SC10 -158 ml, Stuewe and 
Sons, Inc., Tangent, OR) were filled with 100 ml of sterilized torpedo sand. A 2.5 cm (15 ml) 
layer of inoculum, original stock from INVAM, was spread evenly over the top and covered with 
another 2.5 cm of sand. Surface disinfected seeds of soybean cultivar Williams 82 were sown 2 
cm deep into the sand. Plants were watered regularly and grown for six weeks in a greenhouse 
held at 25ᵒC with a 16-hour photoperiod. Six weeks after planting, plants were dried down and 
roots and sand were collected for inoculum. Roots infested with AMF were cut into 1 cm 
fragments with scissors before being mixed back into sand. Inoculum was stored for 1 week prior 
to planting in a cold room set at 4ᵒC.  
Experimental design. All experiments were conducted in a greenhouse at 25ᵒC with a 16-
hour photoperiod. Experiments were watered regularly and fertilized twice a week using a low-P 
fertilizer (150 ppm Peters Excel 15-5-15 Cal-Mag, ICL-SF, Dublin, OH).  
Experiment 1. Evaluation of soybean genotypes with high and low AMF colonization 
for AMF responsiveness. A set of 26 soybean accessions selected based on their high (50%+) 
and low (<15%) colonization percentages was used to determine the association between 
mycorrhizal colonization and plant biomass (Chapter 2; Table 3.1). This experiment was 
designed as a 2-factorial completely randomized design (CRD) with three replicates. Factors 
included soybean accession and mycorrhizal inoculation (with and without). Two soybean seeds 
were sown in 12.7 cm azalea pots in sand with or without a 2.5 cm layer of inoculum consisting 
of approximately 60 spores 2 cm below the seed. Plants were thinned to one plant per pot after 
emergence. Plants were grown for six weeks prior to evaluation. Above ground biomass was 
collected and dried at 70ºC for 72 hours before measuring dry weights.  
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Experiment 2. Evaluation of soybean cultivars and breeding lines for AMF 
responsiveness. A set of 23 soybean public cultivars and breeding lines released from 1926 up to 
2013 were selected to evaluate for AMF responsiveness (Table 3.2). The experiment was a 2-
factorial CRD with three replicates. Factors included soybean accession and mycorrhizal 
inoculation (with and without). The experimental methods were as stated in experiment 1.  
Experiment 3. Nutrient analysis of highly responsive and nonresponsive soybean 
cultivars. Four cultivars from experiment 2 were selected based on high and low growth 
responses to AMF inoculation and screened for differences in nutrient composition (Table 3.2).  
Six weeks after sowing seeds, above ground material was collected and dried at 70°C for 3 days. 
Above ground dry weights were measured before leaf material was separated and ground for 
analysis using ICP-MS AOAC 985.1 (Helfenstein, et al., 2015).   
Statistical analyses. Statistical analysis was completed using JMP version 12 (SAS institute, 
Cary, NC, USA). A standard analysis of variance was performed for all experiments. Plant 
response was calculated using mycorrhizal responsiveness (R= (dry weightmycorrhizal – dry 
weightnonmycorrhizal)/dry weightnonmycorrhizal)*100) (Hetrick et al., 1992). Pearson’s correlation 
coefficient was calculated to determine correlation between plant response and mycorrhizal 
colonization and cultivar release year for experiments 1 and 2, respectively. For experiment 3, 
soybean genotype, mycorrhizal treatment and their interactions were analyzed for leaf nutrient 
concentrations and total leaf nutrient amounts. Means for all experiments were separated using 





Experiment 1. Evaluation of soybean genotypes with high and low AMF colonization 
for AMF responsiveness. There were no significant differences for percent colonization, nor 
was there a significant correlation between colonization and mycorrhizal responsiveness (data 
not shown). There were significant (P < 0.05) differences in mycorrhizal responsiveness and 
soybean genotype (Table 3.3; Fig. 3.1). PI 567558 had the largest response to mycorrhizal 
colonization with an average of 78% increase in biomass. PI 189873 was nonresponsive at 0.7% 
increase in biomass compared to non-mycorrhizal control plants. Mycorrhizal inoculation had 
negative effects on PI 507480 and PI 068521-1 which had a 1.3% and 7.4% reduction in 
biomass, respectively (Fig. 3.1). There was a significant positive correlation between percent 
colonization and year PI was assigned (r = 0.3; P < 0.01) (data not shown).  
Experiment 2. Evaluation of soybean cultivars and breeding lines for AMF 
responsiveness. There were significant (P < 0.05) differences between cultivar release years for 
mycorrhizal responsiveness as well as a significant positive correlation between release date and 
mycorrhizal responsiveness (r = 0.45; P < 0.001) (Table 3.3). Cultivars released in 2010 had the 
highest response to mycorrhizal colonization at 107% biomass increase compared to the 
nonmycorrhizal control. Cultivars released in 1952 had the lowest response at 19% biomass 
increase compared to the nonmycorrhizal control (Fig. 3.2).  
Experiment 3. Nutrient analysis of highly responsive and nonresponsive soybean 
cultivars. Two of the most responsive lines, Elgin (114% increase in dry weight) and Williams 
82 (107%), and two of the least responsive lines, Mandell (22%) and Richland (25%) were 
selected for nutrient analysis. For leaf nutrient concentrations, mycorrhizal treatment had a 
significant effect for all nutrients except Mg, Zn, and Cu (Table 3.4). Mycorrhizal plants had 
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significantly higher concentrations of P, K, and B compared to nonmycorrhizal plants, while N, 
Ca, S, Mn, and Fe had significantly lower concentrations in mycorrhizal plants (Table 3.5).   
 
DISCUSSION 
The current study showed the importance of soybean genotypes on the degree of 
responsiveness to colonization by AMF. I showed that the level of colonization had no 
association with the degree of AMF-mediated biomass increase, but cultivar release date has a 
significant positive correlation with the degree of AMF-mediated biomass increase. This 
suggests that soybean breeders may have indirectly selected for AMF responsiveness and that the 
influence genotype has on responsiveness is more likely to be associated with the efficiency of 
symbiosis and not the level of colonization. Although the opposite was shown in previous studies 
on soybean and AMF, those studies only included a small number of soybean genotypes (Khalil, 
et al., 1994; Nwoko and Sanginga, 1999). A study found a positive correlation between 
colonization and mycorrhizal dependency using five different species of citrus and a native 
mixture of AMF species (Graham et al., 1991). In wheat, there was no relationship between 
colonization rate and the degree of benefit, but there was a high degree of benefit to older 
cultivars of wheat compared to modern cultivars (Hetrick et al., 1992). To my knowledge, there 
are no recent studies looking at the response of cultivar to AMF colonization, which could 
explain the results found in our study.  
The 23 cultivars selected for experiment 2 in my study are a subset of a larger panel of 
cultivars from a previous study that evaluated the genetic gain in yield from cultivars released 
from 1923 to 2008 (Fox et al., 2013). Their study found an annual genetic gain in yield of 
roughly 20 kg/ha. Another study using the same panel of soybean cultivars found a significant 
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negative correlation with release year and seven common soybean disease, including six 
necrotrophs (Hartman et al., 2015).  Mycorrhizal symbiosis is shown to protect plants against 
necrotrophic pathogens because this interaction stimulates the ethylene/jasmonic acid defense 
pathways (Whipps et al 2004). Thus, there may be an indirect relationship between the reduction 
in disease severity caused by necrotrophic pathogens on soybean and mycorrhizal responsiveness 
in soybean.  
A previous study evaluated ‘improved’ and ‘unimproved’ cultivars for mycorrhizal 
responsiveness as well as AMF-mediated nutrient uptake (Khalil et al 1994). The study found a 
significant increase in total nutrient content of P, N, K, Mg, Ca, and Zn in mycorrhizal plants, 
but only found a significant nutrient concentration increase for P and K and a significant 
decrease in Ca. The authors described nutrients that had a significant increase in total nutrient but 
not nutrient concentration as a ‘luxury’ and the concentration of these nutrients was diluted by 
plant growth and were not considered to be a reason for AMF-mediated plant growth. Our study 
found significant increases in nutrient concentrations of several macro and micronutrients. 
However, there were no significant interactions between genotypes. This indicates that AMF-
mediated nutrient uptake is not a major factor in genotype-dependent AMF-mediated growth 
variability. Further research is necessary to understand why genotype plays such a major role in 





TABLES AND FIGURES 








1926 PI 068521-1 High 
  PI 068732-1 High 
1930 PI 083942 Low 
 PI 084631 High 
  PI 084946-2 Low 
1948 PI 171428 Low 
1950 PI 189873 Low 
1963 PI 291294 Low 
1969 PI 342434 Low 
1978 PI 424078 Low 
  PI 430595 Low 
1980 PI 437110 A Low 
 PI 438323 High 
  PI 438496 B High 
1982 PI 468408 B High 
  PI 475820 High 
1987 PI 507480 High 
1993 PI 567558 High 
 PI 567489 A Low 
 PI 567525 High 
 PI 567698 A Low 
1996 PI 592940 High 
1998 PI 602502 B Low 
 PI 603458 A High 
 PI 603389 High 








Cultivar Type Pedigree 
1926 Macoupin* Introduction Selected from Mammoth Yellow 
1927 Richland* Introduction Selected from PI 70502 
1928 Korean Introduction Unknown 
1934 Mandell* Introduction Selected from Manchu 
1943 Boone Introduction Selected from PI 54563 
1944 Patoka Introduction Selected from PI 70218 
1952 Mukden* Introduction Selected from PI 50523 
1975 Corsoy 79 Cultivar Corsoy(6) x Lee 68 
1982 Union Cultivar Williams(5) x SL12 
1984 Elgin Cultivar F4 selection from population AP6 
1988 Morgan Cultivar Union x Miles 
1988 Williams 82 Cultivar Williams(7) x Kingwa 
1990 Jack Cultivar Fayette x Union 
1996 Corsica Cultivar Essex x Harper 
1999 Stressland Cultivar HC80-1946 x Asgrow 3127 
2002 LD02-4485 Cultivar M90-184111 x IA3010 
2006 LD06-7620 Cultivar IA3023 x LD00-3309 
2007 LD07-3395bf* Cultivar Maverick x Dwight 
2010 LD10-10198* Cultivar LD05-3230 x LD00-3309 
2011 LD11-2170 Cultivar 
Syngenta 03JR313108 x LD05-
3171 
2012 LD12-10534* Cultivar 
LG04-6000 x (LD00-3309(5) x 
LD07-5065) 
2012 LD12-3903 Cultivar 
LD06-7620 x Syngenta 
05BR006009 








Table 3.3. Analysis of variance for experiments 1 and 2  
Experiment Source df F ratio Significance 
1 Soybean genotype 28 1.93 * 
  Error 54     
2 Soybean cultivar release year 20 1.86 * 
  Error 46     
 
Table 3.4. Analysis of variance for nutrients analysis for Experiment 3 
Source  df %N %P %K %Ca %Mg %S 
Soybean genotype 3 3.84* 1.19 4.72* 0.35 1.14 2.28 
Mycorrhizal treatment 1 7.61* 14.81* 6.69* 17.97** 1.02 6.72* 
Soybean genotype x mycorrhizal treatment 3 2.57 0.96 1.34 0.68 0.70 1.76 
         
Source  df B ppm 
Zn 
ppm Mn ppm Fe ppm 
Cu 
ppm Na ppm 
Soybean genotype 3 1.38 6.11* 0.66 0.91 3.41* 7.69* 
Mycorrhizal treatment 1 5.81* 1.92 16.52** 9.46* 4.03 37.79** 
Soybean genotype x mycorrhizal treatment 3 0.58 1.56 0.16 1.70 1.01 6.83* 







Table 3.5. Macronutrient concentrations (%)  
Treatment %N %P %K %Ca %S 
Nonmycorrhizal 3.48 0.2 2.37 1.87 0.19 
Mycorrhizal 3.13 0.28 2.63 1.52 0.17 
 
Table 3.6. Micronutrient concentrations (ppm) 
Treatment B ppm Mn ppm Fe ppm 
Nonmycorrhizal 185.58 119.42 61.92 
Mycorrhizal 208 73.29 48.42 
 
Table 3.7. Sodium (Na) concentrations (ppm) 
Soybean genotype Mycorrhizal Treatment Na (ppm) 
Elgin Mycorrhizal 0.12d 
 Non-mycorrhizal 0.18bc 
Mandell Mycorrhizal 0.15cd 
 Non-mycorrhizal 0.19b 
Richland Mycorrhizal 0.14d 
 Non-mycorrhizal 0.14cd 
Williams 82 Mycorrhizal 0.14d 
 Non-mycorrhizal 0.27a 







Fig. 3.1. Mycorrhizal responsiveness of 26 soybean accessions selected based on whether they had a low level of root colonization 
(>20%) or high level of root colonization (>50%). Mycorrhizal responsiveness values were averaged over three replications. Different 


























































































































































































































































































Fig. 3.2. Mycorrhizal responsiveness of 23 soybean accessions and breeding lines with acquisition/release dates ranging from 1926 to 
2013. Mycorrhizal responsiveness values were averaged over three replications. Different letters indicate a significant difference using 
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CHAPTER 4: COLONIZATION BY RHIZOPHAGUS INTRARADICES SUPPRESSES 
DISEASE SEVERITY CAUSED BY FUSARIUM VIRGULIFORME ON SOYBEAN 
 
ABSTRACT 
There is increasing interest to incorporate arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) into 
agricultural production because of the benefits they provide, including protection against 
pathogens and pests. Sudden death syndrome (SDS) of soybean is a devastating disease caused 
by the soilborne pathogen Fusarium virguliforme. Multiple management methods are needed to 
control SDS. There is little known about the relationship between F. virguliforme and AMF. The 
overall goal of this study was to determine if soybean roots infected by the AMF species, 
Rhizophagus intraradices, would result in reduced SDS symptom severity and reduced 
colonization by F. virguliforme. Six soybean genotypes were inoculated with F. virguliforme and 
with or without R. intraradices in a greenhouse experiment. There was a significant (P < 0.05) 
reduction of 45% and 28% in area under the disease progress curve values and in relative F. 
virguliforme quantities, respectively, in roots of R. intraradices-colonized plants compared to 
plants not colonized by R. intraradices averaged over the six soybean genotypes. Root weight of 
R. intraradices-colonized plants increased (P < 0.05) by 58% compared to plants not colonized 
by R. intraradices. A nutrient analysis of root tissues showed increases (P < 0.05) in nutrient 
concentrations in plants colonized by R. intraradices for phosphorus, potassium sulfur, boron, 
and sodium compared to roots not colonized by R. intraradices. This study showed that R. 
intraradices considerably reduced SDS severity and F. virguliforme colonization while 
simultaneously increasing growth and nutrient uptake. With several benefits gained from 
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inoculation of R intraradices, AMF should be considered as a potential strategy to manage SDS 
in soybean production areas that have yield losses associated with SDS.   
 
INTRODUCTION 
Erratic weather patterns and warming temperatures due to climate change may provide more 
conducive environments for pathogens and pests to attack plants and reduce yields (Chakraborty 
and Newton 2011). These stressors as well as increasing concern about environmental impacts of 
current agricultural practices has led to alternative methods to manage plant diseases and pests 
while reducing the need for pesticides. One method of disease management is through the use of 
beneficial microbes, such as arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) (Azcón-Aguilar and Barea 
1997). AMF are obligate biotrophs found in the soil that form a symbiotic relationship with 80% 
of land plants, and are known to facilitate nutrient uptake, increase drought tolerance, and 
enhance protection against pathogens and pests (Berruti et al. 2016).  
AMF are known to have positive effects on plant protection against soil-borne necrotrophic 
pathogens (Pozo et al. 2010; Whipps 2004) as well as certain plant parasitic nematodes (Hol and 
Cook 2005). Even when AMF do not reduce disease severity, mycorrhizal-infected plants are 
able to compensate for this in terms of an increase in biomass and yield compared to 
nonmycorrhizal controls (Gernns et al. 2001; Meyer and Dehne 1986). To some extent, the 
degree of bio-protection provided by AMF may be host-genotype dependent. For example, a 
study of common bean and tomato genotypes showed that only some genotypes benefitted from 
the protection of AMF colonization against white mold (Sclerotinia sclerotiorum) and bacterial 
spot (Xanthamonas campestris pv. vesicatoria), respectively (Mora-Romero et al. 2015). 
Variation in the degree of Glanville fritillary feeding was observed on different lines of ribwort 
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plantain colonized with mixture of native AMF (Rasmussen et al. 2017). Genotype-dependence 
to mycorrhizal enhancement of root defense chemicals was also observed in ribwort plantain (De 
Deyn et al. 2009).  
The concept of plant breeding for symbiosis is not new, especially in reference to rhizobial 
symbiosis and nitrogen fixation (Rengel 2002). Genetic factors contributing to increased growth 
benefits have been identified in Allium spp. (Galván et al. 2011) and maize (Kaeppler et al. 2000) 
and breeding for increased mycorrhizal symbiosis could be instrumental to increase plant 
protection against diseases and pests (Hohmann and Messmer 2017). Genetic variation within a 
host has been shown to impact bio-protection of mycorrhizae against pathogens in strawberries 
against Phytophthora fragariae and in tomatoes against Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. lycopersici 
(Mark and Cassells 1996; Steinkellner et al. 2012).  
Sudden death syndrome (SDS) of soybean is a devastating disease caused by the soil-borne 
fungus, Fusarium virguliforme. SDS is considered one of the most important diseases in the 
United States with a potential to cause 100% yield loss in conducive conditions (Hartman et al. 
2015a). This disease is also found in Brazil, Malaysia, and South Africa (Hartman et al. 2015a). 
There currently are few management methods for controlling this disease. Host resistance is 
considered the most effective method; however, complete resistance has not been identified for 
SDS (Hartman et al. 2015a; Hartman et al. 2015b).  
Information about the relationship between mycorrhizal fungi and F. virguliforme is limited. 
A greenhouse study reported AMF species Funneliformis mosseae increased plant height and 
seed weight in soils infested with F. virguliforme (Zambolim and Schenck 1983). An in vitro 
study found AMF species Rhizophagus irregularis decreased root colonization of F. virguliforme 
(Giachero et al. 2017). However, both studies used only one soybean genotype. A previous study 
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indicates that benefits provided by colonization of AMF (R. intraradices) in soybean are 
gentoype specific (Khalil et al. 1994). There is a need then to evaluate different soybean 
genotypes for AMF-mediated protection against F. virguliforme foliar symptoms and root 
colonization.  
The overall goal of this study was to determine if different soybean genotypes vary in their 
response to F. virguliforme when colonized or not colonized by R. intrardices. The specific 
objectives were to i) determine if soybean genotype influenced the level of AMF mediated 
protection, and ii) determine if root weight and nutrient composition were impacted by 
colonization by AMF in the presence of F. virguliforme.   
   
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Soybean genotypes. A panel of six different soybean cultivars were selected based on a 
previous experiment that measured root colonization and above ground weights to determine 
growth differences between plants colonized with R. intraradices and non-inoculated controls, 
also known as mycorrhizal responsiveness (Table 4.1; Chapters 2 and 3). Four soybean plant 
introductions (PI) were provided by the USDA ARS Soybean Germplasm Collection (Urbana, 
IL).  Soybean breeding lines (LD) were provided by Dr. Brian Diers (University of Illinois) 
(Table 4.1).  
Mycorrhizal inoculum preparation. To increase R. intraradices inoculum, a modified 
sheared root method was used (Sylvia and Jarstfer 1992). Cone-tainers (SC10 -158 ml, Stuewe 
and Sons, Inc., Tangent, OR) were filled with 100 ml of sterilized torpedo sand. A 2.5 cm (15 
ml) layer of inoculum, original stock from the International Culture Collection of Vesicular 
Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi (www.invam.wvu.edu) was spread evenly over the top and 
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covered with another 2.5 cm of torpedo sand. Seeds of soybean cultivar Williams 82 were sown 
2 cm deep into the sand. Plants were watered regularly and grown for six weeks in a greenhouse 
held at a constant 25ᵒC with a 16-hour photoperiod. Six weeks after planting, cone-tainers were 
air-dried for 5 days and roots were collected for inoculum. Roots infested with AMF were cut 
into 1 cm fragments with scissors and stored in a plastic bag for 1 week in a cold room set at 4ᵒC 
prior to planting.    
Fusarium virguliforme inoculation preparation. Inoculum was prepared by previously 
established methods (Chawla et al. 2013). A liter of sorghum seed was soaked in 1.5 L of water 
overnight. The liter of sorghum seed was drained before autoclaving the sorghum for 60 minutes 
on two successive days in gusseted bulk spawn bags (Everything Mushrooms, Knoxville, TN) to 
maintain sterility. Mont-1, a F. virguliforme isolate originating from Monticello, IL, was grown 
on potato dextrose agar in the dark at 24ᵒC for 14 days prior to infesting sorghum. The sorghum 
seed was then infested with one petri dish of F. virguliforme by cutting the infested agar into 
1cm2 sections using a sterile scalpel and transferring into the bag of sorghum seed. Bags were 
heat sealed and incubated at room temperature for 2 weeks. Inoculum was then air dried at room 
temperature 2 days and stored in paper bags in a cold room at 5ᵒC.  
Experimental design. This experiment was designed as a 2-factorial completely randomized 
design (CRD) with five replicates. Factors included soybean genotype and mycorrhizal 
inoculation for a total of 60 experimental units. All experimental units were inoculated with F. 
virguliforme. Five seeds of each genotype were sown into 15 cm azalea pots filled with torpedo 
sand 2.5 cm above a layer of F. virguliforme inoculum. Half of the posts also had inoculum of R. 
intraradices. F. virguliforme treatments were prepared by mixing torpedo sand and F. 
virguliforme-infested sorghum at a 3:1 ratio. The R. intraradices inoculum was incorporating R. 
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intraradices inoculum (density of 50 spores per pot) into the F. virguliforme inoculum. The 
experiment was repeated with different randomization of each treatment. 
Foliar disease severity rating scale. Plants were evaluated for foliar symptoms 14, 17, and 
21 days after planting using a 1-8 foliar disease severity rating scale (Chawla et al. 2013). For 
example, plants were considered a 1 if they showed no symptoms, a 4 if more than 2 cm of the 
leaf margins were necrotic, and an 8 if the plant was entirely defoliated.   
Root weight measurements and nutrient analysis. After 21 days post inoculation, roots 
from each pot were excised, washed, and lyophilized for 72 hours prior to measuring dry 
weights. After weighing, root masses were ground for DNA quantification of F. virguliforme and 
nutrient analysis was conducted using a MF10 basic microfine grinder (IKA Works, Inc, 
Wilmington, NC). Based on the fact there were no interactions between genotype and 
mycorrhizal treatment, root samples of two soybean accessions were chosen at random, PI 
071465 and LD13-6678, and submitted for nutrient analysis using ICP-MS AOAC 985.1 (A&L 
Laboratories, Fort Wayne, IN).  
Quantification of Fusarium virguliforme. DNA extractions were completed using the 
FastDNA Spin Kit on 25 mg of dried ground root tissue per experimental unit (MP Biomedicals, 
Solon, OH). QPCR assays were performed on a Stratagene Mx3005p Real-Time PCR instrument 
(Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) with MxPro4.1 software. Assays were conducted 
according to Li et al. 2003 using primers Fv-Li-F (5’-GGCTGAACTGGCAACTTGGA-3’) and 
Fv-Li-R (5’-CAAAGCTTCATTCAATCCTAATACAATC-3’) with two technical replicates of 
each experimental unit (Li et al. 2008). Quantities of F. virguliforme DNA per ng of Glycine max 
DNA was calculated by determining the amount of F. virguliforme DNA obtained per ng of G. 
max DNA. Soybean DNA was determined by quantifying the DNA of the glyceraldehyde-3-
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phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) gene using primers GmGAPDH v14.fwd (5’-
CATCGGAGGGAAGTATGAAAGG-3’) and GmGAPDH v14.rev (5’-
GTACAATGCATGATGGTGGC-3’) (Haudenshield and Hartman 2011).    
Statistical analysis. Area under the disease progress curve (AUDPC) values were calculated 
using the midpoint rule method (Shaner and Finney 1977) prior to analyses using average ratings 
per pot for 14, 17, and 21 days post-inoculation. Root masses were divided by the number of 
plants within a pot to determine an average per plant weight. Relative F. virguliforme 
concentration data were transformed by taking the log to base 10 to correct for a Poisson 
distribution of the residuals. Bartlett’s test for homogeneity of variance was performed prior to 
combining trials. An analysis of variance was run on AUDPC, root weights, relative F. 
virguliforme quantities, and nutrient concentrations. Means were separated using the JMP 
LSmeans Student’s t-procedure at α = 0.05. All statistical analyses were completed using JMP 
version 14 (SAS institute, Cary, NC, USA). 
 
RESULTS 
General analysis. There was no significant (P > 0.05) difference in variance for any of the 
measured variables so data for the trials were combined. There were visible differences in foliar 
severity and root mass between the mycorrhizal and non-mycorrhizal control for all genotypes 
(Appendix B; Fig. B.1).  
Foliar severity ratings. For AUDPC values, there was a significant (P < 0.01) interaction 
between trial and mycorrhizal treatment effects (Table 4.2). However, for both trials, AUDPC 
values were lower (α = 0.05) in plants inoculated with R. intraradices compared to control plants 
with a 57% and 33% reduction in AUPDC values for trials 1 and 2, respectively, (Fig. 4.1).   
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Root weights. There was no interaction between soybean genotype and mycorrhizal 
treatment, but there was a mycorrhizal treatment effect (P < 0.001) on root weights (Table 4.2). 
Plants inoculated with AMF average root weight was 153 mg per pot, which was a 58% more 
than plants not inoculated with AMF (97 mg per pot) (Fig. 4.2).  
F. virguliforme quantification. There was no interaction between soybean genotype and 
mycorrhizal treatment, but there was a highly significant mycorrhizal treatment effect (Table 
4.2). Plants inoculated with AMF had an average of 27.5 pg F. virguliforme DNA/ng GAPDH 
DNA, which was a 28% compared to plants not inoculated with AMF with an average of 38.2 pg 
F. virguliforme DNA/ng GAPDH DNA (Fig. 4.3).  
Nutrient analysis. There was a significant mycorrhizal treatment main effect for phosphorus 
(P), potassium (K), sulfur (S), boron (B), and sodium (Na) concentrations (Table 4.3). 
Mycorrhizal treatment significantly (P < 0.05) increased the concentrations of P, K, S, B, and Na 
by 15%, 78%, 33%, 39%, and 50%, respectively (Fig. 4.4, Fig. 4.5). 
 
DISCUSSION 
This the first study to evaluate a panel of soybean genotypes for AMF-mediated disease 
protection against SDS. There were significant differences between genotypes for AUDPC, root 
weight, and relative Fv quantities, but not a significant interaction between genotype and 
mycorrhizal treatment. Previous studies in wild strawberry, wild garlic, and  tomato have 
reported significant genotype by AMF interactions against Phytophthora fragariae, Sclerotium 
cepivorum and F. oxysporum f.sp. lycopersici, respectively (Mark and Cassells 1996; Ronsheim 
2016; Steinkellner et al. 2012). In general, these studies showed that cultivars that were more 
susceptible to the pathogen gained more benefit from AMF infection than less susceptible 
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cultivars. In a preliminary experiment, I observed a significant genotype by mycorrhizal 
treatment interaction in AUDPC values. There were two moderately resistant soybean cultivars 
that showed no significant difference between the mycorrhizal and nonmycorrhizal controls for 
two moderately resistant soybean cultivars, where all susceptible cultivars in the same test 
showed significantly lower AUDPC values between mycorrhizal treatments (Appendix B; Fig. 
B.2). The study in this chapter only selected cultivars known to be susceptible to F. virguliforme; 
therefore, I did not expect to see a genotype-dependent protection against SDS.  
Several proposed mechanisms may explain the interaction of AMF-mediated protection 
against root pathogens. One proposed mechanism is that AMF increase overall plant growth, 
allowing a host to compensate for damage done by the pathogen (Xavier and Boyetchko 2004). 
Our study found that in the presence of the pathogen, plants inoculated with R. intraradices had 
58% more root mass than control plants that were not inoculated with R. intraradices. In a field 
experiment, inoculation with mycorrhizal fungi increased dry root weights by 151% compared to 
a non-mycorrhizal control while in the presence of F. virguliforme (Zambolim and Schenck 
1983). Previous studies show root weight is negatively correlated with SDS disease severity 
(Gongora-Canul and Leandro 2011). Therefore, the AMF-mediated root growth shown in our 
study may be a major component of the reduced disease severity in plants inoculated with R. 
intraradices.  
Another mechanism that responsible for the reduction in SDS severity in plants inoculated 
with R. intraradices could be the increase in nutrient uptake. Increasing plant nutrition attributed 
to mycorrhizal colonization is a suggested mechanism for reducing disease severity (Abdel-
Fattah et al. 2011). All but one of the nutrients that increased in mycorrhizal roots in my study 
have known roles in reducing disease severity in plants. Phosphorus is an essential nutrient 
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involved in many metabolic processes and is shown to protect against pathogens where vigorous 
root growth allows the plant to evade disease (Dordas 2008). A field study found increasing the 
rate of phosphorus fertilization reduced SDS disease severity (Adee et al. 2016).  However, a 
greenhouse study found soils amended with phosphorus increased disease severity as much as 
45% (Sanogo and Yang 2001). AMF-mediated increase of phosphorus in roots of tomato and 
strawberry had no effect on reducing the severity of F. oxysporum f. sp. radices-lycopersici and 
F. oxysporum f. sp. fragariae, respectively (Caron et al. 1986; Matsubara et al. 2004). There is 
no strong evidence that the increase in phosphorus is the reason why I saw a reduction in disease 
severity, and more research should be done to understand if there is a relationship between 
phosphorus and SDS severity. The significant increase in potassium compared to other nutrients 
is of considerable interest based on previous findings between the interaction of potassium and 
F. virguliforme. A previous study showed a significant reduction in disease severity of SDS 
when potassium chloride was applied to soils at planting (Sanogo and Yang 2001). Potassium is 
known to play a role in epidermal cell wall development and hardening of the epidermis, which 
makes it harder for pathogens to invade the plant (Dordas 2008). Both phosphorus and potassium 
are known to increase root growth and may have aided in AMF-mediated disease suppression. 
Boron is also known to play a role in plant disease resistance (Dordas 2008). This relationship is 
not well studied, but it is proposed to be due to the function of boron in promoting cell wall 
stability.  
AMF may also reduce disease severity by reducing the quantity of the pathogen by direct 
competition or by stimulating defense responses (Xavier and Boyetchko 2004). A meta-analysis 
found a reduction in the quantity of a fungal pathogen in the presence of AMF in 65 of 125 
experiments (Borowicz 2001). Our study detected a significant reduction of the relative quantity 
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of F. virguliforme by 28% in the presence of R. intraradices compared to the control. One 
previous study found a 12% reduction in root colonization by F. virguliforme when soybean 
plantlets colonized with R. irregularis were grown in petri dishes for 3 days compared to a 
control (Giachero et al. 2017). A field study found no reduction of F. virguliforme propagules in 
the presence of mycorrhizal fungi in soil samples of a field test, but the study did not account for 
the amount of F. virguliforme in the root system (Zambolim and Schenck 1983).  This reduction 
in the pathogen may be due to a direct interaction where AMF outcompete F. virguliforme for 
root space, or due to the stimulation of defense responses. A transcriptomic study was performed 
on soybean plantlets inoculated with F. virguliforme and with or without R. irregularis and 
found significantly higher expression of defense related genes in plants colonized with R. 
irregularis (Marquez et al. 2018). 
In summary, my study showed that R. intraradices considerably reduced SDS disease 
severity in each of the six soybean genotypes tested. Root colonization by R. intraradices 
reduced SDS severity and F. virguliforme colonization while simultaneously increasing growth 
and nutrient uptake of plants. Not unlike other experiments that evaluated the potential of AMF 
in regard to plant protection, the reduction in disease severity in my study was likely due to 
several benefits provided by AMF (Cameron et al. 2013). The reduction in SDS severity was not 
shown to be genotype-specific and it can be inferred that as long as the genotype is susceptible to 
disease, the presence of R. intraradices will most likely benefit the host plant. This potential of 
R. intraradices and possibly other AMF species may be an effective strategy for use in a multi-




TABLES AND FIGURES 
Table 4.1. Soybean genotypes used to evaluate the interaction between. AMF species, 










LD10-10198 2007 n/a 108% Susceptible 
LD13-6678 2012 n/a 60% n/a 
PI 71465 1927 Mid n/a Susceptible 
PI 91159 -4 1931 High n/a Susceptible 
PI 602502B 1997 Low 8% Susceptible 
PI 605765B 1998 Low 25% Susceptible 
a All plant introduction (PI) accessions were obtained from the USDA Soybean Germplasm 
Collection houses at the University of Illinois in Urbana, IL. Breeding lines (LD) were obtained 
from Dr. Brian Diers at the University of Illinois in Urbana, IL 
b Acquisition dates for PIs was found at www.ars-grin.gov 
c Colonization by AMF species Rhizophagus intraradices found in a Chapter 2 
d Genotypes were tested for their difference in above ground plant growth between R. 
intraradices inoculated and non-inoculated plants found in Chapter 3 
ePrior to the current study, LD10-10198 was determined to be susceptible in uniform field trials 
in 2015 and PIs were determined susceptible in a greenhouse screening using the modified 






Table 4.2. Analysis of variance summary showing F ratios for area under the disease progress 
curve (AUDPC), root dry weights, and quantities of Fusarium virguliforme of six soybean 
genotypes grown in a greenhouse inoculated with Fusarium virguliforme with or without AMF 
species, Rhizophagus intraradices 





Trial 1 0.07 2.32 0.57 
Soybean genotype 5 9.46*** 2.41* 3.86** 
Trial x soybean genotype 5 3.05* 0.30 9.09*** 
Mycorrhizal treatment 1 177.79*** 38.11*** 6.65* 
Trial x mycorrhizal treatment 1 17.40*** 0.96 2.52 
Soybean genotype x mycorrhizal treatment 5 1.26 0.81 0.10 
Trial x soybean genotype x mycorrhizal treatment 5 1.87 0.69 0.37 
a Trial, soybean genotype, and mycorrhizal treatment were all fixed effects. 





Table 4.3. Analysis of variance summary showing F ratios for nutrient concentrations of root 
samples of two soybean genotypes grown in a greenhouse inoculated with Fusarium 
virguliforme with or without AMF species, Rhizophagus intraradices 
Source of variationa df P K S B Na 
Trial 1 8.13***b 34.49*** 14.00*** 1.23 9.21*** 
Soybean genotype 1 0.24 2.18 0.53 5.94* 1.55 
Trial x soybean genotype 1 1.39 0.51 0.01 1.49 0.1 
Mycorrhizal treatment 1 5.99* 5.78* 7.28* 12.38*** 8.71*** 
Trial x mycorrhizal treatment 1 3.95 0.43 0.1 3.39 0.02 
Soybean genotype x 
mycorrhizal treatment 1 0.19 0.56 0.19 0.26 0.03 
Trial x soybean genotype x 
mycorrhizal treatment 1 0.001 1.8 0.01 1.22 0.22 
a Trial, soybean genotype, and mycorrhizal treatment were all fixed effects. 









Fig. 4.1. Area under the disease progress curve (AUDPC) values for disease severity of sudden 
death syndrome. Means are shown for mycorrhizal and non-mycorrhizal treatments. AUDPC 
was calculated using foliar symptom ratings taken 14, 17, and 21 days after planting and 
averaged over five replications of six soybean genotypes (60 ratings total). Different letters 
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Fig. 4.2. Dry root weights per plant of soybean plants with mycorrhizal or non-mycorrhizal 
treatments. Root masses of five soybean plants per pot were excised, washed, and lyophilized for 
72 hours prior to measurements. Root weight means are an average of two trials of five replicates 
of six soybean genotypes (120 root masses total). Different letters above bars indicate means are 































Fig. 4.3. Relative (pg Fv DNA/ ng Gmax DNA) quantities of F. virguliforme in root tissues. 
Root masses of five soybean plants per pot were excised, washed, lyophilized for 72 hours, and 
ground up prior to quantification. Both Fv and Gmax DNA quantification assays used were 
previously developed (Haudenshield and Hartman, 2011; Li et al., 2008). Means are an average 
of two trials of five replicates of six soybean genotype (120 root masses total). Different letters 









































Fig. 4.4. Mean phosphorus (P), potassium (K), and sulfur (S) concentrations (%) in root tissues of soybean cultivars inoculated with 
Fusarium virguliforme with or without AMF species, Rhizophagus intraradices. Root masses of five soybean plants per pot were 
excised, washed, lyophilized for 72 hours, and ground up prior to nutrient concentration analysis using ICP-MS AOAC985.1 (A&L 
Laboratories, Fort Wayne, IN). Means for each nutrient were analyzed separately and are an average of two trials of five replicates of 







































Fig. 4.5. Mean boron (B) and sodium (Na) concentrations (ppm) in root tissues of soybean cultivars inoculated with Fusarium 
virguliforme with or without AMF species, Rhizophagus intraradices. Root masses of five soybean plants per pot were excised, 
washed, lyophilized for 72 hours, and ground up prior to nutrient concentration analysis using ICP-MS AOAC985.1 (A&L 
Laboratories, Fort Wayne, IN). Means are an average of two trials of five replicates of two soybean genotype (40 root masses total). 
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Soybean cyst nematode (SCN; Heterodera glycines) is a widely occurring pathogen and the 
leading cause of soybean yield losses in the USA. There is a need to find additional SCN 
management strategies as sources of SCN resistance have become less effective in keeping SCN 
populations in check. Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) form symbiotic relationships with 
roots of most plants including soybean. Research has shown that AMF can reduce disease 
severity in plants caused by pathogens and pests, including plant parasitic nematodes. The goal 
of this study was to determine if AMF could suppress SCN. In one experiment, all five AMF 
species tested (Claroideoglomus claroideum, Diversispora eburnean, Dentiscutata heterogama, 
Funneliformis mosseae, and Rhizophagus intraradices) reduced (P < 0.05) the number of cysts 
on soybean roots by 59% to 81% compared to soybean roots without AMF. In two other 
experiments, F. mosseae reduced the counts of SCN juveniles (J2-J3 stages) in soybean roots by 
60% and was able to suppress egg hatching by as much as 30%. These experiments showed that 
AMF were able to suppress SCN cyst counts and at least with F. mosseae, reduce SCN juveniles 
in roots and suppress egg-hatching. Further research is needed to exploit the potential usefulness 
of these AMF in field conditions and to determine the usefulness and potential of the compounds 
associated with SCN hatching suppression by F. mosseae with the goal of providing another 






Soybean cyst nematode (SCN; Heterodera glycines) is a widely occurring pathogen and the 
leading cause of yield reductions in soybean in the USA (Hartman 2015). SCN was introduced 
into the USA over 60 years ago (Tylka and Marett 2017; Winstead et al. 1955) and has broadly 
spread throughout the Midwest and Eastern USA (Tylka and Marett 2017; Winstead et al. 1955). 
SCN survives as egg-filled female bodies known as cysts in soil. In the beginning of the growing 
season, eggs hatch and stage 2 juveniles (J2) migrate to the root and into the root cortex towards 
the vascular tissue where the females establish a feeding site (syncytium) and become immobile 
for the rest of their life cycle (Mitchum 2016). SCN take nutrients away from the soybean plant 
which reduces plant growth and yield. In 2014, estimated losses due to SCN were 3.5 million 
tons of soybean collectively in 28 states and Ontario, Canada (Allen et al. 2017). 
SCN cysts survive over multiple cropping years and are found in nearly all environments 
where soybean is grown in the USA (Niblack et al. 2006). To manage SCN, SCN-resistant 
cultivars have been recommended to keep in check or reduce SCN populations (Mitchum 2016). 
A number of sources of resistance to SCN have been discovered in the USDA Soybean 
Germplasm Collection, and plant introduction (PI) 88788 has been used extensively in breeding 
programs making up 95% of SCN-resistant cultivars on the market (Mitchum 2016). The 
increase in SCN populations virulent to PI 88788-type resistance has increased the impact SCN 
on soybean production and has promoted a need to find other ways, along with breeding, crop 
rotation, and nematicides to combat this pathogen. 
An additional approach to management of SCN would be the use of arbuscular mycorrhizal 
fungi (AMF). Some studies have explored the tripartite relationship among AMF, plant parasitic 
nematodes (PPN) and their host plant as both AMF and PPN infect plant roots and often obtain 
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nutrients from plant root cells from specialized structures (Hol and Cook 2005). There are 
multiple reviews on the potential of AMF in controlling PPN (Schouteden et al. 2015), although 
variability in the degree of benefit may hinder their adoption into routine agricultural practices. 
Understanding the mechanisms of AMF-mediated PPN suppression could increase efficacy of 
AMF as a disease management practice and make them more attractive for commercialization. 
Although it is not precisely known how AMF suppress PPN, but it could by producing a barrier 
around the root system to inhibit entry into the root by the nematode, by outcompeting for root 
space within the cortex, or by producing antimicrobial exudates. AMF-mediated suppression 
may also be an indirect effect, such as increasing plant health, altering root architecture, or 
activating defense pathways (Hol and Cook 2005; Schouteden et al. 2015). Although most 
studies focus on one group of PPN, root knot nematodes (Meloidgyne spp.), there is promising 
evidence AMF could be used to suppress cyst nematodes (Hol and Cook 2005). For instance, 
inoculating potatoes with F. mosseae, R. intraradices, or a commercial mixed-AMF inoculum 
increased hatch and rate of hatch of the potato cyst nematode, Globodera pallida, by 52%, and 
also increased the root and shoot weight of the potatoes showing that AMF increased host 
tolerance to G. pallida (Ryan et al. 2003). This stimulation of hatching of G. pallida was then 
shown to be caused by an AMF-mediated change in root exudates (Deliopoulos et al. 2007; Ryan 
and Jones 2004). Another study showed a 38% reduction in multiplication rate G. pallida when 
used on mycorrhizal potato plants compared to non-mycorrhizal plants (Deliopoulos et al. 2010). 
There are no previous studies evaluating the direct effect of AMF on SCN hatching, but a 
previous study showed that several fungi produce exudates that inhibit juvenile motility (Meyer 
et al. 2004).  
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The Glomeraceae family have been studied for their bio-protection benefits against plant 
diseases, but the degree of benefit was reported species-dependent within this family (Whipps 
2004). A survey found 61% of AMF inoculant studies used R. intraradices as its single source or 
mixed with similar species within the Glomeraceae family (Berruti et al. 2016) and species 
within this family have been shown to reduce SCN cyst counts (Sikes 2010), but the information 
about other species in other AMF families is limited. A study screened a panel of AMF species 
that included four species from the Glomeraceae family, including F. mosseae Glomus 
fasiculatum, G. versiforme, and R. intraradices and one from the Gigasporaceae family, 
Gigaspora margarita, against SCN race 4 (Li et al. 2002). Other SCN-AMF studies used R. 
intraradices (Price et al. 1995), F. mosseae (Todd et al. 2001), and a native community of AMF 
species, primarily composed of species within the Glomeraceae (Tylka et al. 1991) to determine 
bio-protection. Except for G. margarita, only one family of AMF has been evaluated.  
Evaluating other species in different families may lead to discovering a species that is more 
effective at suppressing SCN infection.   
Overall, most studies show promise in using AMF as a biological control strategy against 
SCN. One study showed that AMF initially decreased SCN populations by as much as 74%; 
however, as the season progressed, SCN populations increased and were similar to non-
mycorrhizal control (Tylka et al 1991). Other studies have shown no direct effect of AMF on 
SCN cyst counts but report a positive effect on plant growth due to mycorrhizal colonization 
even in the presence of SCN (Price et al. 1995; Todd et al. 2001; Tylka et al. 1991). A study 
found G. margarita, G. fasiculatum, and R. intraradices to be more effective than F. mosseae 
and G. versiforme at protecting soybean against SCN race 4 (Li et al. 2002). Several studies 
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show a more direct relationship between AMF and SCN as AMF colonized cysts and parasitized 
SCN eggs (Francl and Dropkin 1985; Hu et al. 2018).   
The mechanisms behind AMF and SCN interactions are unknown but understanding these 
may allow for better protection of soybean against SCN. The goal of this study was to determine 
how effective different AMF species from different families would be at protecting soybean 
against SCN with the idea of promoting the use of AMF in the management of SCN in soybean 
production. The objectives were to (i) compare SCN counts on soybean inoculated with five 
different species of AMF from four different families compared to a control without AMF 
inoculation (ii) compare SCN counts 7 and 28 days post-inoculation on soybean roots with or 
without F. mosseae to determine when AMF suppression of SCN occurs, and (iii) determine if F. 
mosseae spores directly impact hatching of SCN eggs. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Plant, nematode, and AMF material. All experiments were performed using an SCN 
susceptible check, Williams 82 (Wen et al. 2019).  An SCN HG type 2,5,7 was obtained from the 
soybean pathogen collection at the Laboratory for Soybean Disease and Pest Research in Urbana, 
IL. AMF species included two species from the Glomeraceae family, F. mosseae and R. 
intraradices, Dentiscutata heterogama from the Gigasporaceae family, Claroideoglomus 
claroideum from the Claroideo-Glomeraceae family, and Diversispora eburnean from the 
Diversisporaceae family. All cultures were originally obtained from the International Culture 
Collection of Vesicular Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi (INVAM; wvu.invam.edu).  
Mycorrhizal inoculum production. To increase inoculum of all five AMF species, a 
modified sheared root method was used (Sylvia and Jarstfer 1992). Cone-tainers (SC10 -158 ml, 
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Stuewe and Sons, Inc., Tangent, OR) were filled with 100 ml of sterilized torpedo sand. A 2.5 
cm (15 ml) layer of inoculum, original stock from INVAM, was spread evenly over the top and 
covered with another 2.5 cm of sand. Surface disinfected soybean seeds (Williams 82) were 
sown 2 cm deep into the sand. Plants were watered regularly and fertilized with a low-P fertilizer 
(150 ppm Peters Excel 15-5-15 Cal-Mag, ICL-SF, Dublin, OH) twice per week. The plants were 
grown in a greenhouse held at 25ᵒC with a 16-hour photoperiod with supplemental 190 µmol m-
2s-1 photosynthetic active radiation illumination provided by 500-W high pressure sodium vapor 
lamps. Six weeks after planting, plants were dried down, above plant material was removed, and 
roots were collected for inoculum. Dried root tissues were cut into 1-cm pieces and blended in 
sterile water to release spores from the root. The suspension was poured through a 600 µm sieve 
with a 90 µm sieve underneath for all species except R. intraradices, which used a 45 µm sieve. 
Roughly 20 ml volume of material from the bottom sieve was added to a 50 ml centrifuge tube 
(Corning, Corning, NY) filled with 35 ml of a 60% sucrose solution. The tubes were centrifuged 
at 3 minutes at 3000 rpm. Supernatant was then sieved through a 40 µm sterile cell strainer 
(Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) to separate out spores and rinsed three times with sterile water.  
Plant cultures were maintained separately, and all utensils were sterilized between different AMF 
species preparation to avoid contamination.  
Experiment 1: Evaluation of bio-protection offered by five AMF species against SCN. 
This experiment was set up as a completely randomized design (CRD) with three replications 
and was repeated with a different randomization of AMF species in a controlled greenhouse set 
at 26ºC with supplemental illumination provided by a mixture of a high-pressure sodium vapor 
and metal halide lamps set at a 16 hr photoperiod. Two seeds of soybean genotype Williams 82 
were sown into cone-tainers filled with sand. Plants were thinned to one plant per pot upon 
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emergence and inoculated with 1,000 SCN eggs and 20 spores of one of the AMF species. Plants 
were watered regularly and fertilized twice weekly with a low-P fertilizer (150 ppm Peters Excel 
15-5-15 Cal-Mag, ICL-SF, Dublin, OH). At the end of 28 days, cysts were collected by washing 
roots and sand through a 600 µm and 180 µm sieve set. Material from the bottom sieve was 
collected in 50 ml centrifuge tube (Corning, Corning, NY) filled with 35 ml of a 60% sucrose 
solution. The tubes were centrifuged at 3 minutes at 3000 rpm. Supernatant was then sieved 
through a 40 µm sterile cell strainer (Fisher Scientific Waltham, MA) to separate out cysts.  
Experiment 2: SCN-AMF interaction time course study. The experiment was a 2-factorial 
CRD with three replications. Factors included AMF inoculation (with or without) and two 
sampling dates at 7 and 28 days after planting. AMF species F. mosseae was used based on 
results from experiment 1 that showed low cyst counts. The experiment was conducted in a 
greenhouse held at 26ºC with supplemental illumination provided by a mixture of a high-
pressure sodium vapor and metal halide lamps at a 16 hr photoperiod. Two seeds of soybean 
genotype Williams 82 were sown into cone-tainers filled with sand. Plants were thinned to one 
plant per pot upon emergence and inoculated with 1,000 SCN eggs and 20 F. mosseae spores. 
Plants were watered regularly and fertilized twice weekly with a low-P fertilizer (150 ppm Peters 
Excel 15-5-15 Cal-Mag, ICL-SF, Dublin, OH). At 7 days after planting, six plants, three 
mycorrhizal and three non-mycorrhizal, were excised, and roots were stained with 0.03% acid 
fushion (Bybd Jr et al. 1983) to quantify juveniles (J2-J3 stage). At 28 days after planting, cysts 
were collected and quantified as described above. The experiment was repeated with a different 
randomization.  
Experiment 3:  Effect of AMF on SCN hatching. The experiment was set up as a CRD 
with five replications. SCN eggs and F. mosseae spores were surface sterilized in 10% NaOCl 
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for 1 minute and rinsed 4 times with sterile water prior to use. The experiment was conducted 
using a Cellstar® 48-well plate with a lid (Greiner Bio-One, Kremsmünster, Austria). Each well 
was filled with 1 ml of sterile water consisting of 100 eggs with or without three F. mosseae 
spores. The plates were incubated at ambient temperature in the dark for 6 days. Daily J2 
measurements were conducted from day 2 to day 6. The experiment was completed three times 
with different randomizations for each trial.  
Statistical analyses. For all experiments, homogeneity of variance was determined using the 
Browns-Forsythe test to determine if trials within each experiment could be combined. For 
analysis of variance, JMP Fit Model procedure was performed on all experimental data using 
JMP 12 (SAS Technologies, Cary, NC). Cyst counts were analyzed between mycorrhizal 
treatments for experiment 1, and cyst counts and J2-J3 stage counts were analyzed between 
mycorrhizal treatments for experiment 2. For experiment 3, J2 stage counts were analyzed each 
day as well as a final calculated area under the hatching progress curve (AUHPC). Mean 
separations were done on significant treatment effects using JMP LSmeans Student’s t-procedure 
at α = 0.05. 
 
RESULTS 
Experiment 1: Evaluation of bio-protection offered by five AMF species against SCN. 
The Browns-Forsythe test for homogeneity was not significant (P > 0.05), but there was a 
significant (P < 0.001) interaction between trial and mycorrhizal treatment so trials were 
analyzed separately (Table 5.1). For trial 1, all AMF species except D. eburnean significantly 
reduced the number of cysts compared to the nonmycorrhizal control, which had an average of 
105 cysts per plant. The lowest number of cysts occurred on plants colonized with F. mosseae 
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(10 cysts per plant) which was not significantly different from C. claroideum (16 cysts per plant) 
or R. intraradcies (23 cysts per plant) (Fig. 5.1). For trial 2, all AMF species significantly 
reduced the number of cysts compared to the nonmycorrhizal control (186 cysts per plant) (Fig. 
5.1). The AMF species with the lowest number of cysts was D. heterogama (15 cysts per plant), 
which was not significantly different from D. eburnean (27 cysts per plant) or F. mosseae (45 
cysts per plant) (Fig. 5.1).  
Experiment 2: SCN-AMF interaction time course study. The Browns-Forsythe test for 
homogeneity was not significant (P > 0.05), and data for the two trials were combined for 
analysis for both J2-J3 counts and cyst counts. There was a significant mycorrhizal treatment 
main effect for both variables (Table 5.1). At 7 days after planting, plants inoculated with F. 
mosseae had eight J2-J3 counts per plant), which reduced (α = 0.05) the number of J2-J3s 
compared to nonmycorrhizal control (20 J2-J3 counts per plant) (Fig. 5.2). There was an even 
larger reduction in the number of cysts when plants were inoculated with F. mosseae (10 cysts 
per plant) compared to the nonmycorrhizal control (75 cysts per plant) (Fig. 5.2).  
Experiment 3:  Effect of AMF on SCN hatching experiment. The Browns-Forsythe test 
for homogeneity was not significant (P > 0.05), and trials were combined for analysis. F. 
mosseae spores reduced (α = 0.05) AUHPC values from 46.6 to 30.5 per plant (data not shown). 
J2 counts were reduced (α = 0.05) starting at day 3 (Fig. 5.3). By day 6, J2 counts were reduced 
by 30% (Fig. 5.3).  
 
DISCUSSION 
Based on our results, multiple AMF species significantly reduced the number of SCN cysts 
on soybean roots. There were significant differences between AMF species with average 
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reductions ranging between 59% to 81% compared to the non-AMF control. All the AMF 
species used (except D. eburnean in one trial) consistently reduced the number of cysts 
compared to the non-inoculated control. Our study was conducted in a highly controlled 
environment and individually screened single AMF species, while previous studies used AMF 
communities (Tylka et al. 1991). Screening one species at a time removes the possibility of 
competition between AMF species, which has been known to occur (Thonar et al. 2014).  
Although there has not been a time course study like the one in my study, a previous study 
showed that SCN in roots and soil decreased by as much as 73% 49 days after planting because 
of AMF, but this AMF-mediated suppression was not seen if plants were grown to maturity 
(Tylka et al. 1991). Our study eluded that suppression was found very early on in the interaction 
even as early as egg hatch. 
We showed AMF had a direct effect on SCN egg hatching by reducing hatching by up to 
30%. This is not as large of a reduction as seen in the greenhouse experiments where cysts 
counts were reduced by as much as 81% compared to the non-AMF control indicating it may be 
one component among several associated with AMF that reduce SCN counts on soybean.  
Previous studies have shown AMF-mediated suppression of cysts was not due to the induction of 
systemic resistance (Tylka et al. 1991) inferring that a direct relationship was causing the 
suppression in cyst numbers. AMF are known to colonize SCN cysts and sporulate within the 
cysts and infect SCN eggs (Francl and Dropkin 1985; Hu et al. 2018). It is still possible that 
AMF may antagonize SCN eggs, but specific processes are unknown.  
Pre-symbiotic events between AMF spores and plant roots were shown to be stimulated by 
diffusible signals known as Myc factors produced by AMF that when perceived by the host 
stimulate symbiosis (Bucher et al. 2014). AMF spores produce two types of Myc factors, 
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lipochiooligosaccharides (LCOs) and chitooligosaccharides (COs), in the presence of a 
compatible host and elicit changes in root cells and plant defense signaling (Bucher et al. 2014). 
Germinating AMF spores produce exudates that elicit a host response (Chabaud et al. 2011; 
Mukherjee and Ané 2011); however, no studies have determined the impact of spore exudates 
against other microbes. Research on AMF spore exudates have focused on their effect on a plant 
host, but these exudates may have antimicrobial properties and could explain the direct effect we 
observed between AMF and SCN egg hatching.  
AMF, including C. claroideum, D. heterogama, and F. mosseae, harbor endobacteria in the 
cytoplasm (Desirò et al. 2015; Naito et al. 2017). These endobacteria group into their own genus, 
Candidatus Moeniiplasm, and are coccoid, roughly 500 nm in diameter (Naito et al. 2017). This 
group of endobacteria have not been cultured and little is known about their antimicrobial 
properties and biological functions (Naito et al. 2017), but it is possible that these endobacteria 
also may play a role in AMF spore suppression of SCN egg hatching. AMF spores are also 
shown to harbor other types of bacteria including several species within the actinomycetes class 
that were found within F. mosseae spores associated with guava that were shown to have 
antifungal properties and suppressed growth of Alternaria solani and Fusarium oxysporum and 
produced chitinolytic enzymes (Mohandas et al. 2013). Since chitin is in the outer layer of SCN 
eggshells, it may be likely these bacteria would suppress SCN as well. 
 My study showed the potential of several AMF species in suppressing infection and 
colonization of SCN on soybean roots. More research is needed to determine the direct effect of 
AMF on SCN egg hatching to identify putative antimicrobial AMF exudates and/or endobacteria 
that may be responsible for hatching suppression. This could lead to more effective nematicides 
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or AMF inoculants that may result in another management tool to control SCN which ultimately 
would reduce its impact on soybean production. 





TABLE AND FIGURES 
Table 5.1. Summary for analysis of variance for experiments to screen the efficacy of arbuscular 
mycorrhizal fungi to suppress soybean cyst nematode 
Experiment Source of variationa df J2 Cysts 
1 Treatment 6 - 17.32***b 
 Trial 1 - 8.26** 
  Treatment x trial 6 - 9.00*** 
2 Treatment 1 15.68** 18.30** 
 Trial 1 1.22 1.14 
  Treatment x trial 1 0.38 0.27 
3 Treatment 1 21.62*** - 
 Trial 2 8.06*** - 
  Treatment x trial 2 2.29 - 
a Treatment and trial were fixed effects 









Fig. 5.1. Soybean cyst nematode (SCN) cyst counts 28 days after inoculation with soybean cyst 
nematode HG type 2,5,7 on soybean cultivar Williams 82 inoculation with either 
Claroideoglomus claroideum (Cc), Diversispora eburnean (De), Dentiscutata heterogama (Dh), 
Funneliformis mosseae (Fm), and Rhizophagus intraradices (Ri) or a non-mycorrhizal control 













































Fig. 5.2.  Soybean cyst nematode (SCN) J2 counts 7 days after inoculation and cyst counts 28 
days after inoculation with SCN HG type 2,5,7 on soybean cultivar Williams 82 inoculation with 
or without Funneliformis mosseae. Bars with different letters indicate means differ significantly 










































Fig. 5.3. Soybean cyst nematode (SCN) J2 counts of SCN HG type 2,5,7 with (black bar) or 
without (grey bar) Funneliformis mosseae 2 through 6 days after inoculation. Asterisks above 
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APPENDIX A: SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS FOR CHAPTER 2 
Table A.1. List of soybean genes screened in this study for mycorrhizal root colonization percentage  
PI Line 
Sequence 
Coverage MG Cultivar Country Province 
% 
Colonization 
PI 548656 40X* VI Lee Plant #4 United States Mississippi 49 
FC033243 40X IV Anderson unknown unknown 49 
PI 081785 40X III Chusei Hadaka Japan Hokkaido 53 
PI 166105 40X VII Bhart India Uttar Pradesh 22 
PI 180501 40X 0 Strain No. 18 Germany unknown 29 
PI 240664 40X X Bilomi No. 3 Philippines unknown 36 
PI 266806C 40X II No. 4 China Hebei 36 
PI 360957 40X 00 Karafuto No. 1 Japan Hokkaido 40 
PI 361087 40X I Medias 23 Romania unknown 37 
PI 361093 40X I Novosadska Br. 1 Yugoslavia Serbia 25 
PI 437265D 40X 0 Dobruzanca D Moldova unknown 17 
PI 438335 40X III SAO 196-C Algeria unknown 34 
PI 468908 40X 000  China Jilin 24 
PI 497964A 40X IX  India Sikkim 36 
PI 506862 40X IV Karikei 86 Japan Tohoku 36 
PI 507180 40X IV Rikuu 21 Japan Kanto 49 
PI 518668 40X IV TN 4-86 United States Tennessee 36 
PI 603458A 40X IV  China unknown 52 
PI 548171 40X III T134 United States Illinois 39 
PI 548193 40X IV T201 United States Iowa 39 
PI 548313 40X III Chestnut Russia Khabarovsk 41 
PI 548325 40X 00 Flambeau Russia unknown 30 
PI 548360 40X II Korean North Korea unknown 50 
PI 548364 40X IV Macoupin Japan unknown 46 
PI 548402 40X IV Peking China Beijing 45 
PI 548447 40X VIII Cherokee China Zhejiang 44 
PI 548452 40X V Dixie North Korea Pyongyang 35 
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Table A.1 (Cont.)      
PI 548490 40X VII Tanner Taiwan unknown 36 
PI 548520 40X II Preston United States Iowa 38 
PI 548561 40X I Hodgson United States Minnesota 45 
PI 549018 40X V ZYD 3939 China Ningxia 51 
PI 549026 40X V Gao li huang China Liaoning 37 
PI 549041A 40X III ZYD 2709 China Liaoning 39 
PI 559932 40X IV Manokin United States Maryland 29 
PI 567171 40X 00 Hei he No. 1 China Heilongjiang 25 
PI 567426 40X IV Bai huang dou China Shanxi 48 
PI 567558 40X III Liu shi ri jin huang da dou China Shandong 59 
PI 567604A 40X IV Xin huang dou China Shandong 30 
PI 578309 40X VI I-64 Nepal Jumla 32 
PI 578495 40X IV Jin dou No. 4 China Shanxi 40 
PI 592523 40X 00 Glacier United States Minnesota 24 
PI 592954 40X II Nin zhen No. 1 China Jiangsu 44 
PI 594307 40X VIII Tsurusengoku Japan Chiba 31 
PI 597476 40X V Deogyukong South Korea unknown 21 
PI 603426G 40X II Ben di yuan huang dou China Nei Monggol 33 
PI 603442 40X III Ke qi xiao hei dou China Nei Monggol 36 
PI 088788 15X III  China Liaoning 45 
PI 089772 15X IV  China unknown 39 
PI 090763 15X IV  China Beijing 44 
PI 209332 15X IV  Japan Hokkaido 40 
PI 437654 15X III  China unknown 32 
PI 548316 15X III Cloud China Zhejiang 44 
PI 548658 15X VI Lee 74 United States Arkansas   
FC029333 15X III Laredo unknown unknown 43 
FC031697 15X IV  Costa Rica unknown 53 
PI 054591 15X III No. 31 China Liaoning 34 
PI 054608_1 15X II No. 48 China Liaoning 46 
PI 054614 15X IV No. 54 China Jilin 43 
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Table A.1 (Cont.)      
PI 054615_1 15X III No. 55 China Jilin 48 
PI 058955 15X IV Common Yellow Variety China Shandong 54 
PI 062203 15X V 937 China Hebei 40 
PI 068521_1 15X III 205 China Heilongjiang 50 
PI 068604_1 15X III 285 China Northeast China   
PI 068732_1 15X III 204 China Northeast China 53 
PI 070080 15X III 6908 China Northeast China 26 
PI 070466_3 15X IV 7336 China Jilin 59 
PI 071465 15X V No. 33 China Jiangsu 35 
PI 080837 15X IV Mejiro Japan unknown 28 
PI 081041 15X III Kuro Daizu Japan Hokkaido 42 
PI 083881 15X IV Orukon North Korea Kangwon 25 
PI 083942 15X V Kuro churyu South Korea Kyonggi 20 
PI 084631 15X III S-56 South Korea Kyonggi 67 
PI 084637 15X II S-62 South Korea Kyonggi 37 
PI 084656 15X III S-81 South Korea Kyonggi 18 
PI 084946_2 15X IV Kandokon South Korea Pusan 17 
PI 084973 15X III Takiya Japan Saitama 54 
PI 086904 15X VI Fukota South Korea Chungchong Puk 30 
PI 086972_2 15X IV Pakute South Korea Cholla Puk 32 
PI 087620 15X III Kuromeshoryu North Korea Hamgyong Puk 27 
PI 088313 15X II 5702 China Northeast China 25 
PI 088468 15X II Iganzu China Northeast China 56 
PI 089005_5 15X II 5950 China Northeast China 37 
PI 089775 15X VI 7221 China Hebei 47 
PI 090479P 15X IV 7413 China unknown 26 
PI 090486 15X III 7533 China Beijing 35 
PI 091100_3 15X III 6554 China Jilin 50 
PI 091159_4 15X IV 6614 China Liaoning 57 
PI 091160 15X III 6615 China Liaoning 46 
PI 092651 15X IV 7846 China Jilin 29 
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Table A.1 (Cont.)      
PI 094159_3 15X IV Kiizaya Japan Kagoshima 34 
PI 095860 15X VI 155 South Korea 
Chungchong 
Nam 42 
PI 103088 15X III Ming Chuan China Henan 46 
PI 123440 15X VI No. 2 Myanmar unknown 49 
PI 153231 15X III B-63 unknown unknown 50 
PI 153281 15X 0 N-22 Belgium unknown 34 
PI 154189 15X 0 No. 57 Netherlands Gelderland 34 
PI 159925 15X VIII Glycine H Peru Lima 40 
PI 165563 15X VII Bhart India Uttar Pradesh 31 
PI 165675 15X VII Nanking 332 China Jiangsu 22 
PI 171428 15X IV Large Yellow Soybean China Beijing 17 
PI 171451 15X VII Kosamame Japan Kanagawa 39 
PI 179935 15X VII Bhart India Punjab   
PI 189873 15X 0 Miko Saumon France unknown 20 
PI 209333 15X VI No. 3 Japan Hokkaido 34 
PI 209334 15X III No. 9 Japan Hokkaido 37 
PI 232992 15X III Kono-Kuradaizu Japan Fukui 48 
PI 253661B 15X III No. 12 China unknown 45 
PI 261272C 15X IX Tua Nao Thailand Nan 65 
PI 274453 15X X  Japan Okinawa 49 
PI 291294 15X I  China Heilongjiang 15 
PI 291309D 15X II  China Heilongjiang 24 
PI 291310C 15X II  China Heilongjiang 30 
PI 297505 15X I Czi ti No. 5 China unknown 44 
PI 297520 15X 0 Iregi Universal Hungary unknown 30 
PI 324924 15X V Rhosa South Africa unknown 24 
PI 342434 15X V  Japan Iwate 22 
PI 342619A 15X 0  Russia Primorye 36 
PI 361066B 15X I F. 56-17 Yugoslavia unknown 33 
PI 361070 15X 0 Faur Romania unknown 23 
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Table A.1 (Cont.)      
PI 361080 15X II Kormovaia 15 Russia unknown 45 
PI 372403B 15X 00 Caloria Austria unknown 29 
PI 372418 15X I Novosadska Br. 4 Yugoslavia Serbia 33 
PI 374207 15X X  India Madhya Pradesh 26 
PI 378658 15X 0 Dnepropetrovsk 12 Ukraine unknown 49 
PI 378663 15X I Habarovskaja II Russia unknown 43 
PI 378680E 15X I VNIIMK 9186 Russia Krasnodar 26 
PI 379618 15X V TC 1 Taiwan unknown 37 
PI 391577 15X II Ch'a ye sheng tou China Jilin 37 
PI 391583 15X II Jilin No. 10 China Jilin 39 
PI 398633 15X V KAS 390-17-2 South Korea Chungchong Puk 34 
PI 398965 15X IV KLS 628-1 South Korea Cholla Nam 30 
PI 404187 15X II Suj nii hun mao ju China unknown 57 
PI 407701 15X I Hei long No. 3 China Heilongjiang 53 
PI 407708A 15X 0 Feng shou No. 10 China Heilongjiang 40 
PI 407742 15X V 16 China Shaanxi   
PI 416751 15X I A-BD Japan Tohoku 42 
PI 416838 15X V Choutan Japan Tohoku 30 
PI 417215 15X VIII Ooita Aki Daizu 2 Japan Kyushu 42 
PI 417242 15X II Pekin dai seitou China unknown 32 
PI 417345B 15X IV Shou outou China unknown 38 
PI 417381 15X 0 Tenpoku shirome Japan Hokkaido 39 
PI 417479 15X IV Yougetsu Japan Tohoku 30 
PI 417500 15X VIII Escura A Brazil unknown 30 
PI 417529 15X 0 A38 Germany unknown 47 
PI 417581 15X V H-060072 United States Kinki 37 
PI 423926 15X IV Tousan 72 Japan Nagano 28 
PI 424038B 15X V 74053 South Korea Kyonggi 28 
PI 424078 15X III 74077 South Korea Kangwon 28 
PI 424195A 15X 0 ISZ-3 Hungary unknown 37 
PI 430595 15X IV 58-161 China unknown 14 
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Table A.1 (Cont.)      
PI 436684 15X III Tie-feng 8 China Liaoning 43 
PI 437110A 15X III VIR 244 Russia Far East 12 
PI 437112A 15X II VIR 249 Russia Far East 37 
Table A.1 (Cont.)      
PI 437127A 15X IV Imeretinscaja Georgia unknown 39 
PI 437160 15X I Krasnodarscaja 13 Russia Krasnodar 39 
PI 437165A 15X I Toncostebel'naja 27 Russia Krasnodar 39 
PI 437240 15X 0 CSchi 1069 Moldova unknown 25 
PI 437376A 15X I Ussurijscaja 308 Russia Primorye 52 
PI 437485 15X II VIR 1048 Russia Primorye 43 
PI 437500A 15X I VIR 3810 Russia Primorye 62 
PI 437505 15X II VIR 3853 Russia Primorye 45 
PI 437662 15X II Gun'-tszu-lin' 658 China Jilin 35 
PI 437685D 15X III Phun-zhun China unknown 44 
PI 437695A 15X I S-185 China unknown 46 
PI 437776 15X III VIR 1302 China unknown 38 
PI 437788A 15X II VIR 3018 China unknown 43 
PI 437793 15X II VIR 3024 China unknown 41 
PI 437814A 15X II An'da China Jilin 24 
PI 437838 15X II DV-254 Russia Khabarovsk 26 
PI 437956B 15X II VIR 1390 China unknown 22 
PI 437991B 15X 0 VIR 1657 China unknown 46 
PI 438019B 15X II VIR 1883 China unknown 34 
PI 438083 15X II VIR 2506 China unknown 48 
PI 438112B 15X III VIR 2623 China unknown 33 
PI 438230A 15X I VIR 4521 China unknown 36 
PI 438239B 15X I VIR 4536 China unknown 36 
PI 438309 15X I VIR 3017 South Korea unknown 52 
PI 438323 15X I Grignon 53-F-3 France unknown 52 
PI 438336 15X 0 Sao 208 Algeria unknown 22 
PI 438347 15X VII 35S.277 Australia unknown 37 
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Table A.1 (Cont.)      
PI 438496B 15X III Peking United States unknown 49 
PI 438496C 15X IV Peking United States unknown 39 
PI 438500 15X III Virginia United States unknown 40 
PI 445824A 15X 000 Wolfsthaler Germany unknown 60 
PI 458505 15X II Da Bai mei China Liaoning 48 
PI 458510 15X III Ji Ti No. 1 China Liaoning 31 
PI 464896 15X I Jou Nong No. 5 China Jilin 44 
PI 464912 15X IV Dan Dou 1 China Liaoning 46 
PI 464923 15X I Tie Fen 16 China Liaoning 34 
PI 467347 15X II Zi-hua-cuo-zi China Jilin 24 
PI 468408B 15X III Qi Huang No. 1 China Shandong 50 
PI 475820 15X II  China Xinjiang 69 
PI 476352B 15X II Colnon Kyrgyzstan unknown 62 
PI 479735 15X III Silihuang China Jilin 42 
PI 490766 15X III Dawudou China Hebei 44 
PI 495020 15X IV Xu dou 2 China Beijing 25 
PI 497953 15X X I.C. 192 India Bihar 39 
PI 497967 15X VII PLSO 96 India Kashmir   
PI 504288 15X V S Japan Iwate 34 
PI 506933 15X IV Kouiku 1 Japan Kyushu 37 
PI 506942 15X II Koushurei 235 Japan Tohoku 36 
PI 507017 15X VII Madara ooha tsuru mame Japan Kanto 33 
PI 507088 15X VI Nattou Kotsubu Japan Kanto 32 
PI 507293B 15X III Shoukin ou Japan Hokuriku 42 
PI 507458 15X IV Tousan kei BL 521 Japan Kanto 41 
PI 507467 15X IV Tousan kei F 764 Japan Kanto 40 
PI 507471 15X III Tousan kei na 16 Japan Kanto 48 
PI 507480 15X IV Tousan kei YL 24 Japan Kanto 59 
PI 514671 15X 0 Feng shou No. 7 China Heilongjiang 51 
PI 518727 15X VI Ju huang China Guangdong 33 
PI 532463B 15X III He bei No. 1 China Hebei 40 
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Table A.1 (Cont.)      
PI 538386A 15X III 1886 China Hebei 31 
PI 540552 15X II Hoyt United States Ohio 39 
PI 542972 15X VII H7190 United States  29 
PI 548162 15X IV T48 United States Illinois 40 
PI 548169 15X IV T117 United States Illinois 25 
PI 548178 15X III T145 United States Illinois 32 
PI 548198 15X III T209 United States Illinois 20 
PI 548200 15X IV T211H United States Indiana 31 
PI 548256 15X VII T279 United States MississipPI  45 
PI 548336 15X I Habaro Russia Khabarovsk 29 
PI 548356 15X II Kanro North Korea Pyongyang 35 
PI 548359 15X IV Kingwa China Beijing 33 
PI 548383 15X III Mansoy China Heilongjiang 34 
PI 548400 15X IV Patoka China Heilongjiang 53 
PI 548411 15X II Seneca China Northeast China 32 
PI 548427 15X IV Wilson China Liaoning 30 
PI 548473 15X VII Monetta China Jiangsu 37 
PI 548474 15X VIII Nanda North Korea Hwanghae Puk 40 
PI 548479 15X VIII Otootan Taiwan unknown 25 
PI 548521 15X II BSR 201 United States Iowa 35 
PI 548524 15X I Weber United States Iowa 35 
PI 548571 15X I Harlon Canada Ontario 43 
PI 548572 15X I Harly Canada Ontario 43 
PI 548582 15X 00 McCall United States Minnesota 30 
PI 548619 40X IV Sparks United States Kansas 39 
PI 548633 15X IV Wye United States Maryland 24 
PI 548696 15X V Dortchsoy 67 United States Arkansas 29 
PI 548978 15X VI Gail United States Texas 38 
PI 549017 15X IV ZYD 3938 China Ningxia 25 
PI 549021A 15X III Na hei dou China Liaoning 23 
PI 549028 15X V Feng da li China Liaoning 18 
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Table A.1 (Cont.)      
PI 549040 15X IV ZYD 2704 China Liaoning 28 
PI 556511 15X III A3127 United States  23 
PI 561318A 15X I 
Hui nan bai hua xiao hei 
dou China unknown 52 
PI 561371 15X IV Fen dou 15 China Shanxi   
PI 561387 15X V Kosuzu Japan unknown 34 
PI 561389B 15X 0 Okura Natto Japan unknown 19 
PI 561701 15X IV G88-20092 United States Georgia 32 
PI 567074B 15X IX  Indonesia East Java 45 
PI 567173 15X 00 Hei he 51 China Heilongjiang 42 
PI 567225 15X 0 Kisinevskaja 90 Moldova unknown 52 
PI 567226 15X 00 
Har'kovskaja 
Zernoukosnaja Russia unknown 30 
PI 567231 15X VIII WJK-PRC-46 China Sichuan 51 
PI 567238 15X IX  China Yunnan 29 
PI 567262A 15X II Similar to: Gu tian type China Fujian 25 
PI 567307 15X IV Hei huang dou China Gansu 43 
PI 567343 15X V Ma huang dou China Gansu 34 
PI 567346 15X V Niu mao huang dou China Gansu 21 
PI 567352A 15X IV Yang yan qing dou China Gansu 31 
PI 567353 15X IV Yang yan ren dou China Gansu 57 
PI 567361 15X III Lu fang huang dou China Ningxia 28 
PI 567383 15X V Da ke huang dou China Shaanxi 19 
PI 567407 40X V Xiao dou China Shaanxi 41 
PI 567408 15X V Xiao jin huang China Shaanxi   
PI 567410B 15X VII Yang huang dou China Shaanxi 46 
PI 567415A 15X IV Bai da huang dou China Shanxi 44 
PI 567416 15X IV Bai dou China Shanxi 29 
PI 567418A 15X II Bai hei dou China Shanxi 42 
PI 567428 15X IV Bai ji yao China Shanxi 38 
PI 567435B 15X III Hei hei dou China Shanxi 15 
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PI 567439 15X V Hong jia huang dou China Shanxi   
PI 567488A 15X IV Di liu huang dou No. 2 China Hebei 38 
PI 567489A 15X IV Er da li huang dou China Hebei 27 
PI 567525 15X II Cao qing huang dou China Shandong 61 
PI 567532 15X IV Dai ye xiao huang dou China Shandong 29 
PI 567548 15X IV Hua li hu zi China Shandong 34 
PI 567576 15X III PI ng ding huang China Shandong 46 
PI 567675 15X IV 
Yu cheng xiao tie jiao 
huang China Henan 29 
PI 567685 15X IV Zhong mou tie jiao er cao China Henan 38 
PI 567698A 15X IV Fu yang 17 China Anhui 23 
PI 567726 15X IV Fu yang 50 China Anhui 26 
PI 567746 15X IV Pei xian da bai jiao China Jiangsu 33 
PI 567780B 15X IV Tong shan zheng ji dou China Jiangsu 35 
PI 567782 15X I OAC Dorado Canada Ontario 59 
PI 574477 15X IV Fen dou 31 China Shanxi 34 
PI 578375B 15X I Aan tu dang di hei dou China Jilin 39 
PI 578412 15X II Gong jiao 6308-1 China Jilin 33 
PI 578493 15X II Huang bao zhu China Jilin 44 
PI 578499A 15X II Lu yue bai China unknown 28 
PI 578503 15X I Tie jia si li huang China Jilin 42 
PI 578504 15X II Xiang dou No. 3 China Hunan 28 
PI 587588A 15X IV Tai xing niu mao huang yi China Jiangsu 28 
PI 587588B 15X V Tai xing niu mao huang yi China Jiangsu   
PI 587712B 15X V E dou No. 1 China Hubei 34 
PI 587804 15X IV Jing 789 China Hubei 42 
PI 587811A 15X VIII Tie jiao zi China Hubei 34 
PI 592937 15X IV Jin dou 14 China Sichuan 38 
PI 592940 15X IV Jin dou 17 China Sichuan 62 
PI 592952 15X III Zheng 77249 China Henan 27 
PI 592960 15X I Dong nong 38 China Heilongjiang 33 
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Table A.1 (Cont.)      
PI 593258 15X III Macon United States Illinois 49 
PI 593953 15X I Sui nong No. 10 China Heilongjiang 47 
PI 594170B 15X I Geden shirazu Japan Akita 35 
PI 594456A 15X III Xiao jin huang China Sichuan 42 
PI 594880 15X V Song zi dou China Yunnan 33 
PI 594922 15X V Graham United States North Carolina 16 
PI 597464 15X II Zhe chun No. 3 China Zhejiang 48 
PI 597471A 15X VII Zheye 29 China Zhejiang 29 
PI 597478B 15X III Paldalkong South Korea unknown 48 
PI 598358 15X V TN 5-95 United States Tennessee 33 
PI 602502B 15X IV Xiong yue xiao huang dou China unknown 20 
PI 602993 15X IV PI  xian ruan tiao zhi China Jiangsu 31 
PI 603162 15X IV GL 2631 /96 North Korea unknown 37 
PI 603290 15X I Zao shu 18 China Beijing 31 
PI 603345 15X II Gong jiao 5603-2 China Jilin 43 
PI 603389 15X II Huang ke China Liaoning 54 
PI 603397 15X IV Hei qi huang da dou China Liaoning 37 
PI 603399 15X II Xiao bai qi China Liaoning 35 
PI 603463 15X II Dong jie No. 1 China Shandong 42 
PI 603488 15X III Zao hei dou China Shandong 45 
PI 603492 15X IV Qi hei dou China Shandong 44 
PI 603494 15X IV Hai dou zi China Shandong 24 
PI 603495B 15X V Hong mi lan dou zi China Shandong 38 
PI 603497 15X III Hua dou China Shandong 46 
PI 603526 15X IV Hei you dou China Shaanxi 41 
PI 603549 15X III Mei dou China Shanxi 25 
PI 603555 15X IV Hua da hei dou China Shanxi 34 
PI 603556 15X III Xiao huang dou China Shanxi 35 
PI 603559 15X IV Xiao huang dou China Shanxi 30 
PI 603675 15X III Huai yin gua dou jia China Jiangsu 27 
PI 603698J 15X 0 Dan yang shui bai dou China Jiangsu 43 
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PI 603722 15X VIII Nan chong ba yue huang China Sichuan 50 
PI 605765B 15X I Ninh minh Vietnam Tuyen quang 18 
PI 606374 15X III Cao bang 8 Vietnam (north) 45 
PI 612730 15X II Zhong huong No. 10 China Beijing 44 
PI 612754 15X I ZY 645 China unknown 44 
PI 628812 15X VI MG/BR-46 Conquista Brazil  43 
PI 628913 15X VII BR-30 Brazil  42 
PI 628963 15X VII La Suprema Brazil  35 
PI 631123 15X  TW98-1 United States Maryland 26 
PI 632418 15X V Tara United States Maryland 29 
PI 632650 15X VI DT 22 Vietnam  52 
PI 639528B 15X II  Russian Federation Primorye 19 
PI 639543 15X I  Russian Federation Primorye 37 
PI 639550E 15X II KSHI 713 Moldova  29 
PI 639559B 15X II VYTKA 2 Ukraine  45 
PI 639570 15X VIII  PhilipPI nes  40 
PI 322692 40X IX  Australia  32 





Table A.2. A list of all significant markers associated with the mean mycorrhizal root colonization percentage averaged over 
two replicates 
Marker Identifier Chromosome Position -log10(P-Value) Reference Alternates 
16:2603450-SNV 16:2603450 16 2603450 5.769048389 T C 
16:2491251-SNV 16:2491251 16 2491251 5.737414219 C T 
16:2606874-SNV 16:2606874 16 2606874 5.648483099 T C 
16:2495352-SNV 16:2495352 16 2495352 5.646708255 A C 
16:2556923-SNV 16:2556923 16 2556923 5.582223722 T C 
16:2523106-SNV 16:2523106 16 2523106 5.495461074 T A 
16:2525007-SNV 16:2525007 16 2525007 5.495461074 T G 
16:2522962-SNV 16:2522962 16 2522962 5.49011389 T A 
16:2606341-SNV 16:2606341 16 2606341 5.476435913 A G 
16:2548924-SNV 16:2548924 16 2548924 5.466388571 T C 
16:2497841-SNV 16:2497841 16 2497841 5.434527649 A C 
16:2599781-SNV 16:2599781 16 2599781 5.374782614 A T 
16:2522644-SNV 16:2522644 16 2522644 5.35781761 A G 
16:2522671-SNV 16:2522671 16 2522671 5.35781761 G A 
16:2498212-SNV 16:2498212 16 2498212 5.316500445 A G 
16:2602804-SNV 16:2602804 16 2602804 5.31430264 A C 
16:2602820-SNV 16:2602820 16 2602820 5.31430264 A G 
16:2489489-SNV 16:2489489 16 2489489 5.296131659 T C 
6:46571532-SNV 6:46571532 6 46571532 5.288332012 A G 
6:46533686-SNV 6:46533686 6 46533686 5.24986276 T C 
16:2604237-SNV 16:2604237 16 2604237 5.177374501 A T 
16:2519507-SNV 16:2519507 16 2519507 5.172318342 T A 
6:46496857-SNV 6:46496857 6 46496857 5.168141878 C T 
16:2556990-SNV 16:2556990 16 2556990 5.154818031 G A 
6:46604017-SNV 6:46604017 6 46604017 5.133750253 T C 
6:46546918-SNV 6:46546918 6 46546918 5.069264642 A C 
16:2604003-SNV 16:2604003 16 2604003 5.064420872 C T 
6:46453927-SNV 6:46453927 6 46453927 5.060818962 T C 
6:46633265-SNV 6:46633265 6 46633265 5.057201886 C T 
6:46604106-SNV 6:46604106 6 46604106 5.056827129 T G 
16:2606952-SNV 16:2606952 16 2606952 5.017225181 T G 
16:2602078-SNV 16:2602078 16 2602078 5.014463519 C A 
16:2602667-SNV 16:2602667 16 2602667 5.014463519 T G 
6:46519775-SNV 6:46519775 6 46519775 5.001143551 T A 
6:46633138-SNV 6:46633138 6 46633138 4.996453487 T C 
6:46546479-SNV 6:46546479 6 46546479 4.98024034 A G 
16:2552999-SNV 16:2552999 16 2552999 4.975054171 G A 
6:46468597-SNV 6:46468597 6 46468597 4.969714122 G C 
6:46624193-SNV 6:46624193 6 46624193 4.96645433 A T 
6:46613543-SNV 6:46613543 6 46613543 4.966241657 A G 
6:46371825-SNV 6:46371825 6 46371825 4.965043078 A G 
6:46637890-SNV 6:46637890 6 46637890 4.959481161 C T 
6:46468941-SNV 6:46468941 6 46468941 4.959273002 T C 
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6:46613346-SNV 6:46613346 6 46613346 4.952772628 T A 
6:46547566-SNV 6:46547566 6 46547566 4.9347792 A G 
6:46574603-SNV 6:46574603 6 46574603 4.928420252 A G 
6:46613283-SNV 6:46613283 6 46613283 4.927820242 C T 
6:46617702-SNV 6:46617702 6 46617702 4.924537599 A C 
6:46543178-SNV 6:46543178 6 46543178 4.92402928 T A 
6:46615989-SNV 6:46615989 6 46615989 4.908095481 A G 
6:46627916-SNV 6:46627916 6 46627916 4.905745203 A G 
6:46546680-SNV 6:46546680 6 46546680 4.902958465 C T 
6:46617840-SNV 6:46617840 6 46617840 4.900192841 T G 
16:2547900-SNV 16:2547900 16 2547900 4.893192226 G A 
6:46615439-SNV 6:46615439 6 46615439 4.891857569 A G 
16:2618063-SNV 16:2618063 16 2618063 4.884179317 T C 
6:46618226-SNV 6:46618226 6 46618226 4.88256239 T C 
6:46533693-SNV 6:46533693 6 46533693 4.876687166 A G 
6:46470515-SNV 6:46470515 6 46470515 4.87457844 C T 
16:2546986-SNV 16:2546986 16 2546986 4.873836308 C T 
16:2557056-SNV 16:2557056 16 2557056 4.867492389 G A 
6:46627398-SNV 6:46627398 6 46627398 4.862024715 T C 
6:46546077-SNV 6:46546077 6 46546077 4.854073297 T C 
6:46506154-SNV 6:46506154 6 46506154 4.841358687 G A 
6:46502719-SNV 6:46502719 6 46502719 4.838925632 T G 
6:46530585-SNV 6:46530585 6 46530585 4.837342387 G T 
6:46507912-SNV 6:46507912 6 46507912 4.827926168 A G 
6:46618863-SNV 6:46618863 6 46618863 4.826878317 T C 
6:46535239-SNV 6:46535239 6 46535239 4.823741675 T A 
6:46615247-SNV 6:46615247 6 46615247 4.820495133 T C 
6:46521989-SNV 6:46521989 6 46521989 4.819897654 T C 
16:2552206-SNV 16:2552206 16 2552206 4.818225531 T C 
6:46486034-SNV 6:46486034 6 46486034 4.815529779 A G 
16:2544036-SNV 16:2544036 16 2544036 4.81339081 A T 
16:2544037-SNV 16:2544037 16 2544037 4.81339081 T A 
6:46611112-SNV 6:46611112 6 46611112 4.807952145 T C 
16:2618458-SNV 16:2618458 16 2618458 4.803498752 C T 
6:46607693-SNV 6:46607693 6 46607693 4.797501996 G A 
6:46607182-SNV 6:46607182 6 46607182 4.796298253 A G 
6:46496225-SNV 6:46496225 6 46496225 4.793884974 A G 
6:46524009-SNV 6:46524009 6 46524009 4.793884974 A T 
6:46500712-SNV 6:46500712 6 46500712 4.789621552 C T 
16:2613243-SNV 16:2613243 16 2613243 4.780804342 A G 
6:46497765-SNV 6:46497765 6 46497765 4.76865328 C T 
6:46515171-SNV 6:46515171 6 46515171 4.76853916 C A 
6:46477438-SNV 6:46477438 6 46477438 4.767434906 A C 
6:46529943-SNV 6:46529943 6 46529943 4.762106937 A G 
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16:2619627-SNV 16:2619627 16 2619627 4.761430931 C T 
16:2619704-SNV 16:2619704 16 2619704 4.758907409 C A 
6:46501618-SNV 6:46501618 6 46501618 4.758439766 T C 
6:46627877-SNV 6:46627877 6 46627877 4.757046047 A C 
6:46427260-SNV 6:46427260 6 46427260 4.755046142 T C 
6:46549683-SNV 6:46549683 6 46549683 4.753047303 A G 
6:46468741-SNV 6:46468741 6 46468741 4.750998057 G C 
6:46467021-SNV 6:46467021 6 46467021 4.749658594 T G 
6:46605061-SNV 6:46605061 6 46605061 4.7462374 T C 
6:46533218-SNV 6:46533218 6 46533218 4.746231641 A G 
16:2610045-SNV 16:2610045 16 2610045 4.74298012 T C 
6:46503464-SNV 6:46503464 6 46503464 4.742297892 A C 
6:46618905-SNV 6:46618905 6 46618905 4.742006085 A G 
6:46591574-SNV 6:46591574 6 46591574 4.735043948 T G 
16:2568532-SNV 16:2568532 16 2568532 4.734888757 G T 
6:46525752-SNV 6:46525752 6 46525752 4.734191596 A G 
6:46572302-SNV 6:46572302 6 46572302 4.732106463 T C 
6:46500218-SNV 6:46500218 6 46500218 4.73166744 A G 
16:2531847-SNV 16:2531847 16 2531847 4.730306319 T A 
6:46372622-SNV 6:46372622 6 46372622 4.729110283 A T 
6:46517130-SNV 6:46517130 6 46517130 4.729110283 T G 
6:46627081-SNV 6:46627081 6 46627081 4.727052012 T G 
6:46499737-SNV 6:46499737 6 46499737 4.722790812 A G 
6:46502801-SNV 6:46502801 6 46502801 4.721415599 C T 
6:46630049-SNV 6:46630049 6 46630049 4.719963329 A G 
16:2601235-SNV 16:2601235 16 2601235 4.718818424 A C 
6:46628708-SNV 6:46628708 6 46628708 4.717674462 T C 
16:2619480-SNV 16:2619480 16 2619480 4.717156483 C A 
6:46616206-SNV 6:46616206 6 46616206 4.715428975 T C 
6:46529162-SNV 6:46529162 6 46529162 4.713589007 T C 
6:46517441-SNV 6:46517441 6 46517441 4.713071151 C A 
6:46618851-SNV 6:46618851 6 46618851 4.712504647 A G 
6:46640157-SNV 6:46640157 6 46640157 4.711843662 A T 
6:46640162-SNV 6:46640162 6 46640162 4.711843662 G A 
6:46519674-SNV 6:46519674 6 46519674 4.71004083 T C 
6:46504040-SNV 6:46504040 6 46504040 4.706942881 A G 
16:2536516-SNV 16:2536516 16 2536516 4.705889626 T A 
16:2553219-SNV 16:2553219 16 2553219 4.7016504 C G 
6:46508822-SNV 6:46508822 6 46508822 4.700862829 A G 
6:46551910-SNV 6:46551910 6 46551910 4.694544908 A C 
6:46499036-SNV 6:46499036 6 46499036 4.694453416 A G 
6:46496679-SNV 6:46496679 6 46496679 4.690908422 A G 
6:46617577-SNV 6:46617577 6 46617577 4.690908422 A G 
6:46633657-SNV 6:46633657 6 46633657 4.690295003 T A 
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6:46622074-SNV 6:46622074 6 46622074 4.68469892 A T 
6:46507652-SNV 6:46507652 6 46507652 4.681155117 C G 
6:46620353-SNV 6:46620353 6 46620353 4.67968017 G A 
16:2602942-SNV 16:2602942 16 2602942 4.67907977 G A 
6:46432657-SNV 6:46432657 6 46432657 4.67881765 C T 
6:46546296-SNV 6:46546296 6 46546296 4.675316055 T C 
6:46523023-SNV 6:46523023 6 46523023 4.674351899 T C 
6:46502992-SNV 6:46502992 6 46502992 4.672993225 A G 
9:49539462-SNV 9:49539462 9 49539462 4.667749488 T A 
9:49540100-SNV 9:49540100 9 49540100 4.667749488 A G 
9:49540132-SNV 9:49540132 9 49540132 4.667749488 C T 
6:46448517-SNV 6:46448517 6 46448517 4.66626454 T C 
16:2556803-SNV 16:2556803 16 2556803 4.66615893 A C 
6:46585560-SNV 6:46585560 6 46585560 4.663625855 A G 
6:46616612-SNV 6:46616612 6 46616612 4.652723525 A G 
6:46503295-SNV 6:46503295 6 46503295 4.652275305 A C 
6:46470740-SNV 6:46470740 6 46470740 4.65200406 T G 
16:2536478-SNV 16:2536478 16 2536478 4.647499835 G A 
16:2554590-SNV 16:2554590 16 2554590 4.639732314 G C 
16:2553531-SNV 16:2553531 16 2553531 4.636552136 C T 
16:2553674-SNV 16:2553674 16 2553674 4.636552136 C T 
16:2553842-SNV 16:2553842 16 2553842 4.636552136 G T 
6:46533149-SNV 6:46533149 6 46533149 4.634746132 T C 
16:2530692-SNV 16:2530692 16 2530692 4.630937259 T A 
6:46493034-SNV 6:46493034 6 46493034 4.628838511 T C 
6:46617801-SNV 6:46617801 6 46617801 4.626851498 A G 
6:46607082-SNV 6:46607082 6 46607082 4.624913258 A G 
16:2620214-SNV 16:2620214 16 2620214 4.623941082 T G 
16:2620215-SNV 16:2620215 16 2620215 4.623941082 T C 
6:46607092-SNV 6:46607092 6 46607092 4.622721061 A G 
6:46616625-SNV 6:46616625 6 46616625 4.62253459 T C 
6:46533587-SNV 6:46533587 6 46533587 4.621336474 T C 
6:46466935-SNV 6:46466935 6 46466935 4.616574559 T C 
16:2638485-SNV 16:2638485 16 2638485 4.616261483 C A 
6:46498123-SNV 6:46498123 6 46498123 4.615606523 A G 
6:46594627-SNV 6:46594627 6 46594627 4.615204441 G A 
6:46590844-SNV 6:46590844 6 46590844 4.614187545 T C 
16:2554400-SNV 16:2554400 16 2554400 4.613678077 T A 
6:46617273-SNV 6:46617273 6 46617273 4.61271089 A G 
6:46575490-SNV 6:46575490 6 46575490 4.610789367 T G 
6:46582466-SNV 6:46582466 6 46582466 4.610775473 C T 
6:46639833-SNV 6:46639833 6 46639833 4.610680257 A T 
6:46551646-SNV 6:46551646 6 46551646 4.610225226 T G 
16:2552453-SNV 16:2552453 16 2552453 4.609576051 T C 
6:46595395-SNV 6:46595395 6 46595395 4.609159327 A G 
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6:46428594-SNV 6:46428594 6 46428594 4.608396386 A C 
6:46502407-SNV 6:46502407 6 46502407 4.60837063 A T 
6:46613396-SNV 6:46613396 6 46613396 4.60837063 G C 
6:46552707-SNV 6:46552707 6 46552707 4.605165631 A G 
6:46607303-SNV 6:46607303 6 46607303 4.600765422 A G 
6:46640170-SNV 6:46640170 6 46640170 4.600393272 G T 
6:46640175-SNV 6:46640175 6 46640175 4.600393272 A G 
6:46549454-SNV 6:46549454 6 46549454 4.600073251 T G 
6:46587139-SNV 6:46587139 6 46587139 4.599941054 A G 
6:46574574-SNV 6:46574574 6 46574574 4.599708373 T C 
16:2556846-SNV 16:2556846 16 2556846 4.59768904 C A 
6:46500521-SNV 6:46500521 6 46500521 4.595578336 T C 
16:2620145-SNV 16:2620145 16 2620145 4.593914027 G A 
16:2620146-SNV 16:2620146 16 2620146 4.593914027 A G 
16:2551935-SNV 16:2551935 16 2551935 4.593651423 G T 
16:2552652-SNV 16:2552652 16 2552652 4.593651423 T C 
6:46532012-SNV 6:46532012 6 46532012 4.593117599 G C 
6:46617679-SNV 6:46617679 6 46617679 4.586958779 G T 
6:46498619-SNV 6:46498619 6 46498619 4.586093228 C T 
16:2550829-SNV 16:2550829 16 2550829 4.585390822 G A 
6:46505944-SNV 6:46505944 6 46505944 4.581244508 A C 
16:2542803-SNV 16:2542803 16 2542803 4.580982942 G T 
6:46514632-SNV 6:46514632 6 46514632 4.580465112 A G 
6:46507667-SNV 6:46507667 6 46507667 4.579613034 C G 
6:46585386-SNV 6:46585386 6 46585386 4.579235314 A T 
6:46514810-SNV 6:46514810 6 46514810 4.578205659 A T 
6:46499423-SNV 6:46499423 6 46499423 4.577976196 T C 
6:46469088-SNV 6:46469088 6 46469088 4.576015908 A G 
6:46469097-SNV 6:46469097 6 46469097 4.575986458 A G 
6:46532873-SNV 6:46532873 6 46532873 4.574712491 C T 
6:46611919-SNV 6:46611919 6 46611919 4.567806941 A G 
6:46521817-SNV 6:46521817 6 46521817 4.56666126 C T 
16:2613892-SNV 16:2613892 16 2613892 4.565668716 A G 
6:46550431-SNV 6:46550431 6 46550431 4.55019602 T C 
6:46550437-SNV 6:46550437 6 46550437 4.55019602 A G 
6:46496242-SNV 6:46496242 6 46496242 4.549645574 C T 
6:46500144-SNV 6:46500144 6 46500144 4.549141521 A G 
16:2557611-SNV 16:2557611 16 2557611 4.548463077 G A 
6:46636008-SNV 6:46636008 6 46636008 4.548046071 C T 
6:46594910-SNV 6:46594910 6 46594910 4.547031848 A G 
6:46504448-SNV 6:46504448 6 46504448 4.542100913 A G 
16:2472441-SNV 16:2472441 16 2472441 4.540785271 T A 
16:2639727-SNV 16:2639727 16 2639727 4.537496001 G A 
16:2639773-SNV 16:2639773 16 2639773 4.537496001 A G 
6:46575366-SNV 6:46575366 6 46575366 4.537155833 A T 
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16:2552540-SNV 16:2552540 16 2552540 4.535550504 C G 
10:37487605-SNV 10:37487605 10 37487605 4.534503781 G A 
6:46551545-SNV 6:46551545 6 46551545 4.534276845 A C 
6:46584081-SNV 6:46584081 6 46584081 4.530527115 C G 
6:46584086-SNV 6:46584086 6 46584086 4.530527115 A C 
6:46575896-SNV 6:46575896 6 46575896 4.529352096 T C 
6:46380193-SNV 6:46380193 6 46380193 4.52812095 T C 
6:46618671-SNV 6:46618671 6 46618671 4.526431726 T C 
6:46619430-SNV 6:46619430 6 46619430 4.52362971 A G 
6:46498878-SNV 6:46498878 6 46498878 4.515014734 A G 
6:46637497-SNV 6:46637497 6 46637497 4.51343371 A G 
6:46603951-SNV 6:46603951 6 46603951 4.512428499 T C 
6:46514481-SNV 6:46514481 6 46514481 4.512365358 T G 
6:46627844-SNV 6:46627844 6 46627844 4.511423721 A G 
6:46574836-SNV 6:46574836 6 46574836 4.510745972 T C 
6:46587623-SNV 6:46587623 6 46587623 4.510404581 T C 
6:46639813-SNV 6:46639813 6 46639813 4.509397697 C T 
6:46639815-SNV 6:46639815 6 46639815 4.509397697 A G 
6:46639818-SNV 6:46639818 6 46639818 4.509397697 G C 
6:46639827-SNV 6:46639827 6 46639827 4.509397697 C T 
6:46639828-SNV 6:46639828 6 46639828 4.509397697 G A 
6:46590541-SNV 6:46590541 6 46590541 4.505985 T C 
6:46588032-SNV 6:46588032 6 46588032 4.50536704 T G 
6:46582956-SNV 6:46582956 6 46582956 4.503834079 A T 
6:46504179-SNV 6:46504179 6 46504179 4.503494935 T C 
6:46534109-SNV 6:46534109 6 46534109 4.503494935 T G 
6:46582218-SNV 6:46582218 6 46582218 4.500707123 A T 
6:46619639-SNV 6:46619639 6 46619639 4.49864592 G A 
6:46527046-SNV 6:46527046 6 46527046 4.492036651 G A 
6:46548678-SNV 6:46548678 6 46548678 4.488974155 T C 
16:2609793-SNV 16:2609793 16 2609793 4.488113724 G A 
16:2553015-SNV 16:2553015 16 2553015 4.487664 T C 
9:49538280-SNV 9:49538280 9 49538280 4.487532679 A C 
9:49538298-SNV 9:49538298 9 49538298 4.487532679 A G 
6:46511996-SNV 6:46511996 6 46511996 4.486709526 G C 
6:46546712-SNV 6:46546712 6 46546712 4.484467266 A G 
6:46502735-SNV 6:46502735 6 46502735 4.484067957 A G 
6:46628952-SNV 6:46628952 6 46628952 4.481931043 A G 
6:46509396-SNV 6:46509396 6 46509396 4.480862904 T C 
6:44142733-SNV 6:44142733 6 44142733 4.480337048 C A 
6:46638632-SNV 6:46638632 6 46638632 4.477935882 T C 
6:46638634-SNV 6:46638634 6 46638634 4.477935882 G A 
6:46638281-SNV 6:46638281 6 46638281 4.475525737 C A 
6:46638304-SNV 6:46638304 6 46638304 4.475525737 A G 




Table A.2 (Cont.) 
6:46576592-SNV 6:46576592 6 46576592 4.470716261 T G 
6:46605150-SNV 6:46605150 6 46605150 4.464451175 A G 
6:46550125-SNV 6:46550125 6 46550125 4.459243858 T C 
6:46526433-SNV 6:46526433 6 46526433 4.4591061 A G 
6:46550976-SNV 6:46550976 6 46550976 4.457420615 C T 
6:46522732-SNV 6:46522732 6 46522732 4.455978676 T C 
16:2659247-SNV 16:2659247 16 2659247 4.453877539 G A 
16:2474245-SNV 16:2474245 16 2474245 4.450011468 T G 
6:46532711-SNV 6:46532711 6 46532711 4.449573457 A G 
6:46505772-SNV 6:46505772 6 46505772 4.445248495 T C 
6:46595283-SNV 6:46595283 6 46595283 4.442143789 A T 
14:42758118-SNV 14:42758118 14 42758118 4.439831951 C T 
6:46469476-SNV 6:46469476 6 46469476 4.435601236 A G 
6:46514658-SNV 6:46514658 6 46514658 4.434769361 A G 
6:46470326-SNV 6:46470326 6 46470326 4.433655643 T C 
6:46590636-SNV 6:46590636 6 46590636 4.433273712 A G 
10:37472489-SNV 10:37472489 10 37472489 4.4326738 G A 
6:46517545-SNV 6:46517545 6 46517545 4.431437244 A C 
6:46611946-SNV 6:46611946 6 46611946 4.431064459 C T 
6:46524713-SNV 6:46524713 6 46524713 4.430107649 C T 
6:46524722-SNV 6:46524722 6 46524722 4.430107649 A G 
6:46589436-SNV 6:46589436 6 46589436 4.429780598 T C 
6:46549813-SNV 6:46549813 6 46549813 4.42818962 G A 
6:46572930-SNV 6:46572930 6 46572930 4.42786016 T C 
6:46607038-SNV 6:46607038 6 46607038 4.42606602 G A 
6:46640625-SNV 6:46640625 6 46640625 4.423545217 G A 
6:46585610-SNV 6:46585610 6 46585610 4.422231522 T G 
16:2597607-SNV 16:2597607 16 2597607 4.420324989 G A 
6:46207885-SNV 6:46207885 6 46207885 4.419475036 T C 
6:46607485-SNV 6:46607485 6 46607485 4.419100997 G A 
6:46616444-SNV 6:46616444 6 46616444 4.419034001 A T 
6:46500095-SNV 6:46500095 6 46500095 4.419029295 T C 
6:46525098-SNV 6:46525098 6 46525098 4.417570789 T C 
6:46517691-SNV 6:46517691 6 46517691 4.417342398 T C 
6:46497764-SNV 6:46497764 6 46497764 4.415393444 A T 
6:46637465-SNV 6:46637465 6 46637465 4.413354468 A G 
6:46637477-SNV 6:46637477 6 46637477 4.413354468 A G 
6:46637484-SNV 6:46637484 6 46637484 4.413354468 C T 
6:46582723-SNV 6:46582723 6 46582723 4.412673203 T G 
6:46573973-SNV 6:46573973 6 46573973 4.412187837 A C 
6:46585426-SNV 6:46585426 6 46585426 4.41127987 T G 
6:46548991-SNV 6:46548991 6 46548991 4.409588607 G A 
6:46470944-SNV 6:46470944 6 46470944 4.409416662 A G 
6:46547735-SNV 6:46547735 6 46547735 4.406944201 T C 
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6:46620240-SNV 6:46620240 6 46620240 4.406346783 C T 
6:46532994-SNV 6:46532994 6 46532994 4.404120639 T C 
6:46504994-SNV 6:46504994 6 46504994 4.403719152 A G 
6:46592527-SNV 6:46592527 6 46592527 4.402551357 T C 
10:37477366-SNV 10:37477366 10 37477366 4.401705401 G A 
6:46499763-SNV 6:46499763 6 46499763 4.400228904 A G 
6:46425825-SNV 6:46425825 6 46425825 4.395502561 T A 
6:46512481-SNV 6:46512481 6 46512481 4.395365608 T C 
6:46635877-SNV 6:46635877 6 46635877 4.392788722 T G 
6:46640651-SNV 6:46640651 6 46640651 4.392539132 C T 
6:46582013-SNV 6:46582013 6 46582013 4.391721522 T C 
6:46599053-SNV 6:46599053 6 46599053 4.389375439 G C 
16:2586602-SNV 16:2586602 16 2586602 4.389270434 G A 
16:2594127-SNV 16:2594127 16 2594127 4.389270434 G A 
6:46577751-SNV 6:46577751 6 46577751 4.388631175 T C 
6:46535161-SNV 6:46535161 6 46535161 4.387527297 A C 
16:2659371-SNV 16:2659371 16 2659371 4.387029528 G A 
6:46523301-SNV 6:46523301 6 46523301 4.385880635 T G 
6:46583328-SNV 6:46583328 6 46583328 4.385714806 A G 
6:46499386-SNV 6:46499386 6 46499386 4.384776377 T C 
6:46580010-SNV 6:46580010 6 46580010 4.384006136 T G 
6:46543539-SNV 6:46543539 6 46543539 4.383398398 A G 
6:46501369-SNV 6:46501369 6 46501369 4.378998245 T C 
16:2594045-SNV 16:2594045 16 2594045 4.378796993 A G 
6:46636751-SNV 6:46636751 6 46636751 4.378528861 C A 
16:2536447-SNV 16:2536447 16 2536447 4.377977466 G A 
10:37436350-SNV 10:37436350 10 37436350 4.377020061 G A 
6:46636059-SNV 6:46636059 6 46636059 4.3765181 T G 
16:2553657-SNV 16:2553657 16 2553657 4.374723133 T C 
16:2553821-SNV 16:2553821 16 2553821 4.374723133 A G 
16:2553883-SNV 16:2553883 16 2553883 4.374723133 T C 
6:46507294-SNV 6:46507294 6 46507294 4.374439102 T C 
6:46642120-SNV 6:46642120 6 46642120 4.374090528 T A 
6:46583422-SNV 6:46583422 6 46583422 4.368773564 C G 
6:46640629-SNV 6:46640629 6 46640629 4.366360863 T C 
6:46579489-SNV 6:46579489 6 46579489 4.365744743 T C 
6:46515329-SNV 6:46515329 6 46515329 4.363267405 A G 
6:46583995-SNV 6:46583995 6 46583995 4.361070953 T C 
6:46518979-SNV 6:46518979 6 46518979 4.360856059 T C 
8:17749210-SNV 8:17749210 8 17749210 4.355388784 A C 
6:46503198-SNV 6:46503198 6 46503198 4.355230326 C T 
6:46502927-SNV 6:46502927 6 46502927 4.354560868 T C 
6:46639786-SNV 6:46639786 6 46639786 4.353883464 T C 
6:46639787-SNV 6:46639787 6 46639787 4.353883464 G A 
6:46582659-SNV 6:46582659 6 46582659 4.351965525 T C 
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16:2554389-SNV 16:2554389 16 2554389 4.35155569 T C 
6:46582519-SNV 6:46582519 6 46582519 4.348566388 A G 
6:46639652-SNV 6:46639652 6 46639652 4.347628131 G A 
6:46546115-SNV 6:46546115 6 46546115 4.347350568 G A 
6:46580732-SNV 6:46580732 6 46580732 4.345219791 T C 
6:46596460-SNV 6:46596460 6 46596460 4.343024786 A C 
8:1788014-SNV 8:1788014 8 1788014 4.341651014 A C 
16:2558138-SNV 16:2558138 16 2558138 4.340332841 T C 
6:46533362-SNV 6:46533362 6 46533362 4.338409705 T C 
6:46322972-SNV 6:46322972 6 46322972 4.338061945 T C 
6:46599384-SNV 6:46599384 6 46599384 4.337168128 A G 
16:2632480-SNV 16:2632480 16 2632480 4.337080355 T G 
6:46617054-SNV 6:46617054 6 46617054 4.337065471 C T 
6:46637879-SNV 6:46637879 6 46637879 4.335924208 A G 
6:46637884-SNV 6:46637884 6 46637884 4.335924208 A T 
6:46638691-SNV 6:46638691 6 46638691 4.33580361 C T 
16:2552888-SNV 16:2552888 16 2552888 4.335078769 T C 
16:2552916-SNV 16:2552916 16 2552916 4.335078769 T C 
16:2553389-SNV 16:2553389 16 2553389 4.335078769 G A 
6:46552636-SNV 6:46552636 6 46552636 4.334650911 A G 
6:46603606-SNV 6:46603606 6 46603606 4.332866232 T C 
6:46641052-SNV 6:46641052 6 46641052 4.332567605 T G 
6:46637856-SNV 6:46637856 6 46637856 4.331966003 T C 
16:2561265-SNV 16:2561265 16 2561265 4.331307862 G A 
6:46637116-SNV 6:46637116 6 46637116 4.331192824 T C 
6:46588480-SNV 6:46588480 6 46588480 4.330240829 C T 
6:46589414-SNV 6:46589414 6 46589414 4.328555928 T C 
6:46594396-SNV 6:46594396 6 46594396 4.326334631 G A 
16:2603923-SNV 16:2603923 16 2603923 4.325565068 C A 
6:46586089-SNV 6:46586089 6 46586089 4.323618011 T C 
6:46637419-SNV 6:46637419 6 46637419 4.323523736 A G 
6:46637437-SNV 6:46637437 6 46637437 4.323523736 G A 
6:46521508-SNV 6:46521508 6 46521508 4.320762919 T G 
10:37450677-SNV 10:37450677 10 37450677 4.319694237 T C 
10:37556222-SNV 10:37556222 10 37556222 4.318239568 A T 
6:46525368-SNV 6:46525368 6 46525368 4.317351879 T C 
6:46596131-SNV 6:46596131 6 46596131 4.317335247 C A 
16:2553790-SNV 16:2553790 16 2553790 4.317087173 G A 
6:46510013-SNV 6:46510013 6 46510013 4.316381466 A C 
6:46634841-SNV 6:46634841 6 46634841 4.316099598 T A 
6:46522870-SNV 6:46522870 6 46522870 4.315721238 T C 
6:46594719-SNV 6:46594719 6 46594719 4.315313173 T G 
8:17743016-SNV 8:17743016 8 17743016 4.314156299 T C 
6:46574466-SNV 6:46574466 6 46574466 4.312451537 A G 
6:46637576-SNV 6:46637576 6 46637576 4.307049683 G A 
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6:46607443-SNV 6:46607443 6 46607443 4.306433659 A G 
6:46639747-SNV 6:46639747 6 46639747 4.306189122 A G 
6:46639760-SNV 6:46639760 6 46639760 4.306189122 G A 
6:46639763-SNV 6:46639763 6 46639763 4.306189122 C T 
6:46619357-SNV 6:46619357 6 46619357 4.30556717 A G 
6:46635978-SNV 6:46635978 6 46635978 4.304777968 T A 
6:46528741-SNV 6:46528741 6 46528741 4.30456129 A G 
16:2529222-SNV 16:2529222 16 2529222 4.303511043 A G 
16:2532349-SNV 16:2532349 16 2532349 4.303511043 C T 
6:46532936-SNV 6:46532936 6 46532936 4.303112444 T C 
16:2554158-SNV 16:2554158 16 2554158 4.298056176 T C 
6:46550606-SNV 6:46550606 6 46550606 4.296949565 A C 
6:46637275-SNV 6:46637275 6 46637275 4.296274797 G T 
6:46275952-SNV 6:46275952 6 46275952 4.295541736 T G 
10:37703658-SNV 10:37703658 10 37703658 4.293777591 A C 
10:37423229-SNV 10:37423229 10 37423229 4.293608826 A C 
6:46637834-SNV 6:46637834 6 46637834 4.293395984 T C 
6:46640683-SNV 6:46640683 6 46640683 4.292247098 A G 
6:46640684-SNV 6:46640684 6 46640684 4.292247098 A G 
6:46502779-SNV 6:46502779 6 46502779 4.292110748 A G 
6:46635836-SNV 6:46635836 6 46635836 4.290535688 G A 
6:46501457-SNV 6:46501457 6 46501457 4.289235624 A C 
6:46571218-SNV 6:46571218 6 46571218 4.287055118 T C 
6:46619060-SNV 6:46619060 6 46619060 4.28649184 C G 
6:46637750-SNV 6:46637750 6 46637750 4.285219044 A T 
6:46638350-SNV 6:46638350 6 46638350 4.284665101 G A 
6:46640709-SNV 6:46640709 6 46640709 4.284638153 T C 
6:46640711-SNV 6:46640711 6 46640711 4.284638153 G A 
6:46640713-SNV 6:46640713 6 46640713 4.284638153 A G 
6:46640721-SNV 6:46640721 6 46640721 4.284638153 A G 
6:46640731-SNV 6:46640731 6 46640731 4.284638153 C T 
6:46267403-SNV 6:46267403 6 46267403 4.283770627 T C 
10:37701897-SNV 10:37701897 10 37701897 4.283685487 G T 
6:46528228-SNV 6:46528228 6 46528228 4.283668103 T C 
6:46639068-SNV 6:46639068 6 46639068 4.283515724 G A 
6:46639071-SNV 6:46639071 6 46639071 4.283515724 A G 
6:46632019-SNV 6:46632019 6 46632019 4.282799504 A G 
8:17596011-SNV 8:17596011 8 17596011 4.279496304 A G 
10:37702561-SNV 10:37702561 10 37702561 4.277571637 T A 
16:2682763-SNV 16:2682763 16 2682763 4.276572479 T A 
6:46511942-SNV 6:46511942 6 46511942 4.276569705 C T 
6:46586334-SNV 6:46586334 6 46586334 4.276539782 A G 
6:46579508-SNV 6:46579508 6 46579508 4.273622815 C T 
6:46636711-SNV 6:46636711 6 46636711 4.272565842 A T 
6:46636715-SNV 6:46636715 6 46636715 4.272565842 G A 
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6:46504773-SNV 6:46504773 6 46504773 4.272503515 T C 
6:46496813-SNV 6:46496813 6 46496813 4.271783928 A G 
16:2593740-SNV 16:2593740 16 2593740 4.271758912 G C 
6:46604617-SNV 6:46604617 6 46604617 4.266677873 T C 
6:46512058-SNV 6:46512058 6 46512058 4.266663452 G C 
6:46589630-SNV 6:46589630 6 46589630 4.265448093 T C 
6:46505203-SNV 6:46505203 6 46505203 4.264388989 T C 
6:46595249-SNV 6:46595249 6 46595249 4.264135031 A T 
16:2538047-SNV 16:2538047 16 2538047 4.263927256 C T 
6:46640944-SNV 6:46640944 6 46640944 4.262016572 G A 
6:46544424-SNV 6:46544424 6 46544424 4.261796045 A G 
6:46578386-SNV 6:46578386 6 46578386 4.261663859 A C 
6:46504967-SNV 6:46504967 6 46504967 4.261350173 T C 
16:2548764-SNV 16:2548764 16 2548764 4.260978793 G A 
10:37487419-SNV 10:37487419 10 37487419 4.260683261 A T 
6:46548377-SNV 6:46548377 6 46548377 4.260170424 A G 
10:37551059-SNV 10:37551059 10 37551059 4.25784941 C T 
6:46628924-SNV 6:46628924 6 46628924 4.25700304 A G 
6:46634724-SNV 6:46634724 6 46634724 4.256963121 G A 
6:46634729-SNV 6:46634729 6 46634729 4.256963121 C T 
6:46636535-SNV 6:46636535 6 46636535 4.25515377 T C 
16:2553087-SNV 16:2553087 16 2553087 4.254132158 G C 
16:2553135-SNV 16:2553135 16 2553135 4.254132158 T C 
16:2553345-SNV 16:2553345 16 2553345 4.254132158 T C 
16:2554303-SNV 16:2554303 16 2554303 4.254132158 C T 
14:43114203-SNV 14:43114203 14 43114203 4.251509508 G A 
10:37420661-SNV 10:37420661 10 37420661 4.251130925 A G 
6:46504929-SNV 6:46504929 6 46504929 4.250631824 A G 
16:2553605-SNV 16:2553605 16 2553605 4.249752814 T G 
6:46635421-SNV 6:46635421 6 46635421 4.24938531 T C 
6:44108080-SNV 6:44108080 6 44108080 4.248441373 T C 
6:46518885-SNV 6:46518885 6 46518885 4.248157894 A G 
6:46636685-SNV 6:46636685 6 46636685 4.247615824 C G 
6:46637398-SNV 6:46637398 6 46637398 4.247109883 A T 
6:46546173-SNV 6:46546173 6 46546173 4.24603689 A C 
6:46639683-SNV 6:46639683 6 46639683 4.244882831 C T 
6:46240054-SNV 6:46240054 6 46240054 4.243879097 T G 
6:46551076-SNV 6:46551076 6 46551076 4.241199353 G T 
6:46638113-SNV 6:46638113 6 46638113 4.240185283 A T 
6:46633910-SNV 6:46633910 6 46633910 4.23933615 C T 
6:46634028-SNV 6:46634028 6 46634028 4.235580884 A T 
16:2616089-SNV 16:2616089 16 2616089 4.234001672 A C 
16:2528558-SNV 16:2528558 16 2528558 4.231615948 A T 
16:2535453-SNV 16:2535453 16 2535453 4.231615948 A G 
16:2538016-SNV 16:2538016 16 2538016 4.229791637 T C 
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16:2613948-SNV 16:2613948 16 2613948 4.229414623 C T 
6:46594126-SNV 6:46594126 6 46594126 4.228469868 T A 
6:46495190-SNV 6:46495190 6 46495190 4.226063662 G C 
6:46240407-SNV 6:46240407 6 46240407 4.224118753 T C 
6:46334937-SNV 6:46334937 6 46334937 4.224041538 A T 
6:46635214-SNV 6:46635214 6 46635214 4.222419624 A T 
6:46578235-SNV 6:46578235 6 46578235 4.221813735 T G 
6:46501865-SNV 6:46501865 6 46501865 4.212461338 T C 
6:46588600-SNV 6:46588600 6 46588600 4.210302827 T C 
6:46502802-SNV 6:46502802 6 46502802 4.209566214 T C 
6:46639029-SNV 6:46639029 6 46639029 4.205608055 A G 
6:46639030-SNV 6:46639030 6 46639030 4.205608055 C T 
16:2592041-SNV 16:2592041 16 2592041 4.202789795 A T 
16:2501756-SNV 16:2501756 16 2501756 4.202587045 A G 
6:46209383-SNV 6:46209383 6 46209383 4.200253653 C T 
6:46575646-SNV 6:46575646 6 46575646 4.198249088 A G 
6:46523449-SNV 6:46523449 6 46523449 4.195311484 C T 
6:46639243-SNV 6:46639243 6 46639243 4.190662026 C T 
6:46639245-SNV 6:46639245 6 46639245 4.190662026 A G 
16:2473710-SNV 16:2473710 16 2473710 4.19044796 C G 
6:46640213-SNV 6:46640213 6 46640213 4.190440909 A G 
6:46511721-SNV 6:46511721 6 46511721 4.189377916 A G 
6:46610678-SNV 6:46610678 6 46610678 4.187369477 C T 
6:46639083-SNV 6:46639083 6 46639083 4.186959635 C A 
6:46639100-SNV 6:46639100 6 46639100 4.186959635 C T 
6:46639118-SNV 6:46639118 6 46639118 4.186959635 C A 
6:46641540-SNV 6:46641540 6 46641540 4.186269728 T A 
6:46544455-SNV 6:46544455 6 46544455 4.182282452 C A 
6:46638195-SNV 6:46638195 6 46638195 4.180766874 G A 
6:46641362-SNV 6:46641362 6 46641362 4.179270444 C A 
16:2616719-SNV 16:2616719 16 2616719 4.177226872 C A 
16:2553252-SNV 16:2553252 16 2553252 4.173776485 T C 
6:46583554-SNV 6:46583554 6 46583554 4.173303834 T C 
6:45939631-SNV 6:45939631 6 45939631 4.17254907 T A 
6:46637671-SNV 6:46637671 6 46637671 4.171849977 A G 
6:46637673-SNV 6:46637673 6 46637673 4.171849977 G A 
6:46637694-SNV 6:46637694 6 46637694 4.171849977 A G 
6:46641631-SNV 6:46641631 6 46641631 4.171409841 T G 
6:46471208-SNV 6:46471208 6 46471208 4.171037693 A G 
6:46531543-SNV 6:46531543 6 46531543 4.169777941 C T 
6:46523168-SNV 6:46523168 6 46523168 4.166397833 T A 
6:46498829-SNV 6:46498829 6 46498829 4.165446695 G A 
9:49544264-SNV 9:49544264 9 49544264 4.164906648 G C 
6:46571379-SNV 6:46571379 6 46571379 4.157310119 T C 
6:46631868-SNV 6:46631868 6 46631868 4.156331975 G A 
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6:46247029-SNV 6:46247029 6 46247029 4.155390742 T C 
14:43114193-SNV 14:43114193 14 43114193 4.153158867 A G 
6:46641963-SNV 6:46641963 6 46641963 4.152618686 G A 
6:46503138-SNV 6:46503138 6 46503138 4.152547419 T C 
6:46606693-SNV 6:46606693 6 46606693 4.151438556 C T 
6:46559264-SNV 6:46559264 6 46559264 4.150185318 C A 
6:46508583-SNV 6:46508583 6 46508583 4.145223417 A G 
6:46579050-SNV 6:46579050 6 46579050 4.144947868 C A 
6:46517179-SNV 6:46517179 6 46517179 4.142678353 G C 
6:46594022-SNV 6:46594022 6 46594022 4.142678353 A C 
6:46596343-SNV 6:46596343 6 46596343 4.142678353 A G 
6:46543239-SNV 6:46543239 6 46543239 4.142163638 T C 
6:46634494-SNV 6:46634494 6 46634494 4.14202158 A G 
6:46642360-SNV 6:46642360 6 46642360 4.140123939 C A 
10:37556233-SNV 10:37556233 10 37556233 4.137783778 A T 
6:46578865-SNV 6:46578865 6 46578865 4.137741065 T C 
10:37401246-SNV 10:37401246 10 37401246 4.136013166 G A 
6:46639672-SNV 6:46639672 6 46639672 4.134370578 A G 
6:46275959-SNV 6:46275959 6 46275959 4.133080238 G A 
6:46279004-SNV 6:46279004 6 46279004 4.132210401 C T 
6:46635366-SNV 6:46635366 6 46635366 4.127177263 A T 
6:46510522-SNV 6:46510522 6 46510522 4.123022317 A G 
6:46240018-SNV 6:46240018 6 46240018 4.122927236 T A 
6:46582098-SNV 6:46582098 6 46582098 4.119867038 T G 
6:46639574-SNV 6:46639574 6 46639574 4.117200671 A G 
14:42758224-SNV 14:42758224 14 42758224 4.117138318 C A 
14:42758647-SNV 14:42758647 14 42758647 4.117138318 C T 
9:49544802-SNV 9:49544802 9 49544802 4.116530792 C A 
10:37555751-SNV 10:37555751 10 37555751 4.115683415 A G 
6:46516464-SNV 6:46516464 6 46516464 4.115574451 A C 
6:46646759-SNV 6:46646759 6 46646759 4.114384263 T C 
6:46263364-SNV 6:46263364 6 46263364 4.112506673 A C 
6:46640742-SNV 6:46640742 6 46640742 4.109239772 A G 
6:46261061-SNV 6:46261061 6 46261061 4.107379989 T C 
10:37553921-SNV 10:37553921 10 37553921 4.106205521 G A 





Table A.3. A list of all significant markers associated with the best linear unbiased prediction for mycorrhizal root 
colonization percentage averaged over two replicates 
Marker Identifier Chromosome Position -log10(P-Value) Reference Alternates 
16:2491251-SNV 16:2491251 16 2491251 5.827548724 C T 
16:2495352-SNV 16:2495352 16 2495352 5.705676801 A C 
6:46571532-SNV 6:46571532 6 46571532 5.619739335 A G 
16:2556923-SNV 16:2556923 16 2556923 5.593011959 T C 
16:2603450-SNV 16:2603450 16 2603450 5.570430379 T C 
6:46533686-SNV 6:46533686 6 46533686 5.519689222 T C 
16:2548924-SNV 16:2548924 16 2548924 5.48781873 T C 
16:2606874-SNV 16:2606874 16 2606874 5.449658985 T C 
16:2523106-SNV 16:2523106 16 2523106 5.435324682 T A 
16:2525007-SNV 16:2525007 16 2525007 5.435324682 T G 
6:46496857-SNV 6:46496857 6 46496857 5.426664805 C T 
16:2522962-SNV 16:2522962 16 2522962 5.406818833 T A 
6:46604017-SNV 6:46604017 6 46604017 5.403680711 T C 
16:2497841-SNV 16:2497841 16 2497841 5.399957817 A C 
16:2522644-SNV 16:2522644 16 2522644 5.366891056 A G 
16:2522671-SNV 16:2522671 16 2522671 5.366891056 G A 
16:2498212-SNV 16:2498212 16 2498212 5.354195843 A G 
16:2599781-SNV 16:2599781 16 2599781 5.340420231 A T 
6:46604106-SNV 6:46604106 6 46604106 5.321098598 T G 
6:46453927-SNV 6:46453927 6 46453927 5.303218427 T C 
6:46546918-SNV 6:46546918 6 46546918 5.270549713 A C 
16:2606341-SNV 16:2606341 16 2606341 5.253570431 A G 
16:2489489-SNV 16:2489489 16 2489489 5.237805801 T C 
6:46519775-SNV 6:46519775 6 46519775 5.237064173 T A 
6:46546479-SNV 6:46546479 6 46546479 5.233784144 A G 
16:2519507-SNV 16:2519507 16 2519507 5.233701685 T A 
6:46624193-SNV 6:46624193 6 46624193 5.216762659 A T 
6:46613543-SNV 6:46613543 6 46613543 5.21160976 A G 
6:46613346-SNV 6:46613346 6 46613346 5.210233223 T A 
6:46371825-SNV 6:46371825 6 46371825 5.208750685 A G 
6:46468941-SNV 6:46468941 6 46468941 5.199506764 T C 
6:46468597-SNV 6:46468597 6 46468597 5.194747724 G C 
6:46613283-SNV 6:46613283 6 46613283 5.194560341 C T 
6:46546680-SNV 6:46546680 6 46546680 5.193899706 C T 
6:46574603-SNV 6:46574603 6 46574603 5.176201948 A G 
16:2556990-SNV 16:2556990 16 2556990 5.167659508 G A 
6:46543178-SNV 6:46543178 6 46543178 5.164549269 T A 
6:46617702-SNV 6:46617702 6 46617702 5.162503763 A C 
6:46547566-SNV 6:46547566 6 46547566 5.161720977 A G 
6:46627916-SNV 6:46627916 6 46627916 5.155950281 A G 
6:46615989-SNV 6:46615989 6 46615989 5.148738014 A G 
6:46617840-SNV 6:46617840 6 46617840 5.139413038 T G 
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6:46546077-SNV 6:46546077 6 46546077 5.138883464 T C 
6:46615439-SNV 6:46615439 6 46615439 5.134578675 A G 
6:46533693-SNV 6:46533693 6 46533693 5.123614248 A G 
6:46618226-SNV 6:46618226 6 46618226 5.121395012 T C 
6:46506154-SNV 6:46506154 6 46506154 5.115935262 G A 
16:2604237-SNV 16:2604237 16 2604237 5.115005403 A T 
6:46470515-SNV 6:46470515 6 46470515 5.109402587 C T 
16:2602804-SNV 16:2602804 16 2602804 5.107245531 A C 
16:2602820-SNV 16:2602820 16 2602820 5.107245531 A G 
6:46497765-SNV 6:46497765 6 46497765 5.099852363 C T 
6:46618863-SNV 6:46618863 6 46618863 5.091172729 T C 
6:46607693-SNV 6:46607693 6 46607693 5.0746501 G A 
6:46530585-SNV 6:46530585 6 46530585 5.074645244 G T 
6:46521989-SNV 6:46521989 6 46521989 5.071309176 T C 
6:46500712-SNV 6:46500712 6 46500712 5.065084556 C T 
6:46507912-SNV 6:46507912 6 46507912 5.058105017 A G 
6:46615247-SNV 6:46615247 6 46615247 5.057450724 T C 
6:46535239-SNV 6:46535239 6 46535239 5.057077083 T A 
6:46627398-SNV 6:46627398 6 46627398 5.056714563 T C 
6:46502719-SNV 6:46502719 6 46502719 5.048812187 T G 
6:46611112-SNV 6:46611112 6 46611112 5.041247185 T C 
6:46477438-SNV 6:46477438 6 46477438 5.036401054 A C 
6:46607182-SNV 6:46607182 6 46607182 5.031824156 A G 
6:46496225-SNV 6:46496225 6 46496225 5.023565965 A G 
6:46524009-SNV 6:46524009 6 46524009 5.023565965 A T 
6:46640157-SNV 6:46640157 6 46640157 5.020602585 A T 
6:46640162-SNV 6:46640162 6 46640162 5.020602585 G A 
6:46605061-SNV 6:46605061 6 46605061 5.01623069 T C 
6:46515171-SNV 6:46515171 6 46515171 5.007367132 C A 
6:46618905-SNV 6:46618905 6 46618905 5.006291721 A G 
6:46486034-SNV 6:46486034 6 46486034 4.996203897 A G 
16:2606952-SNV 16:2606952 16 2606952 4.995649128 T G 
6:46572302-SNV 6:46572302 6 46572302 4.992643586 T C 
6:46628708-SNV 6:46628708 6 46628708 4.991272208 T C 
6:46627081-SNV 6:46627081 6 46627081 4.990499219 T G 
6:46529943-SNV 6:46529943 6 46529943 4.989155318 A G 
6:46627877-SNV 6:46627877 6 46627877 4.982383123 A C 
6:46525752-SNV 6:46525752 6 46525752 4.981872838 A G 
6:46427260-SNV 6:46427260 6 46427260 4.981090885 T C 
6:46501618-SNV 6:46501618 6 46501618 4.977957845 T C 
6:46549683-SNV 6:46549683 6 46549683 4.974874774 A G 
6:46533218-SNV 6:46533218 6 46533218 4.973747844 A G 
6:46618851-SNV 6:46618851 6 46618851 4.972262395 A G 
6:46467021-SNV 6:46467021 6 46467021 4.968083841 T G 
6:46503464-SNV 6:46503464 6 46503464 4.967217468 A C 
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6:46519674-SNV 6:46519674 6 46519674 4.965840902 T C 
6:46500218-SNV 6:46500218 6 46500218 4.961469699 A G 
6:46468741-SNV 6:46468741 6 46468741 4.958587796 G C 
6:46504040-SNV 6:46504040 6 46504040 4.958572048 A G 
6:46496679-SNV 6:46496679 6 46496679 4.958011532 A G 
6:46617577-SNV 6:46617577 6 46617577 4.958011532 A G 
6:46633265-SNV 6:46633265 6 46633265 4.955872118 C T 
6:46517441-SNV 6:46517441 6 46517441 4.955825822 C A 
6:46591574-SNV 6:46591574 6 46591574 4.955573617 T G 
6:46502801-SNV 6:46502801 6 46502801 4.952371537 C T 
6:46529162-SNV 6:46529162 6 46529162 4.951835752 T C 
6:46499737-SNV 6:46499737 6 46499737 4.950657002 A G 
6:46630049-SNV 6:46630049 6 46630049 4.948781377 A G 
6:46372622-SNV 6:46372622 6 46372622 4.948051066 A T 
6:46517130-SNV 6:46517130 6 46517130 4.948051066 T G 
6:46639833-SNV 6:46639833 6 46639833 4.947483623 A T 
16:2552999-SNV 16:2552999 16 2552999 4.945868404 G A 
6:46616206-SNV 6:46616206 6 46616206 4.944496451 T C 
6:46546296-SNV 6:46546296 6 46546296 4.942853309 T C 
6:46622074-SNV 6:46622074 6 46622074 4.940446324 A T 
6:46507652-SNV 6:46507652 6 46507652 4.940289239 C G 
6:46620353-SNV 6:46620353 6 46620353 4.937317363 G A 
6:46448517-SNV 6:46448517 6 46448517 4.931897125 T C 
6:46633138-SNV 6:46633138 6 46633138 4.92963881 T C 
6:46551910-SNV 6:46551910 6 46551910 4.927866598 A C 
6:46499036-SNV 6:46499036 6 46499036 4.92395403 A G 
6:46508822-SNV 6:46508822 6 46508822 4.922955768 A G 
6:46503295-SNV 6:46503295 6 46503295 4.914031264 A C 
16:2604003-SNV 16:2604003 16 2604003 4.913078778 C T 
6:46616612-SNV 6:46616612 6 46616612 4.911851452 A G 
6:46607082-SNV 6:46607082 6 46607082 4.907344672 A G 
6:46640170-SNV 6:46640170 6 46640170 4.898060407 G T 
6:46640175-SNV 6:46640175 6 46640175 4.898060407 A G 
6:46533149-SNV 6:46533149 6 46533149 4.89789016 T C 
6:46523023-SNV 6:46523023 6 46523023 4.894002094 T C 
6:46585560-SNV 6:46585560 6 46585560 4.89178028 A G 
6:46502992-SNV 6:46502992 6 46502992 4.884211252 A G 
6:46533587-SNV 6:46533587 6 46533587 4.88401443 T C 
6:46637497-SNV 6:46637497 6 46637497 4.883562811 A G 
6:46617801-SNV 6:46617801 6 46617801 4.882903249 A G 
6:46498123-SNV 6:46498123 6 46498123 4.882492324 A G 
6:46594627-SNV 6:46594627 6 46594627 4.879122201 G A 
6:46616625-SNV 6:46616625 6 46616625 4.878020924 T C 
6:46595395-SNV 6:46595395 6 46595395 4.876939974 A G 
6:46636008-SNV 6:46636008 6 46636008 4.876290515 C T 
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6:46607092-SNV 6:46607092 6 46607092 4.872113429 A G 
6:46582466-SNV 6:46582466 6 46582466 4.871149074 C T 
16:2547900-SNV 16:2547900 16 2547900 4.869770062 G A 
16:2602078-SNV 16:2602078 16 2602078 4.868616411 C A 
16:2602667-SNV 16:2602667 16 2602667 4.868616411 T G 
6:46493034-SNV 6:46493034 6 46493034 4.867436016 T C 
6:46428594-SNV 6:46428594 6 46428594 4.865155099 A C 
6:46499423-SNV 6:46499423 6 46499423 4.862318284 T C 
6:46502407-SNV 6:46502407 6 46502407 4.861775941 A T 
6:46613396-SNV 6:46613396 6 46613396 4.861775941 G C 
6:46432657-SNV 6:46432657 6 46432657 4.859790646 C T 
6:46637890-SNV 6:46637890 6 46637890 4.857439955 C T 
6:46617273-SNV 6:46617273 6 46617273 4.855937319 A G 
6:46514810-SNV 6:46514810 6 46514810 4.855097479 A T 
6:46639813-SNV 6:46639813 6 46639813 4.854745077 C T 
6:46639815-SNV 6:46639815 6 46639815 4.854745077 A G 
6:46639818-SNV 6:46639818 6 46639818 4.854745077 G C 
6:46639827-SNV 6:46639827 6 46639827 4.854745077 C T 
6:46639828-SNV 6:46639828 6 46639828 4.854745077 G A 
6:46470740-SNV 6:46470740 6 46470740 4.854507084 T G 
6:46607303-SNV 6:46607303 6 46607303 4.854255389 A G 
16:2557056-SNV 16:2557056 16 2557056 4.853096049 G A 
6:46611919-SNV 6:46611919 6 46611919 4.850597857 A G 
6:46638632-SNV 6:46638632 6 46638632 4.848894525 T C 
6:46638634-SNV 6:46638634 6 46638634 4.848894525 G A 
6:46532012-SNV 6:46532012 6 46532012 4.840806292 G C 
6:46521817-SNV 6:46521817 6 46521817 4.840078751 C T 
6:46549454-SNV 6:46549454 6 46549454 4.835425342 T G 
6:46585386-SNV 6:46585386 6 46585386 4.833626461 A T 
6:46590844-SNV 6:46590844 6 46590844 4.832160513 T C 
6:46587139-SNV 6:46587139 6 46587139 4.831133483 A G 
6:46551646-SNV 6:46551646 6 46551646 4.830580222 T G 
6:46466935-SNV 6:46466935 6 46466935 4.828869417 T C 
6:46574574-SNV 6:46574574 6 46574574 4.826862892 T C 
6:46575490-SNV 6:46575490 6 46575490 4.822144047 T G 
6:46640625-SNV 6:46640625 6 46640625 4.818578867 G A 
6:46500144-SNV 6:46500144 6 46500144 4.81588964 A G 
6:46552707-SNV 6:46552707 6 46552707 4.814539668 A G 
6:46617679-SNV 6:46617679 6 46617679 4.814268095 G T 
6:46638281-SNV 6:46638281 6 46638281 4.812397264 C A 
6:46638304-SNV 6:46638304 6 46638304 4.812397264 A G 
6:46500521-SNV 6:46500521 6 46500521 4.812070957 T C 
6:46514632-SNV 6:46514632 6 46514632 4.812012124 A G 
16:2552206-SNV 16:2552206 16 2552206 4.810748739 T C 
16:2546986-SNV 16:2546986 16 2546986 4.809382477 C T 
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Table A.3 (Cont.) 
6:46550431-SNV 6:46550431 6 46550431 4.806566968 T C 
6:46550437-SNV 6:46550437 6 46550437 4.806566968 A G 
6:46507667-SNV 6:46507667 6 46507667 4.800997336 C G 
6:46498619-SNV 6:46498619 6 46498619 4.800864529 C T 
6:46505944-SNV 6:46505944 6 46505944 4.796174973 A C 
6:46469088-SNV 6:46469088 6 46469088 4.795425684 A G 
16:2544036-SNV 16:2544036 16 2544036 4.794855066 A T 
16:2544037-SNV 16:2544037 16 2544037 4.794855066 T A 
6:46637465-SNV 6:46637465 6 46637465 4.791514078 A G 
6:46637477-SNV 6:46637477 6 46637477 4.791514078 A G 
6:46637484-SNV 6:46637484 6 46637484 4.791514078 C T 
6:46469097-SNV 6:46469097 6 46469097 4.790870772 A G 
6:46504448-SNV 6:46504448 6 46504448 4.790098914 A G 
16:2618063-SNV 16:2618063 16 2618063 4.789219013 T C 
6:46590541-SNV 6:46590541 6 46590541 4.784595224 T C 
6:46640651-SNV 6:46640651 6 46640651 4.783497888 C T 
6:46594910-SNV 6:46594910 6 46594910 4.782890368 A G 
6:46619639-SNV 6:46619639 6 46619639 4.782450547 G A 
6:46380193-SNV 6:46380193 6 46380193 4.780156204 T C 
6:46532873-SNV 6:46532873 6 46532873 4.771928203 C T 
6:46496242-SNV 6:46496242 6 46496242 4.76538692 C T 
6:46619430-SNV 6:46619430 6 46619430 4.763663813 A G 
6:46618671-SNV 6:46618671 6 46618671 4.763338791 T C 
6:46527046-SNV 6:46527046 6 46527046 4.759751917 G A 
6:46514481-SNV 6:46514481 6 46514481 4.757732724 T G 
6:46498878-SNV 6:46498878 6 46498878 4.755608933 A G 
16:2613243-SNV 16:2613243 16 2613243 4.753330995 A G 
6:46640629-SNV 6:46640629 6 46640629 4.752192638 T C 
6:46572930-SNV 6:46572930 6 46572930 4.747602361 T C 
6:46504179-SNV 6:46504179 6 46504179 4.745729198 T C 
6:46534109-SNV 6:46534109 6 46534109 4.745729198 T G 
6:46551545-SNV 6:46551545 6 46551545 4.743493731 A C 
6:46575896-SNV 6:46575896 6 46575896 4.741952806 T C 
6:46549813-SNV 6:46549813 6 46549813 4.73711339 G A 
6:46642120-SNV 6:46642120 6 46642120 4.736310397 T A 
6:46584081-SNV 6:46584081 6 46584081 4.734561621 C G 
6:46584086-SNV 6:46584086 6 46584086 4.734561621 A C 
16:2556803-SNV 16:2556803 16 2556803 4.734266996 A C 
6:46635877-SNV 6:46635877 6 46635877 4.729111279 T G 
6:46636059-SNV 6:46636059 6 46636059 4.728375066 T G 
6:46574836-SNV 6:46574836 6 46574836 4.727909369 T C 
6:46639786-SNV 6:46639786 6 46639786 4.726534026 T C 
6:46639787-SNV 6:46639787 6 46639787 4.726534026 G A 
6:46550976-SNV 6:46550976 6 46550976 4.726107381 C T 
6:46509396-SNV 6:46509396 6 46509396 4.725957852 T C 
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16:2618458-SNV 16:2618458 16 2618458 4.725920901 C T 
6:46497764-SNV 6:46497764 6 46497764 4.721406835 A T 
16:2619627-SNV 16:2619627 16 2619627 4.719125876 C T 
16:2610045-SNV 16:2610045 16 2610045 4.718217638 T C 
6:46603951-SNV 6:46603951 6 46603951 4.717578063 T C 
6:46576592-SNV 6:46576592 6 46576592 4.7169948 T G 
6:46627844-SNV 6:46627844 6 46627844 4.716885166 A G 
6:46637419-SNV 6:46637419 6 46637419 4.715607548 A G 
6:46637437-SNV 6:46637437 6 46637437 4.715607548 G A 
6:46522732-SNV 6:46522732 6 46522732 4.713383728 T C 
6:46639652-SNV 6:46639652 6 46639652 4.711965636 G A 
6:46582218-SNV 6:46582218 6 46582218 4.71188363 A T 
6:46605150-SNV 6:46605150 6 46605150 4.709456431 A G 
6:46582956-SNV 6:46582956 6 46582956 4.705196306 A T 
6:46588032-SNV 6:46588032 6 46588032 4.704778095 T G 
6:46587623-SNV 6:46587623 6 46587623 4.702900961 T C 
6:46641052-SNV 6:46641052 6 46641052 4.702089573 T G 
6:46532711-SNV 6:46532711 6 46532711 4.699728737 A G 
6:46548678-SNV 6:46548678 6 46548678 4.698080485 T C 
6:46607038-SNV 6:46607038 6 46607038 4.696267257 G A 
6:46511996-SNV 6:46511996 6 46511996 4.695447235 G C 
6:46322972-SNV 6:46322972 6 46322972 4.695165185 T C 
6:46546712-SNV 6:46546712 6 46546712 4.694683163 A G 
6:46611946-SNV 6:46611946 6 46611946 4.693719212 C T 
16:2619480-SNV 16:2619480 16 2619480 4.691905696 C A 
16:2568532-SNV 16:2568532 16 2568532 4.691395473 G T 
6:46636751-SNV 6:46636751 6 46636751 4.691310205 C A 
6:46547735-SNV 6:46547735 6 46547735 4.686445735 T C 
16:2619704-SNV 16:2619704 16 2619704 4.684275244 C A 
6:46524713-SNV 6:46524713 6 46524713 4.68324766 C T 
6:46524722-SNV 6:46524722 6 46524722 4.68324766 A G 
6:46590636-SNV 6:46590636 6 46590636 4.683062898 A G 
6:46628952-SNV 6:46628952 6 46628952 4.682235989 A G 
6:46425825-SNV 6:46425825 6 46425825 4.679659079 T A 
6:46573973-SNV 6:46573973 6 46573973 4.679484723 A C 
6:46582723-SNV 6:46582723 6 46582723 4.677987219 T G 
6:46469476-SNV 6:46469476 6 46469476 4.677956156 A G 
6:46502735-SNV 6:46502735 6 46502735 4.67412149 A G 
6:46620240-SNV 6:46620240 6 46620240 4.669557467 C T 
6:46499763-SNV 6:46499763 6 46499763 4.668270774 A G 
6:46639747-SNV 6:46639747 6 46639747 4.666422174 A G 
6:46639760-SNV 6:46639760 6 46639760 4.666422174 G A 
6:46639763-SNV 6:46639763 6 46639763 4.666422174 C T 
6:46584327-SNV 6:46584327 6 46584327 4.666359945 A G 
6:46592527-SNV 6:46592527 6 46592527 4.665031282 T C 
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16:2531847-SNV 16:2531847 16 2531847 4.664943825 T A 
6:46470944-SNV 6:46470944 6 46470944 4.664197177 A G 
16:2553219-SNV 16:2553219 16 2553219 4.663757084 C G 
6:46640683-SNV 6:46640683 6 46640683 4.663419256 A G 
6:46640684-SNV 6:46640684 6 46640684 4.663419256 A G 
16:2601235-SNV 16:2601235 16 2601235 4.662948249 A C 
6:46505772-SNV 6:46505772 6 46505772 4.660019528 T C 
6:46575366-SNV 6:46575366 6 46575366 4.658241518 A T 
6:46526433-SNV 6:46526433 6 46526433 4.657543927 A G 
6:46637879-SNV 6:46637879 6 46637879 4.65752489 A G 
6:46637884-SNV 6:46637884 6 46637884 4.65752489 A T 
6:46638691-SNV 6:46638691 6 46638691 4.65692143 C T 
6:46500095-SNV 6:46500095 6 46500095 4.654538769 T C 
6:46512481-SNV 6:46512481 6 46512481 4.652513513 T C 
6:46637116-SNV 6:46637116 6 46637116 4.652053679 T C 
6:46550125-SNV 6:46550125 6 46550125 4.652024877 T C 
6:46514658-SNV 6:46514658 6 46514658 4.651455882 A G 
6:46595283-SNV 6:46595283 6 46595283 4.65131717 A T 
7:35472579-SNV 7:35472579 7 35472579 4.650485885 G A 
6:46637856-SNV 6:46637856 6 46637856 4.647967813 T C 
6:46207885-SNV 6:46207885 6 46207885 4.647780605 T C 
6:46616444-SNV 6:46616444 6 46616444 4.647137387 A T 
6:46546115-SNV 6:46546115 6 46546115 4.644803578 G A 
6:46637834-SNV 6:46637834 6 46637834 4.644033947 T C 
6:46639068-SNV 6:46639068 6 46639068 4.64274822 G A 
6:46639071-SNV 6:46639071 6 46639071 4.64274822 A G 
16:2536516-SNV 16:2536516 16 2536516 4.641308219 T A 
6:46589436-SNV 6:46589436 6 46589436 4.640910079 T C 
16:2602942-SNV 16:2602942 16 2602942 4.640905075 G A 
6:46634841-SNV 6:46634841 6 46634841 4.640870248 T A 
16:2556846-SNV 16:2556846 16 2556846 4.639806758 C A 
6:46535161-SNV 6:46535161 6 46535161 4.638228194 A C 
6:46607485-SNV 6:46607485 6 46607485 4.636884985 G A 
6:46517545-SNV 6:46517545 6 46517545 4.636754457 A C 
6:46637398-SNV 6:46637398 6 46637398 4.636104999 A T 
6:46582013-SNV 6:46582013 6 46582013 4.635031604 T C 
10:37487605-SNV 10:37487605 10 37487605 4.633079154 G A 
6:46525098-SNV 6:46525098 6 46525098 4.631782104 T C 
6:46470326-SNV 6:46470326 6 46470326 4.630559011 T C 
6:46585610-SNV 6:46585610 6 46585610 4.629451723 T G 
6:46637275-SNV 6:46637275 6 46637275 4.628133111 G T 
6:46640944-SNV 6:46640944 6 46640944 4.623513127 G A 
6:46635978-SNV 6:46635978 6 46635978 4.62223003 T A 
16:2553531-SNV 16:2553531 16 2553531 4.62044039 C T 
16:2553674-SNV 16:2553674 16 2553674 4.62044039 C T 
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16:2553842-SNV 16:2553842 16 2553842 4.62044039 G T 
6:46599053-SNV 6:46599053 6 46599053 4.620019112 G C 
6:46637750-SNV 6:46637750 6 46637750 4.618980485 A T 
6:46585426-SNV 6:46585426 6 46585426 4.61789693 T G 
16:2554590-SNV 16:2554590 16 2554590 4.617142012 G C 
6:46640709-SNV 6:46640709 6 46640709 4.615488941 T C 
6:46640711-SNV 6:46640711 6 46640711 4.615488941 G A 
6:46640713-SNV 6:46640713 6 46640713 4.615488941 A G 
6:46640721-SNV 6:46640721 6 46640721 4.615488941 A G 
6:46640731-SNV 6:46640731 6 46640731 4.615488941 C T 
6:46583422-SNV 6:46583422 6 46583422 4.615481193 C G 
6:46548991-SNV 6:46548991 6 46548991 4.61436087 G A 
6:46635836-SNV 6:46635836 6 46635836 4.612150409 G A 
6:46532994-SNV 6:46532994 6 46532994 4.611607733 T C 
6:46517691-SNV 6:46517691 6 46517691 4.609727374 T C 
14:42758118-SNV 14:42758118 14 42758118 4.60903328 C T 
6:46334937-SNV 6:46334937 6 46334937 4.608771143 A T 
6:46583328-SNV 6:46583328 6 46583328 4.60763394 A G 
6:46503198-SNV 6:46503198 6 46503198 4.607359985 C T 
6:46634724-SNV 6:46634724 6 46634724 4.604759271 G A 
6:46634729-SNV 6:46634729 6 46634729 4.604759271 C T 
6:46525368-SNV 6:46525368 6 46525368 4.604181503 T C 
8:1788014-SNV 8:1788014 8 1788014 4.603475453 A C 
6:46638350-SNV 6:46638350 6 46638350 4.601707593 G A 
6:46632019-SNV 6:46632019 6 46632019 4.599201094 A G 
6:46579489-SNV 6:46579489 6 46579489 4.59746998 T C 
16:2613892-SNV 16:2613892 16 2613892 4.596031412 A G 
6:46275952-SNV 6:46275952 6 46275952 4.595323022 T G 
6:46639683-SNV 6:46639683 6 46639683 4.593337805 C T 
6:46583995-SNV 6:46583995 6 46583995 4.592659551 T C 
6:46523301-SNV 6:46523301 6 46523301 4.592610857 T G 
6:46504994-SNV 6:46504994 6 46504994 4.591748094 A G 
6:46502927-SNV 6:46502927 6 46502927 4.591644885 T C 
6:46603606-SNV 6:46603606 6 46603606 4.59094649 T C 
6:46637576-SNV 6:46637576 6 46637576 4.590614382 G A 
6:46499386-SNV 6:46499386 6 46499386 4.590522202 T C 
6:46240054-SNV 6:46240054 6 46240054 4.589624331 T G 
6:46518979-SNV 6:46518979 6 46518979 4.589266889 T C 
16:2536478-SNV 16:2536478 16 2536478 4.589249954 G A 
6:46619357-SNV 6:46619357 6 46619357 4.588729951 A G 
6:46543539-SNV 6:46543539 6 46543539 4.587886607 A G 
6:46580010-SNV 6:46580010 6 46580010 4.586974256 T G 
6:46501369-SNV 6:46501369 6 46501369 4.586679272 T C 
6:46582519-SNV 6:46582519 6 46582519 4.58662197 A G 
16:2552453-SNV 16:2552453 16 2552453 4.586232571 T C 
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6:46577751-SNV 6:46577751 6 46577751 4.585870783 T C 
6:46638113-SNV 6:46638113 6 46638113 4.58584654 A T 
6:46507294-SNV 6:46507294 6 46507294 4.58104324 T C 
6:46633657-SNV 6:46633657 6 46633657 4.579164445 T A 
6:46580732-SNV 6:46580732 6 46580732 4.576509048 T C 
6:46596460-SNV 6:46596460 6 46596460 4.575883686 A C 
16:2551935-SNV 16:2551935 16 2551935 4.575485065 G T 
16:2552652-SNV 16:2552652 16 2552652 4.575485065 T C 
16:2554400-SNV 16:2554400 16 2554400 4.574491294 T A 
6:46574466-SNV 6:46574466 6 46574466 4.573213318 A G 
16:2530692-SNV 16:2530692 16 2530692 4.57313618 T A 
6:46515329-SNV 6:46515329 6 46515329 4.571823938 A G 
6:46589414-SNV 6:46589414 6 46589414 4.569829438 T C 
6:46240407-SNV 6:46240407 6 46240407 4.569328657 T C 
16:2620214-SNV 16:2620214 16 2620214 4.568275466 T G 
16:2620215-SNV 16:2620215 16 2620215 4.568275466 T C 
6:46528741-SNV 6:46528741 6 46528741 4.566862519 A G 
6:46636711-SNV 6:46636711 6 46636711 4.566725293 A T 
6:46636715-SNV 6:46636715 6 46636715 4.566725293 G A 
6:46636535-SNV 6:46636535 6 46636535 4.566274266 T C 
9:49539462-SNV 9:49539462 9 49539462 4.56585729 T A 
9:49540100-SNV 9:49540100 9 49540100 4.56585729 A G 
9:49540132-SNV 9:49540132 9 49540132 4.56585729 C T 
6:46521508-SNV 6:46521508 6 46521508 4.563295633 T G 
6:46599384-SNV 6:46599384 6 46599384 4.562973946 A G 
6:46635421-SNV 6:46635421 6 46635421 4.562963031 T C 
6:44142733-SNV 6:44142733 6 44142733 4.562346855 C A 
6:46594396-SNV 6:46594396 6 46594396 4.561524454 G A 
6:46571218-SNV 6:46571218 6 46571218 4.559603764 T C 
6:46633910-SNV 6:46633910 6 46633910 4.557000033 C T 
6:46607443-SNV 6:46607443 6 46607443 4.556913617 A G 
16:2550829-SNV 16:2550829 16 2550829 4.556482155 G A 
6:46639083-SNV 6:46639083 6 46639083 4.553879135 C A 
6:46639100-SNV 6:46639100 6 46639100 4.553879135 C T 
6:46639118-SNV 6:46639118 6 46639118 4.553879135 C A 
6:46639029-SNV 6:46639029 6 46639029 4.550289296 A G 
6:46639030-SNV 6:46639030 6 46639030 4.550289296 C T 
6:46637671-SNV 6:46637671 6 46637671 4.549602392 A G 
6:46637673-SNV 6:46637673 6 46637673 4.549602392 G A 
6:46637694-SNV 6:46637694 6 46637694 4.549602392 A G 
6:46501457-SNV 6:46501457 6 46501457 4.548982628 A C 
6:46634028-SNV 6:46634028 6 46634028 4.547781382 A T 
16:2639727-SNV 16:2639727 16 2639727 4.543923665 G A 
16:2639773-SNV 16:2639773 16 2639773 4.543923665 A G 
6:46641540-SNV 6:46641540 6 46641540 4.543038551 T A 
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16:2557611-SNV 16:2557611 16 2557611 4.542891601 G A 
6:46636685-SNV 6:46636685 6 46636685 4.541703364 C G 
6:46586089-SNV 6:46586089 6 46586089 4.540215545 T C 
6:46504773-SNV 6:46504773 6 46504773 4.536953413 T C 
6:46552636-SNV 6:46552636 6 46552636 4.536532381 A G 
16:2638485-SNV 16:2638485 16 2638485 4.536044375 C A 
6:46582659-SNV 6:46582659 6 46582659 4.536008848 T C 
6:46533362-SNV 6:46533362 6 46533362 4.532873163 T C 
6:46635214-SNV 6:46635214 6 46635214 4.527634461 A T 
6:46639243-SNV 6:46639243 6 46639243 4.527387565 C T 
6:46639245-SNV 6:46639245 6 46639245 4.527387565 A G 
16:2609793-SNV 16:2609793 16 2609793 4.523179166 G A 
6:46510013-SNV 6:46510013 6 46510013 4.522376827 A C 
6:46586334-SNV 6:46586334 6 46586334 4.520860028 A G 
6:46638195-SNV 6:46638195 6 46638195 4.519115664 G A 
6:46267403-SNV 6:46267403 6 46267403 4.51876212 T C 
6:46619060-SNV 6:46619060 6 46619060 4.517954092 C G 
16:2542803-SNV 16:2542803 16 2542803 4.511293289 G T 
6:46596131-SNV 6:46596131 6 46596131 4.509144868 C A 
6:46594719-SNV 6:46594719 6 46594719 4.506419689 T G 
6:46522870-SNV 6:46522870 6 46522870 4.506052183 T C 
6:46512058-SNV 6:46512058 6 46512058 4.504815428 G C 
16:2620145-SNV 16:2620145 16 2620145 4.498986445 G A 
16:2620146-SNV 16:2620146 16 2620146 4.498986445 A G 
6:46631868-SNV 6:46631868 6 46631868 4.498567482 G A 
6:46532936-SNV 6:46532936 6 46532936 4.49787975 T C 
6:46548377-SNV 6:46548377 6 46548377 4.497297929 A G 
16:2552540-SNV 16:2552540 16 2552540 4.496222623 C G 
6:46588480-SNV 6:46588480 6 46588480 4.495508616 C T 
6:46546173-SNV 6:46546173 6 46546173 4.493735587 A C 
6:46550606-SNV 6:46550606 6 46550606 4.492144007 A C 
6:46528228-SNV 6:46528228 6 46528228 4.490608912 T C 
6:46247029-SNV 6:46247029 6 46247029 4.489764167 T C 
6:46495190-SNV 6:46495190 6 46495190 4.486005908 G C 
6:46641362-SNV 6:46641362 6 46641362 4.48574819 C A 
8:17749210-SNV 8:17749210 8 17749210 4.48560026 A C 
10:37472489-SNV 10:37472489 10 37472489 4.484246238 G A 
6:46505203-SNV 6:46505203 6 46505203 4.483671911 T C 
6:46617054-SNV 6:46617054 6 46617054 4.481133145 C T 
10:37703658-SNV 10:37703658 10 37703658 4.478797187 A C 
6:46504929-SNV 6:46504929 6 46504929 4.477071696 A G 
6:46209383-SNV 6:46209383 6 46209383 4.476866178 C T 
6:46640213-SNV 6:46640213 6 46640213 4.475920955 A G 
6:46502779-SNV 6:46502779 6 46502779 4.474481495 A G 
6:46639672-SNV 6:46639672 6 46639672 4.472931947 A G 
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6:46578386-SNV 6:46578386 6 46578386 4.471499954 A C 
6:46511942-SNV 6:46511942 6 46511942 4.470826703 C T 
6:46279004-SNV 6:46279004 6 46279004 4.470583184 C T 
6:46496813-SNV 6:46496813 6 46496813 4.467904628 A G 
6:46579508-SNV 6:46579508 6 46579508 4.466315345 C T 
6:46640742-SNV 6:46640742 6 46640742 4.461676551 A G 
6:46641631-SNV 6:46641631 6 46641631 4.460151671 T G 
6:46471208-SNV 6:46471208 6 46471208 4.458166281 A G 
6:46606693-SNV 6:46606693 6 46606693 4.455907543 C T 
6:46571379-SNV 6:46571379 6 46571379 4.455870578 T C 
6:46595249-SNV 6:46595249 6 46595249 4.45574631 A T 
6:46641963-SNV 6:46641963 6 46641963 4.455526741 G A 
6:46589630-SNV 6:46589630 6 46589630 4.455171308 T C 
10:37702561-SNV 10:37702561 10 37702561 4.45427277 T A 
6:46240018-SNV 6:46240018 6 46240018 4.452752734 T A 
6:46544424-SNV 6:46544424 6 46544424 4.452481685 A G 
6:46639574-SNV 6:46639574 6 46639574 4.450293144 A G 
6:46594126-SNV 6:46594126 6 46594126 4.449938868 T A 
6:46504967-SNV 6:46504967 6 46504967 4.448716434 T C 
6:46261061-SNV 6:46261061 6 46261061 4.44847541 T C 
16:2553015-SNV 16:2553015 16 2553015 4.446445353 T C 
6:46275959-SNV 6:46275959 6 46275959 4.446271428 G A 
6:46242375-SNV 6:46242375 6 46242375 4.445710692 G A 
6:46518885-SNV 6:46518885 6 46518885 4.444764549 A G 
6:44108080-SNV 6:44108080 6 44108080 4.44287954 T C 
6:46634494-SNV 6:46634494 6 46634494 4.442337368 A G 
6:46551076-SNV 6:46551076 6 46551076 4.44033963 G T 
6:46610678-SNV 6:46610678 6 46610678 4.439598512 C T 
8:17743016-SNV 8:17743016 8 17743016 4.436173416 T C 
6:46642360-SNV 6:46642360 6 46642360 4.433950848 C A 
6:46267843-SNV 6:46267843 6 46267843 4.43120266 T A 
6:46523449-SNV 6:46523449 6 46523449 4.426692346 C T 
6:46543239-SNV 6:46543239 6 46543239 4.425724207 T C 
6:46635366-SNV 6:46635366 6 46635366 4.423895457 A T 
6:46243299-SNV 6:46243299 6 46243299 4.422047222 A G 
16:2597607-SNV 16:2597607 16 2597607 4.420949186 G A 
6:46263364-SNV 6:46263364 6 46263364 4.420815602 A C 
6:46575646-SNV 6:46575646 6 46575646 4.420271395 A G 
6:46531543-SNV 6:46531543 6 46531543 4.419432305 C T 
16:2472441-SNV 16:2472441 16 2472441 4.418999135 T A 
6:46501865-SNV 6:46501865 6 46501865 4.409388128 T C 
6:46638966-SNV 6:46638966 6 46638966 4.404496815 T C 
6:46638967-SNV 6:46638967 6 46638967 4.404496815 C T 
6:46638970-SNV 6:46638970 6 46638970 4.404496815 T A 
6:46638984-SNV 6:46638984 6 46638984 4.404496815 A G 
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6:46646759-SNV 6:46646759 6 46646759 4.402411414 T C 
6:46243452-SNV 6:46243452 6 46243452 4.400013856 C A 
6:46243462-SNV 6:46243462 6 46243462 4.400013856 T C 
10:37477366-SNV 10:37477366 10 37477366 4.399223412 G A 
10:37436350-SNV 10:37436350 10 37436350 4.398860919 G A 
6:46578235-SNV 6:46578235 6 46578235 4.398587172 T G 
6:46646851-SNV 6:46646851 6 46646851 4.397619209 T C 
6:46646852-SNV 6:46646852 6 46646852 4.397619209 T C 
6:46264065-SNV 6:46264065 6 46264065 4.395050828 A G 
6:46583554-SNV 6:46583554 6 46583554 4.393162085 T C 
6:46508583-SNV 6:46508583 6 46508583 4.39294497 A G 
6:46640230-SNV 6:46640230 6 46640230 4.390269757 G A 
6:46640237-SNV 6:46640237 6 46640237 4.390269757 A G 
6:46639275-SNV 6:46639275 6 46639275 4.389032962 T C 
6:46523168-SNV 6:46523168 6 46523168 4.387321415 T A 
6:46639420-SNV 6:46639420 6 46639420 4.384837245 A G 
6:46502802-SNV 6:46502802 6 46502802 4.383578525 T C 
6:46647161-SNV 6:46647161 6 46647161 4.382035923 T C 
16:2536447-SNV 16:2536447 16 2536447 4.3794119 G A 
6:46511721-SNV 6:46511721 6 46511721 4.375598925 A G 
16:2659247-SNV 16:2659247 16 2659247 4.374956956 G A 
6:46588600-SNV 6:46588600 6 46588600 4.373924964 T C 
12:11554442-SNV 12:11554442 12 11554442 4.366491035 T A 
6:46639265-SNV 6:46639265 6 46639265 4.364995399 T C 
6:46637995-SNV 6:46637995 6 46637995 4.364092349 T C 
6:46638039-SNV 6:46638039 6 46638039 4.364092349 C T 
6:46638051-SNV 6:46638051 6 46638051 4.364092349 G A 
6:46638053-SNV 6:46638053 6 46638053 4.364092349 C T 
6:46544455-SNV 6:46544455 6 46544455 4.363407245 C A 
6:46517179-SNV 6:46517179 6 46517179 4.362542073 G C 
6:46594022-SNV 6:46594022 6 46594022 4.362542073 A C 
6:46596343-SNV 6:46596343 6 46596343 4.362542073 A G 
6:46498829-SNV 6:46498829 6 46498829 4.360514149 G A 
9:49538280-SNV 9:49538280 9 49538280 4.360425604 A C 
9:49538298-SNV 9:49538298 9 49538298 4.360425604 A G 
6:46503138-SNV 6:46503138 6 46503138 4.359828248 T C 
6:46280522-SNV 6:46280522 6 46280522 4.359748529 A G 
6:46281179-SNV 6:46281179 6 46281179 4.359748529 G A 
6:46284003-SNV 6:46284003 6 46284003 4.359748529 T A 
6:46559264-SNV 6:46559264 6 46559264 4.359271605 C A 
6:46579050-SNV 6:46579050 6 46579050 4.358360712 C A 
16:2558138-SNV 16:2558138 16 2558138 4.356475242 T C 
6:46257828-SNV 6:46257828 6 46257828 4.353451722 T C 
16:2474245-SNV 16:2474245 16 2474245 4.352382698 T G 
6:46271045-SNV 6:46271045 6 46271045 4.351947715 T C 
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6:46245048-SNV 6:46245048 6 46245048 4.351532446 G C 
6:46245824-SNV 6:46245824 6 46245824 4.351532446 A G 
6:46252358-SNV 6:46252358 6 46252358 4.351532446 T C 
6:46256090-SNV 6:46256090 6 46256090 4.351532446 A G 
12:11554783-SNV 12:11554783 12 11554783 4.350377446 G A 
6:46638445-SNV 6:46638445 6 46638445 4.347750852 G C 
6:46241234-SNV 6:46241234 6 46241234 4.346539918 G A 
6:46241271-SNV 6:46241271 6 46241271 4.346539918 A G 
6:46265690-SNV 6:46265690 6 46265690 4.346539918 C G 
6:46273075-SNV 6:46273075 6 46273075 4.346539918 T C 
6:46253451-SNV 6:46253451 6 46253451 4.346487433 A C 
6:46243502-SNV 6:46243502 6 46243502 4.346275599 A G 
6:46639464-SNV 6:46639464 6 46639464 4.345675795 G A 
6:46639467-SNV 6:46639467 6 46639467 4.345675795 A G 
6:46604617-SNV 6:46604617 6 46604617 4.345416432 T C 
6:46208939-SNV 6:46208939 6 46208939 4.343351869 C T 
10:37450677-SNV 10:37450677 10 37450677 4.343119131 T C 
6:46582098-SNV 6:46582098 6 46582098 4.342363859 T G 
6:46516464-SNV 6:46516464 6 46516464 4.335852892 A C 
16:2553657-SNV 16:2553657 16 2553657 4.333321824 T C 
16:2553821-SNV 16:2553821 16 2553821 4.333321824 A G 
16:2553883-SNV 16:2553883 16 2553883 4.333321824 T C 
6:46260389-SNV 6:46260389 6 46260389 4.332144625 G C 
6:46263805-SNV 6:46263805 6 46263805 4.331705262 A G 
6:46284333-SNV 6:46284333 6 46284333 4.330562215 G A 
8:17596011-SNV 8:17596011 8 17596011 4.327865674 A G 
6:46218651-SNV 6:46218651 6 46218651 4.325515913 A T 
6:46276508-SNV 6:46276508 6 46276508 4.325113262 C T 
6:46264624-SNV 6:46264624 6 46264624 4.322155676 A T 
6:46221870-SNV 6:46221870 6 46221870 4.321969192 G C 
6:46638832-SNV 6:46638832 6 46638832 4.320556014 A T 
6:46638846-SNV 6:46638846 6 46638846 4.320556014 C T 
6:46253841-SNV 6:46253841 6 46253841 4.318885031 A G 
6:46258608-SNV 6:46258608 6 46258608 4.318716856 G A 
6:46261239-SNV 6:46261239 6 46261239 4.318121426 A G 
6:46638509-SNV 6:46638509 6 46638509 4.313188404 C T 
6:46638510-SNV 6:46638510 6 46638510 4.313188404 A G 
6:46578865-SNV 6:46578865 6 46578865 4.312741272 T C 
6:46342864-SNV 6:46342864 6 46342864 4.312427501 C A 
6:46641777-SNV 6:46641777 6 46641777 4.311800452 T A 
10:37423229-SNV 10:37423229 10 37423229 4.310900305 A C 
6:46265987-SNV 6:46265987 6 46265987 4.308743748 A G 
6:46265992-SNV 6:46265992 6 46265992 4.308743748 A C 
6:46244309-SNV 6:46244309 6 46244309 4.306888712 A C 
10:37556222-SNV 10:37556222 10 37556222 4.306475382 A T 
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10:37487419-SNV 10:37487419 10 37487419 4.303134519 A T 
6:46510522-SNV 6:46510522 6 46510522 4.302396368 A G 
16:2659371-SNV 16:2659371 16 2659371 4.301415628 G A 
16:2586602-SNV 16:2586602 16 2586602 4.300133652 G A 
16:2594127-SNV 16:2594127 16 2594127 4.300133652 G A 
10:37551059-SNV 10:37551059 10 37551059 4.299889892 C T 
6:46647148-SNV 6:46647148 6 46647148 4.294922556 T C 
16:2552888-SNV 16:2552888 16 2552888 4.292133194 T C 
16:2552916-SNV 16:2552916 16 2552916 4.292133194 T C 
16:2553389-SNV 16:2553389 16 2553389 4.292133194 G A 
6:44362640-SNV 6:44362640 6 44362640 4.291549627 C T 
16:2554389-SNV 16:2554389 16 2554389 4.287581785 T C 
6:46551049-SNV 6:46551049 6 46551049 4.285271668 A G 
6:46638462-SNV 6:46638462 6 46638462 4.284664975 G C 
6:46271158-SNV 6:46271158 6 46271158 4.284496821 A G 
6:46271164-SNV 6:46271164 6 46271164 4.284496821 A G 
16:2561265-SNV 16:2561265 16 2561265 4.284220805 G A 
16:2594045-SNV 16:2594045 16 2594045 4.283650479 A G 
6:46628924-SNV 6:46628924 6 46628924 4.280793711 A G 
6:46521552-SNV 6:46521552 6 46521552 4.279500237 T A 
16:2553790-SNV 16:2553790 16 2553790 4.27782801 G A 
6:46340581-SNV 6:46340581 6 46340581 4.276448132 A G 
9:49544264-SNV 9:49544264 9 49544264 4.276287246 G C 
6:46634072-SNV 6:46634072 6 46634072 4.273179826 C T 
6:44361275-SNV 6:44361275 6 44361275 4.272420069 G C 
6:46244710-SNV 6:46244710 6 46244710 4.272349295 T A 
6:46639436-SNV 6:46639436 6 46639436 4.271328957 C T 
6:46236563-SNV 6:46236563 6 46236563 4.270728421 G C 
6:46647199-SNV 6:46647199 6 46647199 4.270531231 G A 
6:46255826-SNV 6:46255826 6 46255826 4.269334886 A G 
6:46255832-SNV 6:46255832 6 46255832 4.269334886 T C 
6:46273516-SNV 6:46273516 6 46273516 4.268819609 T C 
6:46273523-SNV 6:46273523 6 46273523 4.268819609 C G 
6:46273550-SNV 6:46273550 6 46273550 4.266409146 C T 
6:46504774-SNV 6:46504774 6 46504774 4.264726891 A G 
14:42758224-SNV 14:42758224 14 42758224 4.262273225 C A 
14:42758647-SNV 14:42758647 14 42758647 4.262273225 C T 
6:46639459-SNV 6:46639459 6 46639459 4.260325163 A G 
6:46245394-SNV 6:46245394 6 46245394 4.259004436 T G 
6:46272364-SNV 6:46272364 6 46272364 4.254755147 G C 
6:46272370-SNV 6:46272370 6 46272370 4.254755147 C G 
6:46279167-SNV 6:46279167 6 46279167 4.254755147 T G 
6:46278834-SNV 6:46278834 6 46278834 4.254375946 G A 
6:46278836-SNV 6:46278836 6 46278836 4.254375946 C T 
10:37701897-SNV 10:37701897 10 37701897 4.252418532 G T 
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16:37086666-SNV 16:37086666 16 37086666 4.250517339 C T 
6:46242450-SNV 6:46242450 6 46242450 4.249235475 G A 
16:2554158-SNV 16:2554158 16 2554158 4.248193951 T C 
16:2613948-SNV 16:2613948 16 2613948 4.243530582 C T 
16:2593740-SNV 16:2593740 16 2593740 4.24335235 G C 
6:46266141-SNV 6:46266141 6 46266141 4.24308668 T C 
6:46637191-SNV 6:46637191 6 46637191 4.242402906 A G 
6:46199390-SNV 6:46199390 6 46199390 4.241030868 G A 
6:46278527-SNV 6:46278527 6 46278527 4.240413783 T C 
6:46262349-SNV 6:46262349 6 46262349 4.237062891 A G 
6:46280266-SNV 6:46280266 6 46280266 4.234671283 A T 
6:46501994-SNV 6:46501994 6 46501994 4.231544845 T C 
6:46273261-SNV 6:46273261 6 46273261 4.230215519 G A 
6:46273277-SNV 6:46273277 6 46273277 4.230215519 A G 
6:46244983-SNV 6:46244983 6 46244983 4.228543135 A T 
16:2632480-SNV 16:2632480 16 2632480 4.226840563 T G 
14:43114203-SNV 14:43114203 14 43114203 4.226755479 G A 
6:46596644-SNV 6:46596644 6 46596644 4.224859306 C T 
8:17562596-SNV 8:17562596 8 17562596 4.223984152 T C 
9:49544802-SNV 9:49544802 9 49544802 4.222097728 C A 
16:2529222-SNV 16:2529222 16 2529222 4.220919925 A G 
16:2532349-SNV 16:2532349 16 2532349 4.220919925 C T 
6:46241551-SNV 6:46241551 6 46241551 4.220001828 T C 
6:46257062-SNV 6:46257062 6 46257062 4.219948777 A T 
6:46258912-SNV 6:46258912 6 46258912 4.219948777 T C 
6:46268176-SNV 6:46268176 6 46268176 4.219948777 C T 
6:46273984-SNV 6:46273984 6 46273984 4.219948777 G A 
16:2548764-SNV 16:2548764 16 2548764 4.219696606 G A 
16:2538016-SNV 16:2538016 16 2538016 4.218275338 T C 
6:46284287-SNV 6:46284287 6 46284287 4.217558924 C T 
6:46270428-SNV 6:46270428 6 46270428 4.217277367 A G 
6:46579018-SNV 6:46579018 6 46579018 4.215199955 T C 
6:46253860-SNV 6:46253860 6 46253860 4.214438361 T C 
6:46261097-SNV 6:46261097 6 46261097 4.214438361 G A 
6:46241185-SNV 6:46241185 6 46241185 4.21250582 A G 
6:46249064-SNV 6:46249064 6 46249064 4.211234881 A G 
6:46258830-SNV 6:46258830 6 46258830 4.209276136 A G 
6:46258833-SNV 6:46258833 6 46258833 4.209276136 A G 
16:2553087-SNV 16:2553087 16 2553087 4.208845061 G C 
16:2553135-SNV 16:2553135 16 2553135 4.208845061 T C 
16:2553345-SNV 16:2553345 16 2553345 4.208845061 T C 
16:2554303-SNV 16:2554303 16 2554303 4.208845061 C T 
9:49506454-SNV 9:49506454 9 49506454 4.207289432 T G 
6:46273703-SNV 6:46273703 6 46273703 4.206211101 A C 
6:46249476-SNV 6:46249476 6 46249476 4.205691506 T C 
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6:46256758-SNV 6:46256758 6 46256758 4.204554422 T A 
6:46256760-SNV 6:46256760 6 46256760 4.204554422 T A 
6:46256761-SNV 6:46256761 6 46256761 4.204554422 A G 
6:46261885-SNV 6:46261885 6 46261885 4.201671085 A G 
6:46592142-SNV 6:46592142 6 46592142 4.201570915 T G 
16:2553605-SNV 16:2553605 16 2553605 4.199265449 T G 
6:46639311-SNV 6:46639311 6 46639311 4.198742589 A G 
9:49540164-SNV 9:49540164 9 49540164 4.198336201 T A 
9:49542614-SNV 9:49542614 9 49542614 4.198336201 A C 
9:49554465-SNV 9:49554465 9 49554465 4.198336201 T C 
6:46273304-SNV 6:46273304 6 46273304 4.198086465 C T 
6:46244638-SNV 6:46244638 6 46244638 4.197966476 A C 
6:46244640-SNV 6:46244640 6 46244640 4.197966476 T C 
10:37420661-SNV 10:37420661 10 37420661 4.195407794 A G 
6:46257197-SNV 6:46257197 6 46257197 4.1934404 T C 
6:46266492-SNV 6:46266492 6 46266492 4.192169127 T C 
16:27510547-SNV 16:27510547 16 27510547 4.190241641 G A 
6:46256603-SNV 6:46256603 6 46256603 4.190002439 T G 
6:46220616-SNV 6:46220616 6 46220616 4.188414966 A T 
6:46262964-SNV 6:46262964 6 46262964 4.187809235 C T 
6:46604318-SNV 6:46604318 6 46604318 4.184050717 C T 
6:46255538-SNV 6:46255538 6 46255538 4.182765977 C T 
6:46248228-SNV 6:46248228 6 46248228 4.182684211 A G 
6:46475893-SNV 6:46475893 6 46475893 4.17971622 A G 
6:46210841-SNV 6:46210841 6 46210841 4.176039054 C T 
6:46279472-SNV 6:46279472 6 46279472 4.175925709 G A 
16:2538047-SNV 16:2538047 16 2538047 4.175609616 C T 
6:46647412-SNV 6:46647412 6 46647412 4.172224065 C A 
6:46239596-SNV 6:46239596 6 46239596 4.172203652 G A 
6:44373111-SNV 6:44373111 6 44373111 4.172066799 T C 
16:2616719-SNV 16:2616719 16 2616719 4.167428696 C A 
10:37612418-SNV 10:37612418 10 37612418 4.167331227 A G 
6:46281211-SNV 6:46281211 6 46281211 4.166640255 A G 
6:46318703-SNV 6:46318703 6 46318703 4.165075545 G A 
10:37555751-SNV 10:37555751 10 37555751 4.164953536 A G 
9:49541391-SNV 9:49541391 9 49541391 4.162141781 G T 
6:44315269-SNV 6:44315269 6 44315269 4.161168359 A T 
6:46652317-SNV 6:46652317 6 46652317 4.159815643 A T 
16:2528558-SNV 16:2528558 16 2528558 4.156042225 A T 
16:2535453-SNV 16:2535453 16 2535453 4.156042225 A G 
6:46278605-SNV 6:46278605 6 46278605 4.154204304 A T 
6:46272635-SNV 6:46272635 6 46272635 4.151953522 T G 
6:46212523-SNV 6:46212523 6 46212523 4.151632998 G A 
6:46241782-SNV 6:46241782 6 46241782 4.151632998 A G 
6:46248870-SNV 6:46248870 6 46248870 4.151632998 A G 
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6:46250498-SNV 6:46250498 6 46250498 4.151632998 T C 
6:46252290-SNV 6:46252290 6 46252290 4.151632998 C T 
6:46253543-SNV 6:46253543 6 46253543 4.151632998 C T 
6:46257090-SNV 6:46257090 6 46257090 4.151632998 A G 
6:46258489-SNV 6:46258489 6 46258489 4.151632998 C T 
6:46265849-SNV 6:46265849 6 46265849 4.151632998 T C 
6:46267268-SNV 6:46267268 6 46267268 4.151632998 A G 
6:46268135-SNV 6:46268135 6 46268135 4.151632998 A G 
6:46270599-SNV 6:46270599 6 46270599 4.151632998 A G 
6:46274974-SNV 6:46274974 6 46274974 4.151632998 T A 
6:46280128-SNV 6:46280128 6 46280128 4.151632998 G T 
6:46284084-SNV 6:46284084 6 46284084 4.151632998 T C 
6:46284197-SNV 6:46284197 6 46284197 4.151632998 A G 
6:46596603-SNV 6:46596603 6 46596603 4.14972303 A T 
6:46268371-SNV 6:46268371 6 46268371 4.149545473 C T 
6:46267185-SNV 6:46267185 6 46267185 4.148120425 A G 
6:46269791-SNV 6:46269791 6 46269791 4.147394682 A G 
6:46269815-SNV 6:46269815 6 46269815 4.147394682 G T 
6:46244150-SNV 6:46244150 6 46244150 4.146144859 T C 
6:46246901-SNV 6:46246901 6 46246901 4.146144859 G A 
6:46246917-SNV 6:46246917 6 46246917 4.146144859 G A 
6:46254617-SNV 6:46254617 6 46254617 4.146144859 G C 
6:46257517-SNV 6:46257517 6 46257517 4.146144859 A G 
6:46263053-SNV 6:46263053 6 46263053 4.146144859 T C 
6:46264597-SNV 6:46264597 6 46264597 4.146144859 A G 
6:46266677-SNV 6:46266677 6 46266677 4.146144859 T C 
6:46243661-SNV 6:46243661 6 46243661 4.144070595 C T 
6:46277942-SNV 6:46277942 6 46277942 4.142094673 G A 
10:37401246-SNV 10:37401246 10 37401246 4.140638447 G A 
6:46279459-SNV 6:46279459 6 46279459 4.139355139 G A 
6:46512315-SNV 6:46512315 6 46512315 4.139147549 T C 
6:46272100-SNV 6:46272100 6 46272100 4.13677705 A G 
6:46275468-SNV 6:46275468 6 46275468 4.136271347 T C 
6:46584648-SNV 6:46584648 6 46584648 4.135263499 C T 
6:46633513-SNV 6:46633513 6 46633513 4.134398773 A T 
6:46260366-SNV 6:46260366 6 46260366 4.133466829 A G 
6:46270890-SNV 6:46270890 6 46270890 4.131226396 C T 
6:46276214-SNV 6:46276214 6 46276214 4.131226396 A C 
16:2603923-SNV 16:2603923 16 2603923 4.130614247 C A 
6:46632084-SNV 6:46632084 6 46632084 4.129818736 A T 
6:46267759-SNV 6:46267759 6 46267759 4.128420575 T C 
14:43114193-SNV 14:43114193 14 43114193 4.126750676 A G 
6:46268556-SNV 6:46268556 6 46268556 4.126465567 A G 
6:46270925-SNV 6:46270925 6 46270925 4.12610675 T C 
6:46256685-SNV 6:46256685 6 46256685 4.125145756 A T 
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6:46256699-SNV 6:46256699 6 46256699 4.125145756 A G 
16:2616089-SNV 16:2616089 16 2616089 4.122756004 A C 
8:17721005-SNV 8:17721005 8 17721005 4.12177174 G C 
6:46241522-SNV 6:46241522 6 46241522 4.120978922 A G 
6:46244907-SNV 6:46244907 6 46244907 4.120040256 A G 
6:46249113-SNV 6:46249113 6 46249113 4.117271565 A G 
10:37527016-SNV 10:37527016 10 37527016 4.116405575 G A 
6:46250180-SNV 6:46250180 6 46250180 4.116171769 T C 
6:45939631-SNV 6:45939631 6 45939631 4.113989922 T A 
6:46517191-SNV 6:46517191 6 46517191 4.113697422 G A 
6:46213351-SNV 6:46213351 6 46213351 4.113094413 G A 
6:46263445-SNV 6:46263445 6 46263445 4.111970188 A G 
6:46263454-SNV 6:46263454 6 46263454 4.111970188 G A 
6:46268036-SNV 6:46268036 6 46268036 4.108791959 G A 
16:2553252-SNV 16:2553252 16 2553252 4.107116116 T C 
10:37408116-SNV 10:37408116 10 37408116 4.106434717 C T 
10:37556233-SNV 10:37556233 10 37556233 4.106129494 A T 
12:9989935-SNV 12:9989935 12 9989935 4.104382204 G T 
6:46647236-SNV 6:46647236 6 46647236 4.104303495 T C 
6:46647246-SNV 6:46647246 6 46647246 4.104303495 G A 
6:46262111-SNV 6:46262111 6 46262111 4.104268828 A G 
6:46257563-SNV 6:46257563 6 46257563 4.102099622 C T 
6:46639349-SNV 6:46639349 6 46639349 4.101698505 A G 





Table A.4. List of all annotated genes within the linkage disequilibrium regions of peak significant SNP markers associated with 







(Mbp) Genes UniRef100 Hit 
16 2603450 5.77 7.09% 2.47 - 2.66 Glyma.16g025600 Trehalose-phosphate phosphatase       
     Glyma.16g025700 DEAD box RNA helicase family protein   
     Glyma.16g025800 Nucleotidyltransferase        
     Glyma.16g025900 Pathogenesis-induced protein       
     Glyma.16g026000 Pentatricopeptide repeat-containing protein      
     Glyma.16g026100         
     Glyma.16g026200 Hydroxyproline-rich glycoprotein n      
     Glyma.16g026300 Centromere specific histone H3 variant    
     Glyma.16g026400 Transcription factor       
     Glyma.16g026500         
     Glyma.16g026600 Protein trichome birefringence-like 25     
     Glyma.16g026700 Extra-large G-protein-like       
     Glyma.16g026800         
     Glyma.16g026900 GH3 family protein      
     Glyma.16g027000         
     Glyma.16g027100 Mitochondrial substrate carrier family protein    
     Glyma.16g027200 Nodulin 25 family protein     
          Glyma.16g027300 Serine-Threonine protein kinase 
6 46533686 5.29 4.47% 46.14 - 46.76 Glyma.06g271500 ABC1 family protein      
     Glyma.06g271600 Sodium transporter family protein     
     Glyma.06g271700         
     Glyma.06g271800 OSJNBb0060E08.15 protein       
     Glyma.06g271900         
     Glyma.06g272000 Low-molecular-weight cysteine-rich 23      
     Glyma.06g272100         
     Glyma.06g272200 Long-chain-alcohol oxidase       
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      Glyma.06g272300 
NADH dehydrogenase [ubiquinone] 1 alpha 
subcomplex subunit 2 
     Glyma.06g272400 RING finger protein      
     Glyma.06g272500 60S ribosomal protein L11     
     Glyma.06g272600 Cysteine proteinase       
     Glyma.06g272700 Cysteine proteinase       
     Glyma.06g272800 Cysteine proteinase       
     Glyma.06g272900 Cysteine proteinase       
     Glyma.06g273000 Cysteine proteinase       
     Glyma.06g273100 Cysteine proteinase       
     Glyma.06g273200 Cysteine proteinase       
     Glyma.06g273300 Craniofacial development protein      
     Glyma.06g273400 Cysteine proteinase       
     Glyma.06g273500 Cysteine proteinase       
     Glyma.06g273600 Cysteine proteinase       
     Glyma.06g273700 Cysteine proteinase       
     Glyma.06g273800 Cysteine proteinase       
     Glyma.06g273900 Cysteine proteinase       
     Glyma.06g274000 Metallocarboxypeptidase inhibitor       
     Glyma.06g274100 Cysteine proteinase       
     Glyma.06g274200 60S ribosomal protein L11     
     Glyma.06g274300         
     Glyma.06g274400 CTV.20        
     Glyma.06g274500 CTV.19        
     Glyma.06g274600 CTV.20        
     Glyma.06g274700 CTV.20        
     Glyma.06g274800 CTV.20        
     Glyma.06g274900         
     Glyma.06g275000 TMV resistance protein N     
     Glyma.06g275100 Cysteine proteinase       
     Glyma.06g275200 Cysteine proteinase       
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     Glyma.06g275300 Cysteine proteinase       
     Glyma.06g275400 Chaperone protein dnaJ      
     Glyma.06g275500         
     Glyma.06g275600 Trehalose synthase-like protein      
     Glyma.06g275700         
     Glyma.06g275800 BIN2-like protein PSK8      
     Glyma.06g275900 Peroxidase n       
     Glyma.06g276000 50S ribosomal protein L1     
     Glyma.06g276100 Sec1 family domain-containing protein 2    
     Glyma.06g276200 Multiprotein-bridging factor 1a-like protein     
     Glyma.06g276300 Multiprotein-bridging factor 1a-like protein     
          Glyma.06g276400 NBS-LRR resistance-like protein 4U     
9 49539462 4.67 5.11% 49.22 - 49.56 Glyma.09g276600 CBL-interacting protein kinase 16     
     Glyma.09g276700 F20B24.22 n       
     Glyma.09g276800 Adenine/guanine permease AZG1      
     Glyma.09g276900 TATA-box-binding protein       
     Glyma.09g277000 CBL-interacting protein kinase 22     
     Glyma.09g277100 Saposin B domain-containing protein     
     Glyma.09g277200 Saposin B domain-containing protein     
     Glyma.09g277300 Myosin heavy chain-like      
     Glyma.09g277400 Beta-ketoacyl-acyl carrier protein synthase III    
     Glyma.09g277500         
     Glyma.09g277600         
     Glyma.09g277700         
     Glyma.09g277800 Cationic peroxidase 1      
     Glyma.09g277900 Cationic peroxidase 1      
     Glyma.09g278000 Non-specific lipid-transfer protein      
     Glyma.09g278100 Transcription factor bHLH93      
     Glyma.09g278200 Epidermis-specific secreted glycoprotein EP1     
     Glyma.09g278300 Peroxisomal aminotransferase (Fragment)      
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   Glyma.09g278400 
Chromosome condensation regulator-like 
protein     
     Glyma.09g278500 Regulatory-associated protein of mTOR     
     Glyma.09g278600 
Class E vacuolar protein-sorting machinery 
protein HSE1  
     Glyma.09g278700 Regulatory-associated protein of mTOR     
     Glyma.09g278800         
     Glyma.09g278900 DNA-directed RNA polymerase      
     Glyma.09g279000         
     Glyma.09g279100 Cytochrome P450       
     Glyma.09g279200         
     Glyma.09g279300 Pentatricopeptide repeat-containing protein      
     Glyma.09g279400 Alpha-soluble NSF attachment protein     
     Glyma.09g279500 D-alanine--D-alanine ligase       
     Glyma.09g279600 Wound-induced protein       
     Glyma.09g279700         
     Glyma.09g279800 Sex determination protein tasselseed-2     
     Glyma.09g279900 Protein SCAR2       
     Glyma.09g280000         
     Glyma.09g280100 GDP-L-fucose synthase       
     Glyma.09g280200 WRKY transcription factor WRKY108715     
     Glyma.09g280300 CASP-like protein ARALYDRAFT      
     Glyma.09g280400 UDP-glucuronosyltransferase 2B4       
     Glyma.09g280500 UDP-glucuronosyltransferase 2B4       
          Glyma.09g280600 Methyltransferase        
10 37487605 4.53 5.92% 37.12 - 37.87 Glyma.10g137500 Helicase-like protein       
     Glyma.10g137600 ABC transporter B family member    
     Glyma.10g137700 Cysteine desulfurase       
     Glyma.10g137800 Protein translocase subunit SecA     
     Glyma.10g137900 Ribosomal protein L7Ae/L30e/S12e/Gadd45      
     Glyma.10g138000         
     Glyma.10g138100 Polygalacturonase        
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     Glyma.10g138200 S-acyltransferase        
     Glyma.10g138300 WRKY transcription factor 47 family protein   
     Glyma.10g138400 Class II chitinase      
     Glyma.10g138500 Auxin-induced protein       
     Glyma.10g138600 
mRNA for protoporphyrinogen oxidase family 
protein   
     Glyma.10g138700 ASYNAPTIC 3       
     Glyma.10g138800 Transcription factor SPATULA      
     Glyma.10g138900 Pentatricopeptide repeat-containing protein      
     Glyma.10g139000 Myb-like transcription factor      
     Glyma.10g139100         
     Glyma.10g139200 Pectin acetylesterase       
     Glyma.10g139300 ABC1 protein       
     Glyma.10g139400 
Haloacid dehalogenase-like hydrolase family 
protein    
     Glyma.10g139500 Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase      
     Glyma.10g139600 T15B16.3 protein       
     Glyma.10g139700 Germin-like protein 16      
     Glyma.10g139800 Germin-like protein 17      
     Glyma.10g139900 
Membrane-bound dehydrogenase domain 
protein     
     Glyma.10g140000 
Hepatocellular carcinoma-associated antigen 59 
family protein   
     Glyma.10g140100         
     Glyma.10g140200 Alpha-expansin        
     Glyma.10g140300 F3I6.9 protein       
     Glyma.10g140400 Expansin-A31        
     Glyma.10g140500 Paladin        
     Glyma.10g140600         
     Glyma.10g140700 
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     Glyma.10g140800 Pentatricopeptide repeat-containing protein      
     Glyma.10g140900 DEAD-box ATP-dependent RNA helicase     
     Glyma.10g141000 Transmembrane protein 184A      
     Glyma.10g141100         
     Glyma.10g141200 Disproportionating enzyme 1      
     Glyma.10g141300         
     Glyma.10g141400 Phytochrome        
     Glyma.10g141500 Bifunctional aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase      
     Glyma.10g141600 Pyruvate kinase       
     Glyma.10g141700 Germin-like protein 1      
     Glyma.10g141800 Flap endonuclease 1      
     Glyma.10g141900 Pumilio-like protein       
     Glyma.10g142000 Peptide transporter PTR1      
     Glyma.10g142100 Pectin acetylesterase       
     Glyma.10g142200 Myb family transcription factor family protein   
     Glyma.10g142300         
     Glyma.10g142400 Cytosolic Fe-S cluster assembly factor NBP35   
     Glyma.10g142500         
     Glyma.10g142600 Transcription factor PIF3      
     Glyma.10g142700 Cold-induced plasma membrane protein     
     Glyma.10g142800 Zinc finger, RING-type      
     Glyma.10g142900 Pheres2        
     Glyma.10g143000 Ribosomal protein S12      
     Glyma.10g143100 Ribosomal protein S12      
     Glyma.10g143200 Ribosomal protein S12      
     Glyma.10g143300 Ribosomal protein S12      
     Glyma.10g143400 Myb protein-like protein      
     Glyma.10g143500 Aspartic proteinase 2      
     Glyma.10g143600         
     Glyma.10g143700 F10A16.15 protein       
     Glyma.10g143800 DNA binding protein      
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          Glyma.10g143900 Limkain-b1 n=1       
14 43114203 4.44 4.54% 42.60 - 43.18 Glyma.14g172200 VQ motif-containing family protein     
     Glyma.14g172300 Quinolone resistance protein norA     
     Glyma.14g172400 Pumilio domain-containing protein      
     Glyma.14g172500         
     Glyma.14g172600 Hexose transporter HT2      
     Glyma.14g172700 Monosaccharide transport protein 1     
     Glyma.14g172800 F16L1.2 protein       
     Glyma.14g172900         
     Glyma.14g173000 Synaptonemal complex protein      
     Glyma.14g173100 Cf-4/9 disease resistance-like family protein    
     Glyma.14g173200 Cytochrome c       
     Glyma.14g173300 Receptor-like protein kinase      
     Glyma.14g173400 Receptor-like kinase-like protein      
     Glyma.14g173500 Lipoxygenase        
     Glyma.14g173600 Receptor protein kinase-like protein     
     Glyma.14g173700 Receptor-like protein kinase      
     Glyma.14g173800 
nucleosome/chromatin assembly factor group, 
partial    
     Glyma.14g173900 Receptor-like kinase-like protein      
     Glyma.14g174000 Abscisic acid receptor PYL8     
     Glyma.14g174100 
Probable ATP synthase 24 kDa subunit, 
mitochondrial  
     Glyma.14g174200 Cryptochrome1        
     Glyma.14g174300 Aquaporin NIP1-1       
     Glyma.14g174400 Leucine-rich repeat-containing protein      
     Glyma.14g174500 Probable pectin methyltransferase QUA2     
     Glyma.14g174600 RNA-binding protein       
          Glyma.14g174700 Helicase-like protein       
8 17743016 4.36 5.98% 17.24 - 18.06 Glyma.08g213600 Signal recognition particle 54 kDa protein 1  
     Glyma.08g213700 HAT-like transposase       
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     Glyma.08g213800 Pentatricopeptide repeat-containing protein      
     Glyma.08g213900 Hydrolase, alpha/beta fold family protein    
     Glyma.08g214000 
Tetratricopeptide-like helical domain-containing 
protein     
     Glyma.08g214100 VQ motif-containing protein      
     Glyma.08g214200 Glycerol kinase       
     Glyma.08g214300 
Pyrophosphate-energized vacuolar membrane 
proton pump    
     Glyma.08g214400 
Ubiquinone biosynthesis methyltransferase 
COQ5     
     Glyma.08g214500 F-box/LRR-repeat protein       
     Glyma.08g214600 Topless        
     Glyma.08g214700 Chloroplast ribose-5-phosphate isomerase      
     Glyma.08g214800 Jp18        
     Glyma.08g214900 CTV.22        
     Glyma.08g215000         
     Glyma.08g215100         
     Glyma.08g215200         
     Glyma.08g215300 Transcription factor bHLH25      
     Glyma.08g215400 Transcription factor bHLH25      
     Glyma.08g215500 Transcription factor bHLH25      
     Glyma.08g215600 Transcription factor bHLH18      
     Glyma.08g215700 Ethylene-responsive transcription factor      
     Glyma.08g215800 BAG protein       
     Glyma.08g215900 DNA-directed RNA polymerase      
     Glyma.08g216000 30S ribosomal protein S15     
     Glyma.08g216100         
     Glyma.08g216200 Dihydroflavonol-4-reductase        
     Glyma.08g216300 F-box/LRR-repeat protein       
     Glyma.08g216400         
     Glyma.08g216500 ATPase 6 family protein     
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     Glyma.08g216600 Ethylene response factor      
     Glyma.08g216700 Defective in cullin neddylation protein    
     Glyma.08g216800 F23A5.4 protein       
     Glyma.08g216900 F23A5.5        
     Glyma.08g217000 Mitochondrial acidic protein MAM33     
     Glyma.08g217100 Zinc finger protein      
     Glyma.08g217200 Golgi SNAP receptor complex member 1   
     Glyma.08g217300         
     Glyma.08g217400 NIP3        
     Glyma.08g217500 XH domain-containing family protein     
     Glyma.08g217600 Ribonuclease CAF1       
     Glyma.08g217700 40S ribosomal protein S12     
     Glyma.08g217800 
Sister chromatid cohesion protein PDS5-like 
protein   
     Glyma.08g217900 
Sister chromatid cohesion protein PDS5-like 
protein   
     Glyma.08g218000         
     Glyma.08g218100 Cinnamoyl CoA reductase      
     Glyma.08g218200 Metal transporter Nramp1 family protein    
     Glyma.08g218300         
     Glyma.08g218400 Ser/Thr protein kinase (Fragment)     
     Glyma.08g218500 
Mitochondrial ATP synthesis coupled proton 
transport protein  
     Glyma.08g218600 Transcription factor       
     Glyma.08g218700 Methyladenine glycosylase family protein     
     Glyma.08g218800 NDH subunit PnsB1      
     Glyma.08g218900 Phospholipid N-methyltransferase       
     Glyma.08g219000 Constitutive photomorphogenic 3 family protein    
     Glyma.08g219100 ACT domain-containing protein      
     Glyma.08g219200 
Protein LOW PSII ACCUMULATION 3, 
chloroplastic   
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     Glyma.08g219300 CNGC5-like protein       
     Glyma.08g219400 Fucosyltransferase        
     Glyma.08g219500 Fucosyltransferase        
     Glyma.08g219600         
     Glyma.08g219700         
     Glyma.08g219800 F-box protein       
     Glyma.08g219900 GAG1At protein       
     Glyma.08g220000 Heat shock protein binding protein    
     Glyma.08g220100 Phosphatase 2C family protein     
     Glyma.08g220200 Shikimate O-hydroxycinnamoyltransferase       
     Glyma.08g220300         
     Glyma.08g220400 F23A5.30 protein       
     Glyma.08g220500         
     Glyma.08g220600 Aspartyl protease family protein     
     Glyma.08g220700 Kinase cdc2 homolog B     
     Glyma.08g220800 AP2 domain-containing transcription factor     
     Glyma.08g220900         
     Glyma.08g221000 F9K20.7 protein       
     Glyma.08g221100 
GRF1-INTERACTING FACTOR 2 family 
protein    
     Glyma.08g221200 Kelch repeat-containing family protein     
     Glyma.08g221300 F-box family protein      
     Glyma.08g221400 FMN binding protein      
     Glyma.08g221500 Xylosyltransferase 1       
     Glyma.08g221600 COL domain class transcription factor    
     Glyma.08g221700 KH domain-containing family protein     
     Glyma.08g221800 GATA transcription factor 28     
     Glyma.08g221900 
Mannosyl-oligosaccharide 1,2-alpha-
mannosidase       
     Glyma.08g222000 Metal tolerance protein C4     
     Glyma.08g222100 60S ribosomal protein L7-4-like protein    
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     Glyma.08g222200 
An N-terminal calmodulin binding 
autoinhibitory domain-containing family protein 








Fig. B.1. Foliar symptoms (top) and roots (bottom) of soybean plants 21 days after inoculation 
with Fusarium virguliforme with (left) or without (right) inoculation of arbuscular mycorrhizal 







Fig. B.2. Area under the disease progress curve (AUDPC) values for disease severity of sudden death syndrome. Means are shown for 
mycorrhizal and non-mycorrhizal treatments. AUDPC was calculated using foliar symptom ratings taken 14, 17, and 21 days after 
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*An amended form of this appendix appears in its entirety in the Journal for Plant Nutrition as Pawlowski, M.L., 
Helfenstein, J., Frossard, E., Hartman, G.L. 2018. Boron and zinc deficiencies and toxicities and their interactions 
with other nutrients in soybean roots, leaves, and seeds. Journal of Plant Nutrition 42:634-649. 
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APPENDIX C: BORON AND ZINC DEFICIENCIES AND TOXICITIES AND THEIR 




In many parts of the world, soils deficient and/or toxic in micronutrients reduce potential 
soybean (Glycine max) yields. The objective of our study was to grow plants in low to high 
concentrations of boron (B) and zinc (Zn) to determine how those treatments effect soybean 
growth and interact with other essential nutrients in roots, leaves, and seeds. This study showed 
B significantly affected levels of all essential nutrients except manganese and iron, and Zn 
treatments significantly affected all essential nutrients in at least one plant tissue tested. Some of 
the physiological responses and nutrient interactions were genotype-dependent. This study 
showed how important B and Zn are on plant growth and nutrient interactions as well as the 
influence of soybean genotype on these responses.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
Soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] is one of the most widely grown crops worldwide with 
121 million ha in production in 2016 (FAO 2018). Soybean production is increasing worldwide 
with the United States, Brazil, Argentina, India, and China producing soybean on 33.4, 30.2, 
19.3, 10.9, and 6.8 million ha, respectively, in 2014 (FAO 2017). As global soybean production 
increases, there is a rising concern about how soil nutrition will impact yield (Alloway 2008), 
seed quality, and susceptibility to soybean pathogens and pests (Helfenstein et al. 2015). 
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In many parts of the world, soils deficient or toxic in nutrients may produce less crop yields 
than expected and result in food products that affect human nutrition (Cakmak 2002). Nutrient 
deficiencies and toxicities in crop plants involve a network of interactions that may cause 
differential uptake of other nutrients. For instance, over-fertilization of phosphorus (P) may 
reduce mycorrhizal colonization which reduces zinc (Zn) uptake and lead to deficiency within 
the plant, while a deficiency in boron (B) may reduce the translocation of calcium (Ca) (Barker 
and Pilbeam 2015). There are many other interactions like this among nutrients needed to grow 
healthy plants. The focus of our work was on B and Zn and their interactions with other nutrients 
and their effect on soybean growth. 
Boron is a micronutrient essential for assisting in cross linking of rhamnogalacturonan II, a 
cell-wall component (Brown et al. 2002), functionality of cell membranes (Bassil, Hu, and 
Brown 2004) and nitrogen fixation (Mateo et al. 1986; Marschner 2012). Boron persists in soils 
as uncharged boric acid, or as negatively charged borate in more alkaline soils and can easily be 
leached during high rainfall conditions (Barker and Pilbeam 2015). Boron deficiency is most 
prevalent in plants grown on alkaline calcareous soils, such as in parts of China, India, and 
Argentina (Ahmad et al. 2012).  Boron deficiency in plants has been considered one of the most 
economically important micronutrient stresses and is the second most common deficiency 
worldwide (Benjavan and Sansanee 2004; Graham 2008). In plants, most forms of B would be 
phloem-immobile and follow transpiration through the xylem. B deficiency first appears in 
young leaves and is known to inhibit growth of root and shoot apical meristems and cause the 
plant to develop small, brittle leaves (Goldbach 1997; Poss et al. 1999). Symptoms of B 
deficiency in soybean include diminished root growth and brown root discoloration, reduced 
nodulation, reduced shoot growth, die-back of apical meristem tissues, abnormal leaf growth and 
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interveinal necrosis (Will et al. 2011).  Boron accumulation can quickly reach toxic levels in the 
soil due to poor drainage (Camacho-Cristóbal, Rexach, and González-Fontes 2008).  Boron 
toxicity may occur in irrigated crops when irrigation water has high B concentration, and this 
accumulates in the soil with time, as has been reported in southwestern United States, Egypt, 
parts of India, and Spain Boron forms complexes with many metabolic molecules, including 
ATP, NADH, NADPH, and RNA, thus excess B uptake can inhibit many metabolic processes 
(Haneklaus et al. 2007). Excess B has also shown to inhibit photosynthesis (Reid et al. 2004) and 
symptoms first become visible in the margins of older leaves (Poss et al. 1999), and in soybean 
include abnormal leaf growth, interveinal necrosis, and black spots on the upper leaf surface 
(Will et al. 2011). Although B deficiency and toxicity have shown negative effects on soybean 
growth, it is unknown if this is always a direct response and/or an indirect response with other 
nutrients (Barker and Pilbeam 2015).  
Zinc is an essential plant micronutrient that is an integral component of thousands of 
enzymes, including enzyme activation, membrane integrity, and binding of radicals). Zinc 
deficiency in crops is the most widely occurring micronutrient deficiency in the world, resulting 
in about one third of the human population suffering from inadequate Zn in their diet (Barker and 
Pilbeam 2015). Zinc deficiency is common in weathered acid or calcareous soils, which is 
prevalent in South and Southeast Asia, Southern Africa, and Central America are at high risk of 
Zn deficiency (Hotz and Brown 2004). Zinc persists in soils in multiple forms but is primarily 
taken up by plants as Zn2+ and is poorly available in higher pH soils except as ZnOH+ (Barker 
and Pilbeam 2015; Graham 2008). Zinc deficiency is mostly attributed to Zn fixation in soils and 
symptoms include leaf chlorosis and, in serious cases, leaf death and reduced root development 
(Rafique, Rashid, and Mahmood-ul-Hassan 2012; Ren et al. 1993). Zinc deficiency was shown 
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to increase susceptibility in soybean to several pathogens (Helfenstein et al. 2015).  On the other 
hand, Zn toxicity occurs on areas exposed to industrial pollution or where excessive sewage 
sludge has been applied (Broadley et al. 2007). Decreased growth and metabolic function, and 
induction of oxidative stress are all indicators of Zn toxicity (Nagajyoti, Lee, and Sreekanth 
2010). In soybean, Zn toxicity symptoms also include necrotic spots on older leaves and severe 
interveinal chlorosis on emerging leaves (White, Decker, and Chaney 1979). It is known that P 
and iron (Fe) have inverse relationships with Zn; however, there are many inconsistencies in the 
literature on these interactions as well as other Zn-nutrient interactions within the plant 
(Haneklaus et al. 2007).  
In soybean, there are few controlled studies examining how B (Minarik and Shive 1939) and 
Zn (Demeterio, Ellis, and Paulsen 1972; Lingle, Tiffin, and Brown 1963; Ambler, Brown, and 
Gauch 1970; Paulsen and Rotimi 1968) deficiencies and toxicities impact nutrient composition in 
roots, leaves, and seeds. Leaf nutrient concentrations after treatment with varying Zn 
concentrations from this study were previously reported (Helfenstein et al. 2015). However, to 
our knowledge this is the first whole plant analysis of many of the essential nutrients and their 
responses to B and Zn deficiencies and toxicities.  The objective of our study was to grow plants 
in low to high concentrations of B and Zn to gain a more comprehensive understanding of how 
those treatments effect soybean growth and interact with other essential nutrients in roots, leaves, 
and seeds.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Plant materials and growth conditions. Two soybean cultivars, Alpha and Fairbault, were 
grown as our prior publication on determining the influence of Zn on host susceptibility to 
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pathogens and pests (Helfenstein et al. 2015). Briefly, soybean seeds were surface-disinfected, 
and five seeds were placed in a 16.5 cm diameter pot filled with 2.75 kg of coarse silica sand 
(size 0.60–2.38 mm: Best Sand Corporation, Chardon, USA). Seedlings were thinned to the two 
most vigorous plants 14 d after planting (DAP). The plants were placed in a greenhouse held at 
25±2ᵒC during the day and 20±2.5ᵒC at night with a 14 h photoperiod. Supplementary 
illumination was provided by a mixture of high-pressure sodium vapor and metal halide lamps. 
Plants were irrigated three times daily until sand was saturated and excess solution dripped from 
the container. During the first week after planting, the plants were irrigated with distilled water 
and subsequently with treatment-specific Hoagland’s solutions with formulations adapted for this 
study. As a control, a Hoagland’s solution for soybeans was used consisting of 0.5 mM 
monopotassium phosphate (KH2PO4), 5 mM potassium nitrate (KNO3), 5 mM calcium nitrate 
(Ca(NO3)2), 2 mM magnesium sulfate (MgSO4), 0.1 mM EDTA iron(III) sodium salt 
(C10H12N2O8FeNa), 0.05 mM potassium chloride (KCl), 0.025 mM boric acid (H3BO3), 2 µM 
manganese sulfate (MnSO4), 2 µM zinc sulfate (ZnSO4), 0.5 µM copper sulfate (CuSO4), and 0.5 
µM sodium molybdate Na2MoO4 (Pfahler 2012). Concentrations of H3BO3 for the predetermined 
levels of B tested were 0 μM for -B treatment, 2.5 µM for 0.1x B, 0.025 mM for B standard, and 
0.25 mM 10x B treatment. Concentrations of ZnSO4 for the predetermined levels of Zn tested 
were 0 μM for the –Zn treatment, 0.2 μM for 0.1x Zn, 2 μM for Zn standard, and 200 μM 100x 
Zn treatment. To minimize contamination, only plastic utensils were used to prepare and store 
the solutions. All utensils were washed thoroughly, soaked in 10% HNO3, and rinsed twice with 
deionized water (Impa et al. 2013). All water used in treatments and washing was filtered 
through a water purification system to avoid boron contamination (Aqua Solutions, Inc., Jasper, 
GA, USA).  
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Experimental design. The experiment was arranged in a 2 x 7 factorial randomized 
complete block design with cultivar and nutrient treatment as factors, respectively. There was a 
total of four blocks, each with all 14 factorial treatment combinations. The experimental unit was 
one pot consisting of two plants. The whole experiment was repeated once using a different 
randomization of treatments.  
Sampling of plant tissues. At 34 DAP, the aboveground biomass from one randomly 
selected plant per pot was excised and dried at 70ᵒC for 3 d and the leaves and petioles were 
weighed and ground for analysis of nutrients using inductively coupled mass spectrometry (ICP-
MS) AOAC 985.01 (A&L Great Lakes Laboratories, Fort Wayne, IN, USA).  
When plants were fully senesced (growth stage R8), plants were removed from each pot and 
measured for plant stem height. Stems, seeds, and roots were separated and dried for 3 days at 
70ᵒC. Seeds, stems, and roots were weighed. Seeds and roots were ground for analysis of 
nutrients using ICP-MS AOAC 985.01 (A&L Great Lakes Laboratories) for the first trial. 
Statistical analyses. Statistical analyses were performed in JMP 11 (SAS Institute, Cary, 
NC).  Bartlett’s test for variance homogeneity was performed using JMP Fit Y by X platform on 
the data to test the homogeneity of variance between the trials to determine if the data sets from 
each trial could appropriately be combined for analysis. Prior to analysis, nutrient concentration 
data were transformed by taking the log to base 10 to correct for heterogeneity of variance 
among the trials. For all data, a full-factorial analysis of variance model was fitted using the JMP 
Fit Model platform to analyze the fixed effects of the cultivars, treatments, and blocks. Means 
were separated using Fischer’s least significant difference test (α = 0.05).  Any differences stated 





Effect of B deficiency and toxicity on stem height and mass of roots, stems, and seeds. 
There was a significant (P < 0.05) cultivar by B treatment interaction for mass of stems and roots 
with significant treatment and cultivar effects for stem height and seed mass (Table C.1). Plants 
that were not treated with B died after only producing the first unifoliate leaf, within a month 
after germination and the data were not used in the analysis.  For plant height, plants treated with 
0.1x B were shorter (83 cm) and plants treated with 10x B were taller (123 cm) compared to 
control plants (103 cm) (Fig. C.1a). For root mass, plants of cv. Alpha treated with 0.1x B were 
higher (3.9 g) while those treated with 10x B were lower (1.9 g) compared to the control plants 
(3.3 g) (Fig. C.1b). For stem mass, plants of cv. Alpha treated with 0.1x B were higher (12.9 g) 
than the control plants (9.6 g) (Fig. C.1c). For seed mass, plants treated with 10x B were lower 
(7.6 g) than the control plants (13.4 g) (Fig. C.1d).  
Macro and micronutrient content in roots affected by B treatments. There was a 
significant cultivar by B treatment interaction for nitrogen (N) and sulfur (S), a significant B 
treatment main effect for magnesium (Mg), a significant cultivar main effect for Ca, and no 
significance for P and potassium (K) (Table C.2). Plants of cv. Alpha treated with 10x B had 
lower levels of N compared to the control plants (Table C.3). For Mg, plants treated with 0.1x B 
had higher levels and plants treated with 10x B had lower levels compared to the control. For S, 
plants of cv. Alpha treated with 10x B and plants of cv. Fairbault treated with 0.1x B had lower 
levels compared to control plants.  
There was a significant B treatment main effect for B and no significance for Zn, Manganese 
(Mn), Fe, and copper (Cu) (Table C.4). For B, plants treated with 0.1x B had lower levels and 
plants treated with 10x B had higher levels compared to control plants (Table C.5).  
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Macro and micronutrient content in leaves affected by B treatments. There was a 
significant cultivar by B treatment interaction for all macronutrients except K and Mg, 
significant B treatments main effect for Mg, and a significant cultivar main effect for K and Mg 
(Table C.2).  For N, plants of cv. Alpha treated with 0.1x B and 10x B had higher levels 
compared to control plants (Table C.3). For P, plants of cv. Alpha treated with 10x B and plants 
of cv. Fairbault treated with 0.1x B had higher levels compared to control plants. For Ca, plants 
of cv. Alpha treated with 0.1x B and 10x B and plants of cv. Fairbault treated with 10x B had 
lower levels compared to control plants. For Mg, plants treated with 10x B had lower levels 
compared to control plants. For S, plants of cv. Alpha treated with 10x B and plants of cv. 
Fairbault treated with 0.1x B and 10x B had lower concentrations levels to control plants.  
There was a significant cultivar by B treatment interaction for Zn, Cu, and B, no significance 
for Mn, and Fe (Table C.4).  For Zn, plants of cv. Alpha treated with 10x B had higher levels 
compared to control plants. For Cu, plants of cv. Alpha treated with 10x B had higher levels 
compared to control plants (Table C.5). For B, plants treated with 0.1x B had lower levels and 
plants treated with 10x B had higher levels compared to the control plants regardless of cultivar.  
Macro and micronutrient content in seeds affected by B treatments. There was a 
significant (P < 0.05) cultivar by B treatment interaction for P, Ca, and S, a significant B 
treatment main effect for K, and a significant cultivar main effect for N, K, and Mg (Table C.2).  
For P, plants of cv. Alpha treated with 10x B had higher levels than the control plants (Table 
C.3). For K, plants from both cultivars treated with 0.1x B had lower levels and plants treated 
with 10x B had higher levels than the control plants. For Ca, plants of cv. Alpha treated with 10x 
B had higher levels than control plants. For S, plants of cv. Fairbault treated with 0.1x B and 
plants from both cultivars treated with 10x B had lower levels compared to the control plants.  
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There was a significant cultivar by B treatment interaction for Zn, Cu, and B with significant 
cultivar effects for Mn and Fe (Table C.4). For Zn, plants of cv. Fairbault treated with 0.1x B had 
higher levels than the control plants (Table C.5). For Cu, plants of cv. Alpha treated with 10x B 
had higher levels compared to control plants. For B, plants treated with 0.1x B had lower levels 
and plants treated with 10x B had higher levels compared to the control plants regardless of 
cultivar.  
Effect of Zn deficiency and toxicity on stem height and mass of roots, stems, and seeds. 
There was a significant cultivar by Zn treatment interaction for root and stem mass, a significant 
Zn treatment main effect for plant height and seed mass, and a significant cultivar main effect for 
seed mass (Table C.1). For plant height, plants treated with -Zn (31 cm) and 0.1x Zn (76 cm) 
were shorter than the control (97 cm) (Fig. C.2a). For root mass, plants of cv. Alpha treated with 
-Zn (2.6 g) and 100x Zn (1.8 g) were less and Plants of cv. Alpha treated with 0.1x Zn (3.9 g) 
were larger compared to the control plants (3.3 g). Plants of cv. Fairbault treated with -Zn (1.6 g) 
had less root mass compared to the control plants (3.0 g) (Fig. C.2b). For stem mass, Plants of 
cv. Alpha treated with 100x Zn were less (5.1 g) than control plants (9.6 g) and Plants of cv. 
Fairbault treated with -Zn were less (3.8 g) than control plants (7.9 g) (Fig. C.2c). For seed mass, 
plants treated with -Zn (2.6 g), 0.1x Zn (9.1 g), and 100x Zn (8.9 g) were less than the control 
plants (13.4 g) (Fig. C.2d).  
Macro and micronutrient content in roots affected by Zn treatments. There was a 
significant cultivar by Zn treatment interaction for K, Mg, and S, a significant Zn treatment and 
cultivar main effect for N, P, and Ca (Table C.2). Compared to control plants, plants treated with 
-Zn and 0.1x Zn had higher levels of N while plants treated with 100x Zn had lower levels of N 
(Table C.3). For P, plants treated with -Zn had lower levels and plants treated with 100x Zn had 
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higher levels compared to control plants. For K, plants of cv. Alpha treated with -Zn and 0.1x Zn 
had Plants of cv. Fairbault treated with 100x Zn had higher levels compared to control plants. 
For Ca, plants treated with -Zn had lower levels compared to control plants. For Mg, plants of 
cv. Alpha treated with -Zn and 0.1x Zn had higher levels and Plants of cv. Alpha treated with 
100x Zn had lower levels compared to control plants. For S, plants treated with -Zn and 0.1x Zn 
had lower levels regardless of cultivar and plants of cv. Fairbault treated with 100x Zn had 
higher levels compared to control plants.  
There was a significant cultivar by Zn treatment interaction for Mn, a significant Zn 
treatment main effect for Zn, Fe, and Cu, and no significant effect for B (Table C.4). For Zn, 
plants treated with -Zn and 0.1x Zn had lower levels and plants treated with 100x Zn had higher 
levels compared to control plants (Table C.5). For Mn, plants treated with -Zn and 0.1x Zn had 
lower levels regardless of cultivar and plants of cv. Fairbault treated with 100x Zn had higher 
levels compared to control plants. For Fe, plants treated with -Zn and 0.1x Zn had lower levels 
and plants treated with 100x Zn had higher levels compared to control plants. For Cu, there were 
no significant differences between the treated plants and the control plants.  
Macro and micronutrient contents in leaves affected by Zn treatments. There was a 
significant cultivar by Zn treatment interaction for N, a significant Zn treatment main effect for 
P, K, Ca, Mg, and S, and a significant cultivar main effect for P, K, Ca, and Mg (Table C.2). For 
N, plants treated with -Zn and 0.1x Zn had lower levels compared to the control plants regardless 
of cultivar (Table C.3). For P, plants treated with -Zn, 0.1x Zn, and 100x Zn had higher levels 
compared to control plants. For K, plants treated with -Zn and 0.1x Zn had lower levels and 
plants treated with 100x Zn had higher levels compared to the control plants. For Ca, plants 
treated with 100x Zn had higher levels compared to the control plants. For Mg, plants treated 
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with -Zn and 0.1x Zn had higher levels compared to control plants. For S, plants treated with -Zn 
and 0.1x Zn had lower levels and plants treated with 100x Zn had higher levels compared to the 
control plants.  
There was a significant cultivar by Zn treatment interaction for Fe, a significant Zn treatment 
main effect for Zn, Mn, Cu, and B, and a significant cultivar main effect for Mn, Cu, and B 
(Table C.4). For Zn, plants treated with -Zn and 0.1x Zn had lower levels and plants treated with 
100x Zn had higher levels compared to control plants (Table C.5). For Mn, plants treated with -
Zn, 0.1x Zn, and 100x Zn had higher levels compared to control plants. For Fe, plants treated 
with -Zn had higher levels and plants treated with 100x Zn had lower levels regardless of 
cultivar, and Plants of cv. Fairbault treated with 0.1x Zn had higher levels compared to the 
control plants. For Cu, plants treated with 100x Zn had higher levels compared to control plants. 
For B, plants treated with -Zn and 0.1x Zn had lower levels and plants treated with 100x Zn had 
higher levels compared to the control plants.  
Macro and micronutrient content in seeds affected by Zn treatments. There was a 
significant cultivar by Zn treatment interaction for P, K, Mg, and S, a significant Zn treatment 
main effect for N, and a significant cultivar main effect for N and Ca (Table C.2). For N, plants 
treated with -Zn and 0.1x Zn had lower levels compared to the control plants (Table C.3). For P, 
plants treated with -Zn and 0.1x Zn had higher levels regardless of cultivar and plants of cv. 
Alpha treated with 100x Zn had higher levels compared to control plants. For K, plants of cv. 
Alpha treated with 0.1x Zn had lower levels and plants treated with 100x Zn had higher levels 
regardless of cultivar compared to the control plants. For Mg, plants of cv. Alpha treated with 
0.1x Zn had higher levels compared to the control. For S, plants treated with -Zn and 0.1x Zn had 
lower levels compared to the control regardless of cultivar.  
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The was a significant cultivar by Zn treatment interaction for Mn, a significant Zn treatment 
main effect for Zn, Fe, Cu, and B, and a significant cultivar main effect for Fe, Cu, and B, (Table 
C.4). For Zn, plants treated with -Zn and 0.1x Zn had lower levels and plants treated with 100x 
Zn had higher levels compared to control plants (Table C.5). For Mn, plants of cv. Alpha treated 
with 0.1x Zn and 100x Zn and plants of cv. Fairbault treated with -Zn and 0.1x Zn had higher 
levels compared to control plants. For Fe, plants treated with -Zn and 0.1x Zn had higher levels 
and plants treated with 100x Zn had lower levels compared to the control plants. For Cu, -Zn and 
0.1x Zn had higher levels compared to the control plants. For B, plants treated with -Zn and 0.1x 




Plants grown under optimal nutrient conditions often grow and produce a normal crop.  
When nutrients become imbalanced, plants may suffer and produce visual symptoms, suffer from 
biotic and/or other abiotic stresses, and produce lower yields. Often when one nutrient is 
imbalanced it may affect other nutrients in the plant as well. Nutrient interactions in plants grown 
in soils or media specifically deficient or toxic in B and Zn have not been well documented, and 
little is known about the effects of B and Zn on the uptake of other nutrients in soybean (Barker 
and Pilbeam 2015). We used different doses of B and Zn creating deficiencies or toxicities and 
analyzed soybean growth and nutrient interactions in roots, leaves, and seeds.  Plants grown in 
treatments based on increased dosages of B or Zn showed increased levels of B and Zn in roots, 
leaves, and seeds.  Plant growth was often reduced at the high and low doses of B and Zn.  
Without B, plants stopped growing and died within a month after sowing. In general, plant height 
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increased with increased doses of B and Zn. Seed concentrations were higher and lower than 
what can be considered the average range in plants treated with elevated and reduced levels of B 
and Zn, respectively (Ziegler et al. 2017).  A study on Zn toxicity tolerance in soybean found 
similar root Zn levels to the current study with 40 μg Zn/g in control treatments and 2,103 μg 
Zn/g in roots treated with 100x Zn (White, Decker, and Chaney 1979).  This shows that 
physiological and nutrient interactions in our study are most likely responses to the varying 
levels of B or Zn treatments.    
For both soybean cultivars used in our study, plant height increased as B concentration 
increased, although seed mass was reduced at the 10x B treatment. Boron toxicity is known to 
reduce leaf growth, in turn reducing photosynthetic rates, which has shown to negatively impact 
grain yields (Barker and Pilbeam 2015). In terms of stem and root mass, cv. Alpha but not cv. 
Faribault had higher stem and root masses in 0.1x B treatments and lower root masses in the 10x 
B treatment compared to the controls. A differential response of soybean cultivars to B has been 
reported in soybean seeds (Rerkasem et al. 1993), but not to soybean stems or roots. More 
research is needed to determine if soybean genotypes commonly exhibit differential responses to 
B availability.  
Boron deficiency is known to reduce nitrate transporter activity, which reduces N levels in 
leaves of rape (Shen, Liang, and Shen 1993), sunflower (Kastori and Petrović 1989), tobacco 
(Camacho-Cristóbal and González-Fontes 2007), and tomato (Ramón, Ruiz, and Gárate 1989). 
In our study, lower N levels occurred in leaf tissues of B deficient plants of cv. Alpha, and a 10x 
B treatment also reduced N in root and leaf tissues of Alpha. One study also showed that excess 
B reduced Mg and K levels in tobacco leaves (Camacho-Cristóbal and González-Fontes 2007). 
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In our study, B deficiency caused reduced levels of K in seed and excess B showed a reduction 
of Mg in root and leaf tissues in plants and an increase in Mg in roots of B deficient plants.  
Translocation of Ca is directly impacted by levels of B.  In rose and tobacco, excess B 
increased the translocation of Ca in shoots (Ganmore-Neumann and Davidov 1993; Lopez-
Lefebre et al. 2002), but decreased levels of Ca in potato leaves, while decreased B increased 
levels of Ca (Abdulnour, Donnelly, and Barthakur 2000). In the current study, excess B 
decreased the levels of Ca in leaf tissues while increasing levels of Ca in seed in Plants of cv. 
Alpha, which could be explained by the role of B in Ca translocation. It was shown that both B 
deficiency and toxicity lower Ca levels in soybean leaves (Minarik and Shive 1939). This was 
confirmed in our study as well.  
Both low and high Zn treatments reduced growth of soybean plants compared to the control 
treatment as all plants had shorter plant heights and smaller root and seed masses due to Zn 
deficiency. Zn toxicity reduced plant heights and seed mass for all plants, but cv. Alpha also had 
less stem and root masses as well. This may be due to variation in genotype tolerance to Zn 
toxicity.    
Zinc deficiency in soybean has been shown to result in lower levels of N in leaves, stems, 
and roots as well and less nodulation (Demeterio, Ellis, and Paulsen 1972). In other crops, 
several studies showed that application of N and Zn together increased plant growth (Liu et al. 
2004; Verma et al. 2005); however, an adverse relationship between the two elements was also 
observed in maize to varying treatments with N and Zn (Adiloglu and Saglam 2005). In our 
study, there was no adverse relationship in above ground tissues as Zn deficient treatments 
reduced N levels in seeds and leaves, but there were increased levels of N in roots. This suggests 
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Zn may play a role in translocation of N to above ground plant matter (Cakmak and Marschner 
1990).  
There is a general inverse trend between P and Zn uptake, although this interaction is not 
always consistent in plants (Barker and Pilbeam 2015; Helfenstein et al. 2016). Zinc deficiency 
was associated with increased levels of P in aboveground plant tissues in cotton (Cakmak and 
Marschner 1986) and potato (Barben et al. 2010); however, this interaction was not observed in 
oilseed rape (Akhtar, Oki, and Adachi 2010), or in maize and wheat (Parker 1993). In potato, Zn 
deficiency also was associated with an accumulation of P in root tissues, while excess Zn 
reduced P in shoot tissues, showing a potential inhibition of transport of P due to excess Zn 
(Barben et al. 2010). In soybean, Zn deficiency was associated with increased P in leaves and 
stems, but not roots (Paulsen and Rotimi 1968). In our study, plants that received treatments with 
less than optimum Zn had higher levels of P in seeds and leaves compared to the control; 
however, there was a reduction of P in roots likely due to an interaction with the translocation of 
P. Our study also found that excess Zn increased levels of P in root tissues, leaves, and seeds.   
There are conflicting reports related to the relationship between Zn and K. Elevated levels of 
Zn increased K in corn grain (Aref 2011) and leaves (Aref 2012) at harvest; however, no 
significant relationship was found in sampled corn 70 days after planting (Ziaeyan and Rajaie 
2012). Another study found excess Zn reduced K in leaves of blackgram (Kalyanaraman and 
Sivagurunathan 1994). In our study, Zn deficient plants had lower K levels in seeds and leaves, 
but higher levels in roots and higher levels in leaves and seeds for plants treated with excess Zn.  
Increasing Zn in nutrient solutions has been associated with decreased Fe in soybean stems 
(Lingle, Tiffin, and Brown 1963; Ambler, Brown, and Gauch 1970). We found that high doses of 
Zn decreased Fe in seeds and leaves, but not in roots as Fe increased. Lower doses of Zn 
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increased Fe in seeds and leaves, but lowered Fe in roots. A prior study (Shahriaripour and 
Tajabadipour 2010) found similar responses in pistachio treated with high Zn levels, which 
caused a reduction of Fe in stems and leaves, but increased Fe in roots. They also found high 
levels of Zn reduced Mn and Cu levels in leaves as well. In our study, both excess and deficient 
amounts of Zn were found to increase Mn in leaves and seeds, decreased Mn in root tissues, and 
accumulated Cu in Zn deficient seed. In addition, Zn deficient wheat plants showed an increase 
in root exudates of a phytosiderophore known to mobilize both Zn and Fe (Zhang, Romheld, and 
Marschner 1991). This may be partly why we are seeing a buildup of Fe in Zn deficient root 
tissues.  
Previous studies report an interaction between B and Zn in tissues in response to B and Zn 
fertilization (Barker and Pilbeam 2015). A greenhouse experiment showed excess doses of Zn 
decreased B in corn leaves, but a field experiment showed no relationship between the two 
micronutrients (Aref 2012; Hosseini et al. 2007). When we treated plants with high levels of Zn, 
B in leaves and seeds decreased, while in the low Zn treatment the opposite effect occurred. With 
the B treatments, there was no effect on Zn except in leaves of cv. Alpha where excess B 
increased Zn.  
Some studies reported that plant genotypes may cause a differential response to low or high 
levels of B and Zn. For example, increasing B levels significantly reduced Ca levels in plantlets 
in one, but not the other potato cultivar (Abdulnour, Donnelly, and Barthakur 2000; Wang et al. 
2003).  In addition, genotype-specific responses to boron toxicity and deficiency in corn, tomato, 
and wheat were reported (Haneklaus et al. 2007). There is no known genotype-specific response 
reported to B toxicity and deficiency in soybean. The cultivars we used in our study have no 
nutrient tolerances (Orf and MacDonald 1994, 1995). In general, we found cv. Fairbault had 
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fewer significant nutrient interactions to B toxicity compared to cv. Alpha, while cv. Alpha had 
fewer significant nutrient interactions to B deficiency compared to cv. Fairbault.  A similar result 
was reported in wheat genotypes where some genotypes were tolerant to excess B and some 
were tolerant to reduced B (Nable, Lance, and Cartwright 1990).  In our study, the soybean 
cultivars did not show much of a differential response to high levels of Zn. One study showed 
that when soybean cultivars were treated with a high dose of Zn, there was a range from sensitive 
to insensitive (White, Decker, and Chaney 1979). In addition, variation in genotype response to 
Zn deficiency was reported in chick pea (Khan, McDonald, and Rengel 1998), common bean 
(Hacisalihoglu et al. 2004), and rice (Mori et al. 2015). This variation is thought to be attributed 
to variation of releasing root exudates that facilitate the uptake of Zn from soils (Rengel 1997).  
We did see some differential response for a couple of measurements as lower Zn doses applied to 





Table C.1. Analysis of variance showing F values for plant height and masses in root, stem, and seed samples of 
two soybean cultivars that were grown in a greenhouse under treatments with varying concentrations of boron (B) or 
zinc (Zn).  
Nutrient Treatment DF Plant height Root Mass Stem mass Seed mass 
B Block 7 5.06*** 1.31 1.18 1.44 
 Cultivar 1 4.24* 0.04 10.67** 41.67*** 
 B treatment 2 23.92*** 28.12*** 4.21* 33.50*** 
 B treatment x Cultivar 3 1.33 756** 4.61* 0.15 
Zn Block 7 2.87* 1.40 1.06 2.97* 
 Cultivar 1 1.69 8.51** 9.51** 65.98*** 
 Zn treatment 3 34.92*** 16.71*** 4.34** 67.80*** 
 Zn treatment x Cultivar 3 1.34 9.48*** 3.21* 2.62 
Block, randomized complete block design with four replicates in each of two trials for leaf samples and one trial for 
seed and root samples; Cultivar, Alpha and Fairbault; B treatment , 0.1x B, B (physiologically optimal concentration 
at 0.025 mM), and 10x B; Zn treatment, -Zn, 0.1x Zn, Zn (physiologically optimal concentration at 2 μM), and 100x 
Zn; Error ϒ, degrees of freedom. 
* = Comparisons are significant at P < 0.05 level of probability. 
** = Comparisons are significant at P < 0.01 level of probability. 







Table C.2.  Analysis of variance showing F values for contents of macronutrients in seed, leaf, and root samples of two 
soybean cultivars that were grown in a greenhouse under treatments with varying concentrations of boron (B) or zinc (Zn).   
   Macronutrients 
Organ Source DF N P K Ca Mg S 
Root Block 3 0.81 0.46 0.49 0.69 0.68 0.90 
 Cultivar 1 22.69*** 0.44 0.56 7.10* 2.51 72.35*** 
 B treatment 2 3.96* 2.99 0.03 3.53 15.42*** 7.83** 
 Cv x B treatment 2 3.92* 0.30 0.04 0.07 0.19 10.54** 
Leaf Block 7 1.92 0.43 0.99 0.38 0.07 0.54 
 Cultivar 1 20.23*** 0.35 8.12** 4.48* 10.40** 4.58* 
 B treatment 2 5.24*** 13.73*** 2.19 20.57*** 8.08** 0.73 
 Cv x B treatment 2 9.24*** 19.66*** 0.34 5.82** 0.33 3.38* 
Seed Block 3 0.84 2.07 0.79 0.77 0.34 0.91 
 Cultivar 1 46.04***c 0.05 43.63*** 127.07*** 30.43*** 42.02*** 
 B treatment 2 0.54 11.45*** 13.43*** 14.32*** 3.07 7.24** 
 Cv x B treatment 2 0.05 4.90* 2.55 5.80* 0.89 8.06** 
Root Block 3 4.03* 0.08 1.28 0.54 1.95 0.75 
 Cultivar 1 174.16*** 10.54** 1.93 7.14* 16.29*** 43.6*** 
 Zn treatment 3 143.19*** 18.52*** 7.18** 20.92*** 26.63*** 33.52*** 
 Cv x Zn 
treatment 
3 2.57 0.79 8.11*** 1.19 12.54*** 5.09** 
Leaf Block 7 5.49** 0.09 0.44 1.06 0.71 1.94 
 Cultivar 1 1.47 12.67*** 11.74** 10.47** 18.25*** 1.01 
 Zn treatment 3 261.36*** 76.40*** 90.17*** 17.35*** 18.53*** 157.18*** 
 Cv x Zn 
treatment 
3 3.17* 1.31 0.44 0.21 0.78 0.13 
Seed Block 3 1.63 0.83 0.98 0.20 1.92 3.36* 
 Cultivar 1 31.16*** 0.01 1.20 52.06*** 6.61* 4.72* 
 Zn treatment 3 6.86** 10.93*** 63.05*** 3.12 9.90*** 73.58*** 
 Cv x Zn 
treatment 
3 0.05 3.31* 7.44** 0.81 7.87** 3.29* 
Note: Nutrient contents were measured in leaf samples 34 days after planting and in seed and root samples at maturity.  
Block, randomized complete block design with four replications in each of two trials for leaf samples and one trial for seed and 
root samples; Cultivar, Alpha and Fairbault; B treatment, 0.1x B, B (physiologically optimal concentration at 0.025 mM), and 
10x B; Zn treatment, -Zn, 0.1x Zn, Zn (physiologically optimal concentration at 2 μM), and 100x Zn; Error ϒ, degrees of 
freedom.  
* = Comparisons are significant at P < 0.05 level of probability. 
** = Comparisons are significant at P < 0.01 level of probability. 




Table C.3. Mean macronutrient content (mg kg-1) in seed, leaf, and root samples of two soybean cultivars grown in a greenhouse under treatments with varying concentrations 
of B or Zn.   





N P K Ca Mg S 
Alpha Fairbault Alpha  Fairbault  Alpha Fairbault Alpha Fairbault Alpha Fairbault Alpha Fairbault 
Root 0.1x B 2.7a 2.1b Ns ns ns 0.28a 0.49a 0.18c 
 B 2.9a 2.3b Ns ns ns 0.24b 0.52a 0.31b 
 10x B 2.3b 2.2b Ns ns ns 0.19c 0.33b 0.27b 
Leaf 0.1x B 4.7ab 4.5bc 0.28cd 0.34b ns 1.8c 1.9bc 0.56a 0.27b 0.27b 
 B 4.4cd 4.4cd 0.27d 0.29c ns 2.1a 2.0ab 0.58a 0.28ab 0.27b 
 10x B 4.9a 4.2d 0.38a 0.30c ns 1.5d 1.8c 0.50b 0.30a 0.26b 
Seed 0.1x B ns 0.52de 0.53c-e 2.42c 0.36bc 0.27de ns 0.48a 0.36d 
 B ns 0.51e 0.58cd 2.58b 0.39b 0.27de ns 0.44ab 0.42ab 
 10x B ns 0.69a 0.59bc 2.73a 0.53a 0.30d ns 0.40c 0.37d 
Root  -Zn 4.1a 0.23c 1.43a 1.10ab 0.9c 0.37a 0.24b 0.29b 0.19c 
  0.1x Zn 3.6b 0.31b 1.33a 0.83c 1.7a 0.38a 0.25b 0.29b 0.16c 
  Zn 2.6c 0.35b 0.80c 0.89bc 1.6ab 0.24b 0.22b 0.50a 0.30b 
   100x Zn 2.3d 0.46a 0.85bc 1.16a 1.4b 0.17c 0.21b 0.42a 0.42a 
Leaf  -Zn 3.2d 3.0e 0.72a 2.8d 2.1b 0.75a 0.16d 
  0.1x Zn 3.5c 3.6c 0.46b 3.4c 2.1b 0.64b 0.20c 
  Zn 4.4ab 4.4b 0.28d 3.7b 2.1b 0.58c 0.27b 
  100x Zn 4.6a 4.5ab 0.34c 4.0a 2.5a 0.58c 0.31a 
Seed  -Zn 6.3b 0.75a-c 0.77a 2.4c-e 2.5d ns 0.27bc 0.31b 0.32ef 0.31f 
  0.1x Zn 6.5b 0.67b-d 0.67a-c 2.2e 2.4d ns 0.37a 0.32b 0.35de 0.36d 
  Zn 6.9a 0.51e 0.58de 2.7c 2.5d ns 0.27c 0.31b 0.44ab 0.41c 
   100x Zn 7.2a 0.71ab 0.59c-e 3.3a 2.9b ns 0.27c 0.32b 0.45a 0.42bc 
Note: Mean micronutrient contents in mg kg-1 based on two tests for a total of eight replications for leaf samples and one test and four replications for root and seed samples 
measured 34 days after planting for leaf samples and at maturity for seed and root samples measured 34 days after planting in leaf samples and at maturity in seed and root 
samples.  Leaf nutrient concentrations from plants treated with varying levels of Zn has been previously published in Helfenstein et al.  2015. 
Means followed by different letters are significantly different per Fisher’s Least Significant Difference Test (α = 0.05). Means are displayed de-transformed. ns= not significant 
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Note: Nutrient contents were measured in leaf samples 34 days after planting and in seed and root samples at plant maturity. 
Block, randomized complete block design with four replications in each of two trials for leaf samples and one trial for seed and  
    root samples; Cultivar, Alpha and Fairbault; B treatment, 0.1x B, B (physiologically optimal concentration at 0.025 mM), and  
    10x B; Zn treatment, -Zn, 0.1x Zn, Zn (physiologically optimal concentration at 2 μM), and 100x Zn; Error ϒ, degrees of  
    freedom.  
* = Comparisons are significant at P < 0.05 level of probability. 
** = Comparisons are significant at P < 0.01 level of probability. 
*** = Comparisons are significant at P < 0.001 level of probability. 
 
  
Table C.4.   Analysis of variance showing F values for contents of micronutrients in seed, leaf, and root samples of two soybean cultivars that 
were grown in a greenhouse under treatments with varying concentrations of boron (B) or zinc (Zn).  
   Micronutrients 
Organ Source DF Zn Mn Fe Cu B 
Root Block 3 0.97 0.91 0.48 0.74 0.93 
 Cultivar 1 0.00 0.12 0.02 1.76 3.15 
 B treatment 2 1.04 1.03 0.77 0.67 356.14*** 
 Cv x B treatment 2 0.26 0.23 0.29 0.28 0.53 
Leaf Block 7 0.78 0.85 0.48 0.15 1.17 
 Cultivar 1 16.84*** 1.43 3.80 25.57*** 0.01 
 B treatment 2 4.11* 0.44 0.50 0.23 4615.79*** 
 Cv x B treatment 2 5.40** 2.90 1.46 5.71** 5.75** 
Seed Block 3 1.20 0.04 1.20 1.93 0.14 
 Cultivar 1 3.38 11.64** 13.34** 104.04*** 25.57*** 
 B treatment 2 0.97 3.00 3.40 1.10 420.70*** 
 Cv x B treatment 2 6.93** 1.39 3.00 8.86** 7.70** 
Root Block 3 0.48 0.87 0.54 1.06 0.13 
 Cultivar 1 0.78 0.12 0.01 1.39 0.55 
 Zn treatment 3 110.66*** 9.83*** 49.05*** 3.43* 0.12 
 Cv x Zn treatment 3 0.07 6.71** 1.27 0.46 1.01 
Leaf Block 7 0.25 0.29 0.45 0.39 0.35 
 Cultivar 1 0.22 5.64* 16.08*** 13.28*** 63.10*** 
 Zn treatment 3 3578.44*** 73.94*** 155.06*** 17.90*** 103.67*** 
 Cv x Zn treatment 3 1.26 0.56 7.20*** 1.55 0.47 
Seed Block 3 1.44 2.06 3.00 0.40 0.38 
 Cultivar 1 1.96 14.98** 12.68** 35.70*** 14.33** 
 Zn treatment 3 394.36*** 15.04*** 164.49*** 33.24*** 20.66*** 




Table C.5. Mean micronutrient content (mg kg-1) in seed, leaf, and root samples of two soybean cultivars that were grown in a greenhouse under treatments with varying 
concentrations of B or Zn.   





Zn Mn Fe Cu B 
Alpha Fairbault Alpha Fairbault Alpha Fairbault Alpha Fairbault Alpha Fairbault 
Root 0.1x B ns ns ns ns 8.7c 
 B ns ns ns ns 19.5b 
 10x B ns ns ns ns 47.9a 
Leaf 0.1x B 37.0b 36.2b ns ns 3.7b 3.2bc 11.4d 12.5d 
 B 37.1b 33.8b ns ns 3.6b 3.2bc 77.0b 65.6c 
 10x B 45.0a 34.5b ns ns 4.5a 2.7c 554.1a 590.9a 
Seed 0.1x B 24.2a-c 28.0a ns ns 7.00b 5.14c 8.0e 7.8e 
 B 25.9ab 23.2bc ns ns 7.90b 5.17c 23.8c 18.5d 
 10x B 28.1a 20.3c ns ns 9.79a 4.38c 117.2a 61.1b 
Root -Zn 15.5c 33.5bc 41.8bc 804.0d 262.1b ns 
 0.1x Zn 22.0c 27.1c 46.4b 1331.5c 293.4b ns 
 Zn 43.3b 78.5a 78.4a 1701.2b 358.4ab ns 
 100x Zn 2960.2a 94.6a 37.5bc 3148.9a 435.6a ns 
Leaf -Zn 6.9d 53.6a 159.8b 254.4a 3.7b 46.1d 
 0.1x Zn 9.2c 49.1b 92.3d 119.7c 3.6b 54.5c 
 Zn 35.4b 31.7c 82.9d 80.1d 3.4b 71.1b 
 100x Zn 1047.6a 66.6a 55.3e 55.7e 5.1a 80.4a 
Seed -Zn 13.0de 27.6b-d 32.3ab 152.6a 15.5a 34.0a 
 0.1x Zn 17.4c 36.5a 27.3c 136.9a 10.5b 30.0a 
 Zn 21.5b 26.2c 21.0e 860.0b 6.4c 21.3b 
 100x Zn 146.3a 29.5ab 22.7de 53.9c 5.7c 23.1c 
Note: Mean micronutrient concentrations presented in mg kg-1 based on two tests for a total of eight replications for leaf samples and one test and four replications for root and  
    seed samples measured 34 days after planting in leaf samples and at plant maturity in seed and root samples. Leaf nutrient concentrations from plants treated with varying  
    levels of Zn have been previously published in Helfenstein et al. 2015.  
Means followed by different letters are significantly different per Fisher’s Least Significant Difference Test (α = 0.05). Means are displayed de-transformed. ns = not  






















Fig. C.1. Plant height and dry mass of root, stem, and seed samples of two soybean cultivars that were grown in a greenhouse under 
treatments with varying concentrations of boron (B). Means followed by different letters are significantly different per Fisher’s Least 






































































































Fig. C.2. Plant height and dry mass of root, stem, and seed samples of two soybean cultivars that were grown in a greenhouse under 
treatments with varying concentrations of Zn. Means followed by different letters are significantly different per Fisher’s Least 
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APPENDIX D: FIRST REPORT OF SCLEROTINIA SCLEROTIORUM CAUSING STEM 
ROT ON SOYBEANS IN ETHIOPIA *  
 
Sclerotinia stem rot (SSR), caused by Sclerotinia sclerotiorum, is a devastating disease on 
soybean and the pathogen attacks over 500 hosts (Grau and Hartman 2015). In October 2018, 
research plots at JARC, Ethiopia were being evaluated for soybean diseases. A sample of 100 
randomly selected plants were evaluated for SSR. All but 16 stems had stem rot symptoms with 
a plant severity rating of 3.5 (SE = 0.18) based on a 0 (no disease) to 5 (plant dead) rating scale 
(Fig. F1). Five infected stems were selected and sent to the USDA-ARS Soybean Disease and 
Pest Research Laboratory, Urbana, IL.  Three sclerotia were removed from three infected plants 
each and ranged from 4 to 18 mm long and 1 to 2 mm wide. Sclerotia were placed on potato 
dextrose agar (PDA) in 9.8 cm diameter Petri dishes and incubated at 24°C with a 16 hr 
photoperiod for 4 days. The white, appressed mycelia grew from the sclerotia and covered the 
entire plate after 48 hours with sclerotia forming on the edge of the plate by 4 days. To confirm 
pathogenicity, a mycelial plug was taken from the margin of a 2 day-old-colony of one of the 
isolates by pressing the large end of a 200 μl pipette tip into the culture and placed on top of a cut 
stem above the second trifoliolate of four 3-week-old plants of soybean cultivar Williams 82. 
Plants were then incubated in a moist chamber for 48 hours prior to being placed in a greenhouse 
held at 22°C with a 16-hour photoperiod. Necrotic lesions and white mycelia appeared on the 
stems four days post-inoculation. The pathogen was re-isolated and cultured on PDA. After 4 




 8 mm diameter mycelial plugs were excised from the three representative cultures. DNA was 
released from the mycelia by disruption in Lysing Matrix A and CLS-Y solution, as provided by 
the FastDNA Spin Kit (MP Biomedicals, Solon-OH). Disruption was accomplished in a 
FastPrep-24 lemniscate homogenizer (MP Biomedicals) for 40s at a speed of 6m/s. DNA was 
extracted as instructed by the manufacturer. The resulting eluates were diluted ten-fold with 5 
mM tris, pH 8, containing 1 mM NaCl. Five microliter subsamples were subjected to PCR using 
ITS (ITS4: 5’-TCCTCCGCTTATTGATATGC-3'; ITS1: 5’- TCCGTAGGTGAACCTGCGG-3') 
primers which produced 477 bp amplicons that were purified using the Qiaquick PCR Cleanup 
Kit (Qiagen, Germantown-MD) and delivered to a core facility for Sanger sequencing, using the 
same primers. The top BLAST hit for the ITS region (GenBank accessions (these need to be 
submitted)) had 99% identity to S. sclerotiorum. In Africa, S. sclerotiorum has been found on 
soybean in Nigeria (Akem and Dashiell 1992) and South Africa and on common bean in 
Ethiopia (Allen 1995). To our knowledge this is the first report of Sclerotinia stem rot on 
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APPENDIX E: FIRST REPORT OF CURTOBACTERIUM FLACCUMFACIENS PV. 
FLACCUMFACIENS CAUSING BACTERIAL TAN SPOT ON SOYBEAN IN AFRICA* 
 
Curtobacterium flaccumfaciens pv. flaccumfaciens (Hedges) Collins & Jones (Cff) was first 
reported as causing bacterial wilt (Bacterium flaccumfaciens nov. sp.) on beans (Phaseolus 
vulgaris) in South Dakota, USA (Hedges 1922) and as causing bacterial tan spot on soybean 
(Glycine max) in Iowa in 1975 (Dunleavy 1983). The bacterium occurs on a number of hosts 
with most reports coming from beans (Harveson 2015), although a few recent reports are from 
soybean in Brazil (Soares et al. 2013) and Germany (Sammer and Reiher 2012). In Africa, Cff 
has been found on common bean in Kenya, Mauritius, Tunisia, and South Africa (EPPO 2011). 
One report indicated that the bacterium is seed transmitted in susceptible cultivars at rates below 
1% (Soares et al. 2018). In March 2019, soybean grown in research plots in Zambia (Kabwe and 
Mpogwe) were being evaluated for soybean diseases. Leaflets from 20 plants showing symptoms 
of what appeared to be bacterial tan spot (Harveson 2015) were collected and pressed (Fig. F1). 
Typical necrotic lesions covering up to one third of the leaflet from the margin were sent to the 
USDA-ARS Soybean Disease and Pest Research Laboratory, Urbana, IL. Leaf tissue was surface 
disinfected before being macerated in sterile water. The suspension was streaked onto nutrient 
dextrose agar (NDA) and incubated at 30°C in the dark. Yellow bacterial colonies appeared after 
7 days and strain was purified by selecting single colonies. The bacterium was rod-shaped, about 
3 µm in length, and gram stain positive. For further confirmation, DNA was extracted from 
bacterial colonies by disruption in Lysing Matrix A and CLS-TC solution, as provided by the 
FastDNA Spin Kit (MP Biomedicals, Solon-OH). Disruption was accomplished in a FastPrep-24 
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lemniscate homogenizer (MP Biomedicals) for 40s at a speed of 6m/s. DNA was extracted as 
instructed by the manufacturer. The resulting eluates were diluted ten-fold with 5 mM tris, pH 8, 
containing 1 mM NaCl. Five microliter subsamples were subjected to PCR using Cff specific 
primers, CffFOR2 5'-GTTATGACTGAACTTCACTCC-3'; CffREV4 5'-
GATGTTCCCGGTGTTCGA-3') (Tegli et al. 2002). The tested isolates were positively 
identified as Cff by producing 306 bp amplicons. To confirm pathogenicity, four 3-week-old 
plants of soybean cultivar Williams 82 were dusted with carborundum before a cheesecloth 
soaked in a bacterial suspension was rubbed onto the adaxial side of the second trifoliolates 
(Dunleavy, 1983). Plants were then held at a constant 26°C with a 16-hour photoperiod. 
Symptoms appeared 7 days post inoculation as necrotic lesions surrounded by a chlorotic halo 
(Fig. E.1). The pathogen was re-isolated and cultured and after 7 days colonies were visualized 
using crystal violet stain and observed at 530x and appeared morphologically to be the same 
bacterium and positively identified using the Cff specific primer set. To our knowledge, this is 







Fig. E.1. Bacterial tan spot on soybean caused by Curtobacterium flaccumfaciens pv. 
flaccumfaciens. In the field, a leaf lesion with marginal necrosis (left) in foreground with 
background leaflet also showing severe necrosis. A dried field leaflet (center) with necrosis 
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